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SUGGESTED CITATION FORMAT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Human Right Defenders (HRDs) in the Gulf region and neighbouring countries face an increasingly hostile environment for exercising freedom of expression online. This report by the Gulf Centre for Human Rights and the International Human Rights Law Clinic at the University of California, Berkeley, School of Law documents 225 incidents between May 2018 and October 2020, evidencing how governments in the region used anti-cybercrime and other laws, along with specialised law enforcement institutions, to criminalise online expression in violation of international law.

States have enacted anti-cybercrime legislation that restricts and criminalises protected online expression, including by extending the application of problematic penal restrictions existing in other laws to online communication and assembly. In addition, governments used against HRDs criminal defamation and insult laws, as well as vague and overbroad criminal prohibitions of expression that officials consider threatening to public order, national security, or other similar interests. Equipped with this broad legal arsenal, governments arrested, prosecuted, and imposed stiff sentences, including the death penalty, on defenders engaged in the legitimate and valuable activity of promoting human rights through online expression. This study found 225 credible incidents of online freedom of expression (FOE) violations against HRDs between May 2018 and October 2020. There is a clear pattern throughout the region of governments seeking to strictly control and limit expression of which they disapprove.

The States included in this study are Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the United Arab Emirates. For each, this report analyses their domestic anti-cybercrime and other relevant laws against international human rights law and standards and identifies the trends of violating online freedom of expression among the reported incidents.

International Legal Background

The targeted repression of HRDs by criminalising or restricting online expression of dissenting views implicate domestic and international institutions and standard setting. The United Nations has encouraged international cooperation and regional harmonisation of laws in combating cybercrime as a necessary crime control tool but has not prevented countries from including in domestic legislation restrictions on online content that are incompatible with international law and standards. The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) effectively endorsed a proposed model cybercrime legislation drafted for the region by the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and adopted by the League of Arab States in 2004.\(^1\) Articles 20-22 of the model law criminalise online content that is “contrary to the public order and morals,” facilitates assistance of terrorist groups, as well as accesses or discloses confidential government information related to national security or the economy.\(^2\) These criminalised
content restrictions have been widely replicated in
domestic laws throughout the region which have
greatly expanded the ability of governments to
sanction online views of which they disapprove. The
commitment of States to a regional approach to
cybercrimes is further evidenced by the 2010 Arab
Convention on Combating Information Technology
Offences (ACC), which all 22 Arab State members of
the League of Arab States have signed. 3

At the same time as the international community
effectively facilitated State criminalisation of online
expression through national cybercrime laws, UN
human rights mechanisms drew attention to the
threat to HRDs of internet and communication
regulations. The UN Human Rights Council adopted
its 2012 resolution affirming the protection of
online freedom of expression,4 and the UN Special
Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of
freedom of expression (SR on FOE) has issued
several reports on the topic. International human
rights institutions continue to affirm the importance
of HRDs to the ecosystem of rights protections even
as States too often fail to observe their obligations to
provide a safe and enabling environment to HRDs.5

Given the centrality of online communication to
human rights work, this report focuses on incidents
in which the government targeted online expression
by HRDs. However, government persecution of
defenders violates multiple rights. Therefore, the
report also examines the impacts of such targeting
on other international rights including the right to
freedom of association, peaceful assembly, the right to
privacy protection from unwarranted surveillance, as
well as violations of physical integrity associated with
arbitrary arrests including incommunicado detention,
enforced disappearance, and torture.

Methodology

The dataset for this study consists of two
components: (1) the anti-cybercrime and other
relevant laws the ten States used to create a hostile
climate for online freedom of expression of HRDs;
and (2) the 225 credible reports within our period
of study of online freedom of expression violations
against HRDs. To identify credible evidence
of violations, researchers consulted a range of
independent sources documenting such violations,
including published responses from UN Special
Procedures communications alleging FOE violations;
human rights reports from international and regional
human rights organisations; as well as media reports
from international, regional, and national outlets.6

Given the limited number of sources and the
difficulty of reporting on human rights violations in
these countries, it is fair to assume that this study
does not capture all incidents of violations of the
right to online freedom of expression that occurred
during the period under study. Nevertheless, the
findings below are based on the representative sample
of the reported incidents and demonstrate consistent
patterns of the suppression of free expression.

Findings

Looking across all ten countries under study, the
clear trend that emerges is of authorities relying on
a variety of laws that impermissibly restrict online
expression to target HRDs for communicating
views online that are critical of the government or its
policies.

Arbitrary Laws Restricting Freedom of Expression

The States in this study (except Iraq where an anti-
cybercrime law has been considered but not adopted)
have enacted anti-cybercrime laws that criminalise
internationally protected expression—including
criticism or insult of public officials and institutions,
or religious speech—to arrest, charge, and prosecute
HRDs. However, anti-cybercrime laws are only
one legal tool governments used. Governments
also relied on impermissibly vague, overbroad, or
disproportionate criminal provisions contained in
other laws, including penal codes, anti-terrorism
laws, telecommunications laws, and/or media and
press laws. Such laws include, for example, provisions
that impose criminal rather than civil penalties on
defamation, prohibitions on speech that “threatens
public order,” fake news, or expression deemed as
“glorifying” terrorism. These prohibitions criminalise
expression that is affirmatively protected under international law.

**What Type of Online Human Rights Activities Are Targeted?**

Governments principally targeted online expression that is critical of the government or its policies. Journalists were frequently victims. Authorities violated the FOE rights of journalists in all countries, including for reporting on public protests against the government through news stories, videos, and social media. Officials in Bahrain, Jordan, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE also criminally charged HRDs for criticising the foreign policy or interests of the government.

Advocates for minority rights and women's rights were also targeted. Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia took legal action against HRDs for their online advocacy for the rights of minority communities in their countries. And in all countries, authorities targeted women human rights defenders and/or others who advocated online for women's rights. For example, in May 2018, authorities in Saudi Arabia carried out mass arrests of women HRDs for their support of women's rights, including through online activism. Officials charged all of these women defenders under the cybercrime law, and, charged, tried and convicted some for violating the counter-terrorism law.

**Additional Human Rights Violations**

The human rights violations in addition to freedom of expression that State actors committed across the region while repressing online FOE exhibit the following trends.

**Arbitrary arrests**

Because authorities invoked laws that arbitrarily restricted online content in arresting HRDs, governments in all countries additionally violated the prohibition against arbitrary arrests when officials took defenders into custody for alleged violations of those restrictions.

**Surveillance**

Online surveillance of HRDs was a common State practice. Governments in Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and UAE reportedly surveilled or gained access to private communications of HRDs who the government targeted for their online activism. During the reporting period, the Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto found evidence of suspected infections by the Pegasus spyware program of mobile phones in Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE, which would have allowed those governments to survey the infected individuals' private communications.?

**Freedom of Association**

Governments violated the freedom of association rights of HRDs by targeting their online expression. In Iraq and Jordan there were credible reports that law enforcement targeted HRDs for social media posts organising anti-government protests. Additionally, in Kuwait, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia authorities arrested groups of defenders that were working on the same cause, which raises concerns regarding the protection of these HRDs’ right to association. And in UAE, the anti-cybercrime law implicates freedom of association by prohibiting online expression calling for “unauthorised” protests.

**Incommunicado Detention, Enforced Disappearances, and Torture**

There was a disturbing pattern of gross violations of human rights related to the arrest of HRDs for legitimate online expression, including incommunicado detention, enforced disappearances, and torture. There were credibly reported cases of one or more of each type of violation in every country except Bahrain (where there were no reported incidents that included allegations of incommunicado detention, enforced disappearance, or torture). Iran executed Ruhollah Zam for his reporting on government protests via an online news channel, and Saudi Arabia murdered journalist Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi consulate in Turkey.
Specialised Legal Infrastructure

Most States under study have created specialised enforcement units or courts to investigate and/or prosecute violations of online content restrictions. In all nine of the countries with cybercrime laws (Bahrain, Iran, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and UAE), authorities have established these institutions capable of surveilling, arresting, prosecuting, and ultimately convicting HRDs for their online advocacy. Many of these units engaged in widely publicised mass enforcement campaigns, signaling to HRDs and the population in general that their online activity is monitored.

Courts dedicated to prosecuting cybercrimes posed distinct threats to HRDs due to their inadequate due process protections. For example, in Saudi Arabia, the Specialised Criminal Court is seemingly empowered to extend pre-trial and incommunicado detention to lengthy periods of time, is reported to have relied on confessions obtained through torture, and is described by human rights bodies as insufficiently independent of the executive. Weak judicial protections for HRDs enable State repression of defenders.

Transnational Collaboration Targeting HRDs

The study found several reported incidents in which governments collaborated with each other to punish online advocacy they found detrimental to their allies or to their own foreign policy. There is credible evidence that Iran, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and UAE, worked across borders with other governments to repress HRDs, at least partially for their online advocacy. One egregious example is the cooperation between Iraqi intelligence officials and Iranian authorities to arrest and abduct Iranian journalist Ruhollah Zam from Iraq and bring him to Iran where Zam was tried, convicted, and executed.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report captures a snapshot of the consequences for HRDs of the hostile legal environment that governments have effectuated to repress online expression that they find objectionable. This pattern of misconduct illustrates the extent to which States disregarded their international duties to create a safe and enabling environment, including online environment, for HRDs. States must cease violations and safeguard HRDs.

Toward this end, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

• Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  ° All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  ° Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  ° Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.
• Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.
• Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  ° Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture.
  ° Ensuring that HRDs', citizens', and residents' right to freedom of movement is not violated.
  ° Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.
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To All States:

- Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

Bahrain

We call on the government of Bahrain to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Bahrain's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2002 Media Regulation Law;
  - 2002 Telecommunications Law, article 75(1);
  - 2006 Antiterrorism Law, articles 1, 2, 9, 11, 26, 27;
  - 2014 Law on Information Technology Crimes, articles 9, 23.

Iraq

We call on the government of Iraq to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Iraq's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 1986 Press Law, articles 6(1), 6(2), 6(7), 6(9);
  - 2009 Computer Crimes Act, articles 14, 16–19, 27;

We call on OHCHR to:

- Initiate a special working group in cooperation with civil society to address the role of Iran and other governments in the region in cooperating in the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

Iran

We call on the government of Iran to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Iran's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 1986 Press Law, articles 6(1), 6(2), 6(7), 6(9);
  - 2009 Computer Crimes Act, articles 14, 16–19, 27;

To All States:

- Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

Bahrain

We call on the government of Bahrain to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Bahrain's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2002 Media Regulation Law;
  - 2002 Telecommunications Law, article 75(1);
  - 2006 Antiterrorism Law, articles 1, 2, 9, 11, 26, 27;
  - 2014 Law on Information Technology Crimes, articles 9, 23.

Iraq

We call on the government of Iraq to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Iraq's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2010 Penal Code, articles 156, 210, 433, 434;
  - 2014 Media Broadcasting Rules, Section 2, articles 1(a), 1(j);
  - 2008 Kurdistan Regional Government Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment, article 2;
  - Ensure that any anti-cybercrime legislation adopted fully complies with international protections of online freedom of expression.

To All States:

- Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

Bahrain

We call on the government of Bahrain to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Bahrain's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2002 Media Regulation Law;
  - 2002 Telecommunications Law, article 75(1);
  - 2006 Antiterrorism Law, articles 1, 2, 9, 11, 26, 27;
  - 2014 Law on Information Technology Crimes, articles 9, 23.

Iraq

We call on the government of Iraq to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Iraq's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2010 Penal Code, articles 156, 210, 433, 434;
  - 2014 Media Broadcasting Rules, Section 2, articles 1(a), 1(j);
  - 2008 Kurdistan Regional Government Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment, article 2;
  - Ensure that any anti-cybercrime legislation adopted fully complies with international protections of online freedom of expression.
Jordan

We call on the government of Jordan to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Jordan’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2015 Cybercrime Law, articles 11 and 15;
  ° 2006 Anti-Terrorism Law, articles 2, 3, 7, 8;
  ° 1995 Telecommunications law, article 75(a);
  ° 1960 Penal Code, articles 118, 122, 132, 149, 191, 195;
  ° 2019 Cyber Security Law.

Oman

We call on the government of Oman to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Oman’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2011 Cyber Crime Law, article 19;
  ° 2018 Penal Law, articles 116, 118, 125;
  ° Royal Decree No. 64/2020, article 6.

Kuwait

We call on the government of Kuwait to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Kuwait’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2006 Press and Publications Law, articles 19–21, 27(3);
  ° 2014 Establishment of the Communication and Information Technology Regulatory Authority, article 61;
  ° 2015 Cybercrime Law, articles 2–7;
  ° 2016 Regulation of Electronic Media Law, articles 6, 8, 9, 17, 70.

Qatar

We call on the government of Qatar to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Qatar’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2019 Law on Combating Terrorism, articles 4, 24, 25;
  ° 2014 Cybercrime Prevention Law, articles 6, 8, 53;
  ° 2004 Penal Code, articles 134, 136, 136(bis), 138, 326, 327, 330;
  ° 2003 Law on the State Security Service, article 2;
  ° 2002 Law on Protection of Community, article 1;
  ° 1979 Press and Publications Law, articles 46, 47, 82–84.

• Eliminate the laws and articles in Qatar’s legal frameworks that restrict the labour rights
of migrant low-wage workers and threaten them with deportation for advocating for their human rights online, including:

° 2014 Cybercrime Law, article 52;
° The Kafala system used for migrant workers, which underwent significant reform in 2019 and 2020, but continues to enable systemic rights violations of migrants.

**Saudi Arabia**

We call on the government of Saudi Arabia to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Saudi Arabia’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including those in:
  ° 2007 Anti-Cyber Crime Law, articles 3(5), 6(1), 7 and 13;
  ° 2017 Law on Combatting Terrorism Crimes and Its Financing, articles 1, 3, 19–21, 27, 30, 34, 43, 44, 88, 89.

• Ensure that any application of law, including uncodified Islamic law, is consistent with principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity, and proportionality.

We call on OHCHR to:

• Initiate a special working group in cooperation with civil society to address the role of Saudi Arabia and other governments in the region in cooperating in the apprehension and rendering of HRDs for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

**Syria**

We call on the government of Syria to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Syria’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2011 Media Regulation Law, articles 3, 4, 12, 22, 78, 79, 95, Chapter VI;
  ° 2012 Counter-Terrorism Law, articles 1, 4, 8;
  ° 2012 Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes, articles, 2, 5, 30;
  ° 2018 Anti-Cybercrime Law, articles 2, 6;

We call on the de facto authorities of the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria controlling territory in the country to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in its legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2016 Media Law in Al-Jazira Province, article 2;
  ° Ban on content that challenges religious values.

We call on OHCHR to:

• Initiate a special working group in cooperation with civil society to address the role of Saudi Arabia and other governments in the region in cooperating in the apprehension and rendering of HRDs for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
United Arab Emirates

We call on the UAE government to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in UAE’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 1987 Penal Code, articles 176, 180, 181, 182(bis), 197(bis), and 372;
  - 2012 Cybercrime Law, articles 20, 24, 26–30, 32, 37, and 38.

- Eliminate the laws and articles in UAE’s legal frameworks that restrict the labour rights of migrant low-wage workers and threaten them with deportation for advocating for their human rights online, including:
  - The Kafala system used for migrant workers;
  - 1987 Penal Code article 325;
  - 2012 Cybercrime Law article 42.

We call on OHCHR to:

- Initiate a special working group in cooperation with civil society to address the role of the UAE and other governments in the region in cooperating in the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
NOTES
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WHO WILL BE LEFT TO DEFEND HUMAN RIGHTS? PERSECUTION OF ONLINE EXPRESSION IN THE GULF AND NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES
INTRODUCTION

Governments in the Gulf and neighboring countries are targeting human right defenders (HRDs) for their advocacy by increasing the scope of criminalized online expression in violation of international law. States have enacted anti-cybercrime legislation that restricts and criminalises protected online expression, including by extending the application of problematic penal restrictions existing in other laws to online communication and assembly.

Broadening their legal arsenal, governments have intensified a repressive climate in which they arrest, prosecute, and impose stiff sentences, including the death penalty, on HRDs engaged in the legitimate, valuable, and internationally protected activity of promoting human rights through online expression. Focus on this legal infrastructure draws attention to the need for reform of current laws. It also draws attention to the need for increased vigilance to prevent the pretextual deployment of crime control strategies against human rights defenders. Given the centrality of online communication, States must ensure HRDs have full enjoyment of the international right to freedom of online expression to carry out their vital work.

The States included for analysis are Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Governments in these countries have enacted or recently have considered anti-cybercrime laws. They also are governed by monarchies, authoritarian governments, or weak democracies with long histories of systemically repressing civic space and dissident voices. The current report builds on the 2018 report published by the Gulf Centre for Human Rights (GCHR) entitled Mapping Cybercrime Laws and Violations of Digital Rights in the Gulf and Neighboring Countries, which examined domestic cybercrime laws and specialised legal institutions as well as reported on related arrests and prosecutions of HRDs.¹ The present study is a collaboration between GCHR and the International Human Rights Law Clinic, University of California, Berkeley.

This report makes two contributions to address State persecution of HRDs. First, it offers a human rights analysis of domestic anti-cybercrime and other relevant laws that make up the legal climate under which HRDs carry out their work. Second, based on 225 reported credible incidents of online freedom of expression violations against HRDs between May 2018 and October 2020, the report documents current trends in the persecution of HRDs in the region. Considering these two contributions together, the report offers a sobering picture. Government authorities targeted HRDs who exposed human rights violations or expressed views which ran counter to those of the government. For example, across the region there were credible reports of authorities targeting journalists, including for online coverage of protests against government corruption and economic distress, activists who demanded protection of minority rights, and feminist activists who used the internet to organise or raise public awareness.

The research indicates that throughout the region, governments utilised a combination of cybercrime...
laws and specialised institutions, together with laws regulating offline content to crackdown on human rights activism and create a hostile environment for HRDs. The goal is to tightly control expression to repress opposition or views contrary to government orthodoxy.
The targeted repression of HRDs by criminalising or restricting online expression of dissenting views implicates international institutions and standard setting. On the one hand, the international community has promoted common national standards and approaches to combatting cybercrimes. In the Gulf and neighboring countries this has included a regional treaty promoted by the international community as well as model legislation promoted by regional government; each of which failed to safeguard online freedom of expression.

On the other hand, international human rights institutions have established human rights standards that apply to the online expression of HRDs. They have elaborated on the special protections that States owe to HRDs due to the unique role that defenders play in promoting rights and freedoms. They have also established several pertinent protections, including the right to freedom of online expression, which States are violating through their persecution of defenders. Taken together, this legal background illustrates the need for human rights standards to be fully integrated into national anti-cybercrime law and policy.

Regional Development of Model Cybercrime Legislation

The United Nations has encouraged international cooperation and regional harmonisation in combating cybercrime as necessary to keep pace with the use of online technologies by criminal networks and designated terrorist groups. In 2003, the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) and the UNESCO Cairo Office for Arab States authored the Beirut Declaration, a statement of principles to guide development of information and communication technology throughout the region. ESCWA also became involved in subsequent efforts to promote standardised domestic cybercrime laws in the region.

ESCWA effectively endorsed the proposed model cybercrime legislation drafted by UAE and adopted by the League of Arab States in 2004. In its study of regional laws, ESCWA stated that UAE national law (which was based on its proposed model law) complied with the European Union’s standards on cybercrime legislation. In its report, ESCWA acknowledged concerns about content restriction laws in general, but did not offer recommendations that cybercrime laws should comply with international obligations in this regard. Articles 20-22 of the UAE-drafted model law criminalise online content that is “contrary to the public order and morals,” that facilitates assistance of terrorist groups, or that accesses or discloses confidential government information related to national security or the economy. These content restrictions have been widely replicated in domestic cybercrime laws throughout the region which have greatly expanded the ability of governments to criminalise online views of which they disapprove.

In 2006, UAE adopted its cybercrime law, Federal Law No. 2. The following year, Saudi Arabia enacted its cybercrime law with criminal content restrictions similar to those in the UAE model law. Iran and Jordan adopted cybercrime laws in 2009 and 2010, respectively, each with similar restrictions. At the end of 2010, the League of Arab States finalised the Arab Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences (ACC), which has been signed by all 22 Arab State members. The Convention aims to “enhance and strengthen cooperation between the
that a “margin of appreciation” would be applied to countries, which allowed them “leeway” to set “boundaries of acceptable expression in line with their own cultures and legal traditions.” However, the report did not offer a forceful critique of the justifications by States for their laws restricting content to protect public safety, morals, and prevention of disorder, despite the recognition of a “number of high-profile cases” of human rights violations.

The expert group “expressed concern” about lese majesty, desacato, and laws criminalising “disrespect for authority, disrespect for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of state, and the protection of the honour of public officials.” At best, this was a missed opportunity for the experts to offer their assessment of the safeguards needed to prevent violations of human rights and to safeguard their online freedom of expression, among other rights protections. At worst, the intergovernmental expert group provided international imprimatur on standards susceptible to manipulation and abuse.

Arab States in the area of combating information technology offences” and protection of the national security of Arab States. Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and Syria have since developed their own cybercrime laws containing elements that can be traced back to UAE’s model law. The Iraqi Parliament has considered multiple proposals for a cybercrime law, the latest of which is undergoing further revision due to continued objections to its content restrictions. The push for regional harmonisation has fostered the spread of online criminalised content restrictions and international involvement in cybercrime standard setting has been ineffective in preventing this dangerous development.

In 2011, the UN General Assembly tasked the Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ) to convene an intergovernmental expert group to conduct a study on the state of cybercrime legislation and regulation. The 2013 report reviewed regional conventions, including the ACC, but did not strongly critique the convention for its potential to violate international human rights. The ten-page human rights section stressed the “balancing” nature of human rights and noted
International Human Rights Regime for Online Freedom of Expression for HRDs

At the same time as the international community failed to mobilise against States in the region criminalising protected online expression through national cybercrime laws, UN human rights mechanisms elevated the threat that internet and communication regulations posed to HRDs. The UN Human Rights Council adopted Resolution 20/8 in 2012 affirming that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) protect the right to freedom of expression for online expression. Since 2011, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) has issued several reports on the topic. Noting in 2011, that while the online communication is “essential” to freedom of expression, the SR on FOE also observed that “the power of the Internet to awaken individuals to question and challenge the status quo and to expose corruption and wrongdoing has generated fear among the powerful. As a result, Governments are increasingly censoring information in cyberspace ...” The SR on FOE has interpreted the contours of the online right to freedom of expression to provide States guidance on how to balance the need for legitimate restrictions with individual rights.

Of particular concern to international human rights mechanisms has been the threat to HRDs of online content restrictions. A human rights defender is “any person who, individually or in association with others, acts or seeks to act to promote, protect or strive for the protection and realisation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, at the local, national, regional or international levels. Human rights defenders advocate, vindicate, enforce, protect and promote human rights.” HRDs are protected by universal human rights, which the United Nations has interpreted and elaborated in the Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. Art. 18 (2) of that instrument recognises that HRDs “have an important role to play and a responsibility in safeguarding democracy, promoting human rights and fundamental freedoms and contributing to the promotion and advancement of democratic societies, institutions and processes.”

The Declaration does not create new rights but reflects human rights that are set out in international and regional human rights treaties and form part of customary international law. The SR on Human Rights Defenders has opined about the significance of the Declaration, stating that because human rights violations to anyone are a threat to everyone:

- we each have a vested interest in the protection of human rights and have the right to participate in their discussion and promotion, in their monitoring and advocacy, and in ensuring their implementation. The Declaration [on HRDs] reminds us that the human rights obligations of States are erga omnes in the broadest possible sense of the term: not just owed by a State to the right holder, nor only owed to the international community, but owed to us all by virtue of our shared humanity.

The Declaration sets out nine core rights of HRDs:

1. the right to be protected;
2. the right to freedom of assembly;
3. the right to freedom of association;
4. the right to access and communicate with international bodies;
5. the right to freedom of opinion and expression;
6. the right to protest;
7. the right to develop and discuss new human rights ideas;
8. the right to a remedy; and
9. the right to access funding.
The right to exercise freedom of expression is crucial for HRDs. The UN Commentary to the Declaration quotes favorably the observation of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights that freedom of expression is a cornerstone upon which the very existence of a democratic society rests. It is indispensable for the formation of public opinion. It is also a condition sine qua non for the development of political parties, trade unions, scientific and cultural societies and, in general, those who wish to influence the public. It represents, in short, the means that enable the community, when exercising its opinions, to be sufficiently informed. Consequently, it can be said that a society that is not well informed is not a society that is truly free.27

States are the primary duty-bearers to ensure HRDs may exercise their rights.28 Part of this responsibility is to create “an enabling environment” for the work of HRDs “through legislative, administrative and other steps.”29 These duties apply to non-State actors controlling territory and exercising government-like authority over residents.30 This duty is particularly significant in Syria where non-State actors have de facto control over some territories.

Human rights experts have recognised the opportunities and the challenges presented by the internet. On the one hand, the internet is a medium that contributes to an “enabling environment” for HRDs to exercise their rights to free expression, association, and peaceful assembly by connecting across borders, sharing ideas and information.31 On the other hand, the internet can also be used by State authorities to surveil, target, and prosecute HRDs for their advocacy.32 While this report focuses primarily on how governments repress online expression as a violation of the right to freedom of expression, the report also examines impacts of such targeted repression on other freedoms protected under international human rights law including the right to freedom of association, peaceful assembly, and privacy protection from unwarranted surveillance. The next section provides a general overview of these obligations, which are enshrined in the UDHR and ICCPR. These norms and related violations that arise in national contexts are discussed in greater detail in each country chapter.

**Freedom of Expression and Other Relevant International Human Rights**

**The right to freedom of expression**

The right to freedom of expression is protected under article 19 of both the UDHR and the ICCPR.33 According to the SR on FOE, the right “is broad and inclusive, and encapsulates the freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers and through any media, offline or online.”34 According to the UN Human Rights Committee, the right to freedom of expression protects a range of expression, including: “political discourse, commentary on one’s own and on public affairs, canvassing, discussion of human rights, journalism, cultural and artistic expression, teaching, and religious discourse.”35 This right is crucial to the protection of other inter-connected rights, including the right to freedom of association and the right to defend rights.36

International law permits States to limit the right to freedom of expression through a range of restrictions, including penal sanctions, censorship, internet shut downs, and surveillance.37 To conform to international human rights standards, any such restrictions must satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality.38 These principles require that the restriction be defined by precise and accessible laws that enable individuals to know how to behave, and that constrain the discretion of authorities enforcing the law.39 The restriction may only be imposed to protect the rights or reputation of others, national security, public order, public health, or public morals.40 And finally, the restriction must be “necessary” for those enumerated purposes, as well as proportional to those purposes: “they must be appropriate to achieve their protective
function; they must be the least intrusive instrument amongst those which might achieve their protective function; they must be proportionate to the interest to be protected.”

When a State invokes one of the enumerated purposes to justify a restriction on the right to freedom of expression, it must show “the precise nature of the threat, and the necessity and proportionality of the specific action taken, in particular by establishing a direct and immediate connection between the expression and the threat.”

**The right to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association**

The right to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association are protected under article 20 of the UDHR and articles 21 and 22 of the ICCPR, and States have the responsibility to respect and protect these rights online as well as offline. The Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association (SR on FPAA) has noted that the internet provides multiple avenues for individuals to exercise these rights: by facilitating the exercise of the rights “offline,” for example as a tool to mobilise people to engage in offline protests, and by creating primarily online spaces for assembly and association. Any restriction on the exercise of these rights online must satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity, and proportionality. The SR on FPAA has identified a number of government actions that threaten these rights, including vague and overbroad cybercrime and terrorism laws that enable authorities to “conflate calls for peaceful assemblies on social media with the creation of instability” or with terrorism, arbitrary blocking of online content, and unnecessary surveillance and government-sponsored cyberattacks.

**The right to privacy and freedom from unwarranted surveillance**

This report describes several incidents in which authorities used surveillance technologies to track and target HRDs, with the aim of silencing their human rights advocacy and criticism of public policy or institutions. Individuals who are subjected to surveillance experience an interference with a range of human rights, including their right to privacy, protected under article 17 of the ICCPR and article 12 of the UDHR, their right to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, their right to freedom of expression, and their right to defend rights. As such, any surveillance of HRDs must meet the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity, and proportionality. States also have the duty to protect individuals against third-party interference with their rights to privacy and freedom of expression. However, the SR on FOE has raised concerns about States’ use of surveillance technology developed and supported by private companies to aid in the silencing of HRDs, and, given the gravity of this problem, has called for a moratorium on the export of such technology.

**Additional human rights violations**

The surveillance, arrest, detention, and prosecution of HRDs for their online expression can result in a range of additional human rights violations, as described in country chapters of this report. These include violations of the prohibitions against arbitrary deprivation of life, enforced disappearances, arbitrary and incommunicado detention, torture and cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment, and the rights to a fair trial, due process, freedom of movement, and children’s rights. The international legal frameworks related to those rights are further discussed in respective chapters.

**Abuses by non-State actors**

While the vast majority of reported incidents involve actions by State actors, this report also discusses abuses and potential human rights violations by non-State actors, particularly in Syria. In areas where non-State actors exercise de facto control, the Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic has stated that they too are responsible for upholding customary international law, which includes the prohibition against torture, the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion, and additional due process rights enshrined in the ICCPR, and may include the right to freedom of expression.
For each country, researchers consulted the UN Special Procedures database and reports from a common set of international human rights organizations. The regional or national human rights organizations consulted varied by country and are listed in each country chapter. All human rights groups were selected for their reputable documentation of human rights conditions.

In searching news sources, researchers used search terms including (but not limited to): “arrest,” “freedom of expression,” “post,” “video,” “cybercrime,” and “human rights defender.” Once researchers identified an incident, researchers conducted general internet searches on Google to gather additional information about the incident. We documented the following details about the incidents, where available: name and demographics of the victim, the underlying conduct that led to State action, dates of State action (abduction, arrest, charge, trial, release, etc.), the law(s) used to arrest or detain the individual, additional relevant details about arrest and detention (duration and conditions of detention, torture, etc.), sentence imposed, and date of release. These details were chosen to aid in the identification of relevant trends. After compiling these incidents, we identified trends including which laws were most often used to target online expression, what type of expression was targeted, what groups were targeted, and what human rights obligations have been or may have been violated.

Researchers used the reported date at which the authorities first targeted the HRD to determine whether the incident fell within the timeframe of this study, even if the underlying conduct fell outside of the timeframe. The report includes incidents in which
the targets of State action were HRDs, including activists, journalists, and academics. If a single reported incident involved multiple specified individuals, we counted this as multiple incidents. Where the number of people targeted was unknown, we counted this as one incident.

Limitations

Given the limited number of sources and the difficulty of reporting on human rights violations in these countries, it is fair to assume that this study does not capture all incidents of violation of the right to online freedom of expression that occurred during the period under study. Researchers relied on English-language sources, which may report a smaller number of incidents or focus on a certain type of incident. Nevertheless, the findings are based on the representative sample of the reported incidents and demonstrate consistent patterns of the suppression of free expression.

Additionally, even those incidents reported contained varying levels of detail. For example, reports rarely included detail on the legal bases for arresting HRDs, much less on the specific legal provision that authorities used to charge them. Finally, there were generally a greater number of reported violations concerning men HRDs than HRDs of other genders. It is unclear whether this reflects a greater number of prominent male HRDs in the respective countries, more targeting of men HRDs, or an under-reporting of government action taken against HRDs of other genders.
Looking across all ten countries under study, the clear trend that emerges is of authorities principally targeting online expression that is critical of the government or its policies. Advocates for minority rights and women’s rights are also targeted. The human rights violations in addition to freedom of expression that State actors commit in the course of repressing online FOE also exhibit a disturbing regional trend. Online surveillance of HRDs is a common State practice. There is also a pattern of State violation of the rights to liberty and physical integrity through arbitrary arrests, incommunicado detention, enforced disappearances, and torture. Further, the legal infrastructure States invoke against HRDs is similar across the region, with governments regulating online expression through anti-cybercrime, media, anti-terrorism, and penal laws. These laws contain provisions that restrict content on their face or as applied. The vast majority of States have created specialised enforcement units or courts to investigate and/or prosecute violations of online content restrictions. Taken together, the picture that emerges is one in which States with long histories of repression and stifling human rights offline are using these tactics to control and chill online civic and political life. In other words, governments are ensuring that the potential of the internet to be a liberating space for civil society in the region is not fully realised. As HRDs use online communications to organise, protest, and advocate for human rights, governments are adapting their laws and enforcement strategies to stifle expression and quash online dissent.

**Targeted Expression**

In each of the ten countries, governments principally targeted online expression in which HRDs were critical of the government. Authorities violated the FOE rights of journalists in all countries, including for reporting on public protests against the government through news stories, videos and social media. In one particularly severe incident, in December 2020, Iranian authorities carried out the death penalty against an Iranian journalist. Iranian agents abducted Ruhollah Zam from Iraq, who the Iranian government held responsible for instigating the 2017-18 anti-government protests after Zam released information online about alleged government corruption and posted videos of protests to an online news channel. The Syrian government also targeted journalists for reporting to a global online audience on the civil war or other occurrences within Syria impacting human rights (e.g., military airstrikes).

Another trend discerned was governments criminally charging HRDs for criticising the foreign policy or interests of the government: Bahrain, Jordan, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE. For example, in Bahrain, authorities detained columnist Ibrahim al Sheik for criticising the accuracy of Bahraini press coverage of the Saudi-led military campaign in Yemen. In three States (Jordan, Oman, UAE), domestic HRDs who criticised the normalisation of relations between Israel and the State or third-party States in the region, faced government reprisals; advocacy for Palestinian rights was similarly targeted in Oman.
and Saudi Arabia. The reported incidents in Oman indicate that the government arrested several HRDs for social media posts about Palestinian rights from October to December 2018, coinciding with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s visit to the country that October. Additionally, there were a few incidents reported in Iraq and in Jordan of the government sanctioning HRDs, including journalists, for online criticism of the government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

There was a pattern in Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia of government repression of online expression by HRDs who advocated for the rights of minority communities in their countries. Authorities in Kuwait and Qatar arrested individuals as well as groups of advocates for stateless people in those countries.

There were incidents reported in all countries of online FOE violations against women HRDs and/or others who advocated for women’s human rights. For example, in May 2018, authorities in Saudi Arabia carried out mass arrests of women HRDs, and charged, tried, and convicted them of violating the counter-terror law and the cybercrime law. The government in Iran sentenced three women HRDs to lengthy prison terms for appearing in a video without their headscarves to protest the compulsory veiling laws. On other occasions, the form of government reprisal against women activists was gendered, as when a well-known Bahraini security officer reportedly threatened a woman human rights activist with rape if she did not cease her work.

TARGETED ACTIVISM OR EXPRESSION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expression re Offline Protests</th>
<th>Criticism of Government</th>
<th>Expression re Minority/ Migrants’ Rights</th>
<th>Journalists</th>
<th>Women’s rights and WHRDs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahrain</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Including criticism of foreign government
Attendant Violations to Online Freedom of Expression Violations

This study focuses on violations of online FOE against HRDs. In all countries, the authorities violated international freedom of expression by invoking arbitrary laws that prohibit protected expression against HRDs. Therefore, in each country, governments additionally violated the prohibition against arbitrary arrests. Patterns emerged of associated violations related to the methods governments used to target HRDs. For example, governments in Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and UAE reportedly surveilled or gained access to private communications of HRDs who the government targeted for their online activism. During the reporting period, the Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto found evidence of suspected infections of the Pegasus spyware program for mobile phones in Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE, which would have allowed those governments to survey the infected individuals’ private communications.64

The right to freedom of expression often is linked to freedom of association as HRDs organise collective action to promote human rights. Consequently, government violation of online FOE is linked to violations of the international right to associate. We found reports that law enforcement targeted activists in Iraq and Jordan for posting communications on social media organising anti-government protests. In UAE, the anti-cybercrime law implicates freedom of association by prohibiting online expression calling for “unauthorized” protests. In this way, governments are targeting off-line activism by accusing HRDs of violating online content restrictions related to public order and national security. Additionally, in Kuwait, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia authorities arrested groups of defenders who were working on the same cause, which raises concerns regarding the protection of their right to association.

There is a disturbing pattern of gross violations of human rights related to the arrest of HRDs for legitimate online expression, including incommunicado detention, enforced disappearances,
and torture. There were reported cases of one or more of each type of violation in every country except Bahrain (where there were no reported incidents that included allegations of incommunicado detention, enforced disappearance, or torture). Iran executed Ruhollah Zam for his reporting on government protests via an online news channel, and Saudi Arabia murdered journalist Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi consul in Turkey.65

In eight of the ten countries, government authorities reportedly held HRDs detained for exercising online expression incommunicado (Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and UAE). When authorities hold someone incommunicado, the victim is prevented from outside contact and is unable to access judicial protection. This is a serious violation often associated with grave harm. The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is practiced “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention.”66 In this study, torture of HRDs in the custody of State or Non-State actors was evidenced in Syria and in several countries in which there was a report of incommunicado detention (Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia). There was no case of reported torture in Iran among the incidents in this study. We also noted that among the FOE violations, enforced disappearances were reported in seven of the ten countries: Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, and UAE.

A common pattern emerged in eight of the ten countries (Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and the UAE) in which officials arrested journalists and activists for their online expression and released them without charge. Even where incidents report incommunicado detention and/or torture, State agents reportedly released the defender without pursuing charges. This trend suggests that the goal of arbitrary arrests and abuse is to dissuade HRDs from activism rather than to impose formal sanctions. Repressive measures short of prosecutions also avoid the negative publicity that generally comes with international scrutiny of trials and convictions of HRDs.

In fact, public prosecutions of HRDs for posting views or content online that run counter to government policy were highly criticised by domestic and international human rights monitors. In all States, there was credible evidence that authorities violated the international due process rights of the targeted HRDs. These violations included the failure to inform HRDs of the charges against them, denying them access to an attorney, in absentia trials conducted without adequate notice, trials conducted in quasi-military courts, and the use by courts of confessions obtained through torture. The choice by States to target online expression of HRDs through legal processes stigmatises the defenders and human rights work. HRDs stand accused as law breakers and criminals. The denial of due process then further hampers their ability effectively to defend themselves in legal proceedings. Indeed, a review of the cases indicated that it is exceedingly rare that courts acquit HRDs at trial. This in turn draws attention to the legal infrastructure used by the States under study, which facilitates legalised oppression of online expression by HRDs.

Repressive Domestic Legal Environment

This report describes laws in each of the ten countries that were most often used to target HRDs’ online expression during the study period, as well as those laws that, though not reportedly used during the study period, have a chilling effect on online advocacy. While each country chapter discusses the relevant cybercrime law, it also discusses a range of other problematic laws, many of which pre-date the cybercrime law. This demonstrates that while it is crucial for States to amend or repeal their cybercrime laws, it is just as critical to do the same for other laws not explicitly fashioned as cybercrime laws, but which nonetheless empower authorities to improperly restrict HRDs’ online expression.
Every country included in this report has enacted an anti-cybercrime law, except for Iraq where a draft anti-cybercrime law was under consideration until May 2021. This trend of enacting anti-cybercrime laws began as early as 2006, five years before the beginning of the Arab Spring, when UAE adopted its anti-cybercrime law. This report demonstrates how the anti-cybercrime laws in each of the countries have been used to arrest, charge, and prosecute HRDs. In Oman, authorities targeted HRDs in 2018 and charged them under article 19 of the anti-cybercrime law, which prohibits anyone from using information technology to “prejudice the public order or religious values.” Iraq’s most recent attempt at enacting a cybercrime law reflects that governments in the region continue to direct increasing legislative attention to online activity. Alongside the Syrian government (which has cybercrime laws and a media regulation law), authorities in the alternative self-administration known as the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria (NES or Rojava) and the regime known as the Syrian Salvation Government (SSG) also target online content of journalists through legal mechanisms these authorities have created.

There are two other trends that this report reveals. First, cybercrime laws in most countries often replicate provisions that already exist in other laws, and/or expand the reach of existing provisions onto the internet. For example, in UAE, both the 1987 penal code and the 2012 cybercrime law criminalise expression that harms or prejudices “the public order.” Iraq’s most recent attempt at enacting a cybercrime law reflects that governments in the region continue to direct increasing legislative attention to online activity. Alongside the Syrian government (which has cybercrime laws and a media regulation law), authorities in the alternative self-administration known as the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria (NES or Rojava) and the regime known as the Syrian Salvation Government (SSG) also target online content of journalists through legal mechanisms these authorities have created.

There are two other trends that this report reveals. First, cybercrime laws in most countries often replicate provisions that already exist in other laws, and/or expand the reach of existing provisions onto the internet. For example, in UAE, both the 1987 penal code and the 2012 cybercrime law criminalise expression that harms or prejudices “the public order.” Similarly, in Qatar both the 2004 penal code and the 2014 cybercrime law impose criminal penalties for defamation. In Bahrain, the 1976 penal code, the 2002 media regulation law, the 2002 telecommunications law, and the 2006 anti-terrorism law all include problematic content restrictions.
Bahrain has expanded the reach of those restrictions onto the internet by enacting a cybercrime law that simply provides that anyone who violates any other law using information technology will be punished.  

Second, while some countries used the cybercrime law itself to target online expression, all countries just as often (if not more often) relied on criminal provisions contained in other laws, including penal codes, anti-terrorism laws, telecommunications laws, and/or media and press laws. These laws prohibit expression that is affirmatively protected under international law, including criticism or insult of public officials and institutions, or religious speech. For example, authorities in Iran used prohibitions against blasphemy to arrest, detain, and convict a journalist for content posted on social media. These prohibitions existed long before the cybercrime law, in Iran’s 1986 Press Law and in its 1996 Penal Code. In Saudi Arabia, officials used the 2017 counter-terror law routinely against HRDs for their online advocacy. Additionally, all countries had laws (in addition to their cybercrime laws) that described prohibited conduct in language that human rights experts agree are impermissibly vague, overbroad, or disproportionate. Such language included provisions that imposed criminal rather than civil penalties on defamation, prohibitions on speech that “threatens public order,” fake news provisions, or expression deemed as “glorifying” terrorism. In Iraq, where there is no cybercrime law, authorities often arrested HRDs and charged them for their online expression under the penal code, including article 434 which prohibits insult and defamation.

**Specialised Institutions Targeting HRDs’ Online Expression**

In nine out of ten countries (Bahrain, Iran, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and UAE), authorities have established specialised law enforcement units and/or specialised courts to surveil, arrest, prosecute, and ultimately convict HRDs for their online advocacy. The increasing number of institutions specialised in investigating and prosecuting cybercrimes demonstrates how States have prioritised directing their law enforcement resources toward targeting online activity. Many of these units engaged in widely publicised mass enforcement campaigns, signaling to HRDs and the population in general that their online activity is monitored. For example, in Bahrain, the Cyber Safety Directorate publicly announced in 2020 that it was investigating social media accounts that were alleged to have shared “false news” regarding COVID-19. Such units have also specialised in using surveillance technology to monitor and intimidate HRDs. For example, human rights organisations and journalists have documented how UAE’s Development Research Exploitation and Analysis Department, which was created with the help of former US White House and National Security Agency officers, engaged in cyber espionage against Ahmed Mansoor, Loujain al-Hathloul, and other HRDs.

In Jordan and Saudi Arabia, specialised courts, created to try national security-related cases, were used to prosecute HRDs for their online human rights advocacy. Such courts are especially concerning because of their fundamental deficiencies in due process protections. For example, in Saudi Arabia, there were several documented cases in which human rights advocates were tried in the Specialised Criminal Court (SCC), which was created to try individuals charged with terrorism-related crimes. The SCC is seemingly empowered to extend pre-trial and incommunicado detention to lengthy periods of time, is reported to have relied on confessions obtained through torture, and is described by human rights bodies as insufficiently independent of the executive. Several women HRDs who were targeted in mass arrest campaigns in May 2018 were tried and convicted in the SCC and sentenced to five years and eight months in prison, and a travel ban for their online human rights advocacy.
Transnational Collaboration
Targeting HRDs

In Iran, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and UAE there were reports of the State reaching beyond its territorial jurisdiction and working with other governments to punish HRDs, at least partially for their online advocacy. This demonstrates how authorities in the Gulf and neighbouring countries are collaborating to punish online advocacy they find detrimental to their allies or to their own foreign policy. Iraqi intelligence officials cooperated with Iranian authorities to arrest and abduct Iranian journalist Ruhollah Zam from Iraq and bring him to Iran where he was tried, convicted, and executed. In UAE, Loujain al-Hathloul was arrested and transferred to Saudi Arabia, where she would subsequently be detained incommunicado, tortured, convicted, and sentenced to several years in prison and have a travel ban imposed for her human rights advocacy and criticism of Saudi policy. Additionally, Saudi and UAE-led coalition authorities also detained two HRDs in Yemen, prohibiting them from traveling to Europe for a human rights conference.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This report captures a snapshot of the consequences for HRDs in the Gulf and neighbouring countries of the hostile legal environment that governments have effectuated to repress online expression that they find objectionable. Governments have incorporated into their anti-cybercrime laws, penal laws, and other legislation vaguely worded, overly broad, and arbitrary restrictions on expression that is protected under international human rights law. Carrying criminal sanctions and often stiff penalties, governments are able to direct this legal arsenal against human rights defenders, including journalists. The study found 225 credible incidents in which governments had violated the rights of HRDs to online freedom of expression by arbitrarily arresting them for protected online expression.

Furthermore, there is credible evidence that across the region, when governments violated HRDs’ right to freedom of online expression, they also used illegal surveillance, which violated HRDs’ right to privacy. In addition, authorities subjected defenders targeted to incommunicado detention, enforced disappearances, torture, and breaches of international due process rights. This pattern of misconduct illustrates the extent to which States are disregarding their international duties to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs. It also underscores the urgent need for governments to cease criminalising the work of HRDs through arbitrary laws and actions and enable human rights activities to flourish.

Toward this end, we recommend the following general recommendations, noting that country-specific recommendations are included in each country chapter:

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:

• All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;

• Decriminalise the offense of defamation;

• Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.

• Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.

Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:

• Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture.

• Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated.

• Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner...
for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.
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<tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>✔ Specialised Law Enforcement Units</td>
</tr>
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Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study

*Including criticism of foreign government
Between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020, there were eight documented incidents of violations of the right to freedom of expression online in Bahrain that fit this study’s inclusion criteria. Bahrain is an Islamic constitutional monarchy. The reported credible incidents indicate that authorities target online expression critical of the government and its policies, including domestic pro-reform protests and opposition to the Saudi-led war in Yemen.

Authorities apply penal and anti-terrorism laws to repress criticism disseminated via social media and online publications by human rights defenders (HRDs), including journalists, lawyers, and human rights activists. The incidents indicate the Bahraini government uses the Penal Code and anti-terrorism laws to target HRDs although reporting does not always indicate the specific provisions charged. The anti-cybercrime law also criminalises protected expression and contributes to a hostile legal environment. Thus, this research finds credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”

Internet use in Bahrain is widespread, with 1.71 million internet users and 1.5 million social media users out of a population of 1.72 million as of January 2021. Facebook estimates that it has an audience of 820,000, and Twitter estimates that it has an audience of 324,000.

Bahrain is a party to several international human rights treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the Arab Charter on Human Rights. As a UN member State, Bahrain is also bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which enshrines the right to freedom of opinion and expression.
Bahrain has enacted extensive legislation that empowers authorities to target HRDs who express dissent and advocate for human rights, including its Penal Code, terrorism law, media regulation law, telecommunications law, and cybercrime law. In most reported incidents, the specific charges cited by authorities are unclear. In cases where the government released charging data, the primary laws used are provisions from the Penal Code. Since at least 2011, these laws have been aided by systems of surveillance and specialised regulatory bodies, including the Cyber Safety Directorate, that are aimed at targeting online expression.

Laws Related to Online Expression

1976 Penal Code

Bahrain’s Penal Code includes several vague and overbroad provisions that enable the criminalisation of protected online expression. The UN Human Rights committee has criticised the Penal Code for its “broad provisions” that prohibit criticism of public officials and the publication and dissemination of rumours and false news. Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected expression, and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship.

The Penal Code includes content restrictions that prohibit vague and overbroad categories of expression. Article 133 prohibits spreading “false or malicious” information during wartime that damages military preparations, causes panic, or “weakens the nation’s perseverance,” with a punishment of imprisonment of up to 10 years. Article 134 punishes with at least three months’ imprisonment and/or a fine of BHD 100 (USD 265) anyone who spreads “false or malicious” information that “undermine[s] financial confidence in the State or adversely affect[s] its prestige or position, or exercises in any manner whatsoever activities that are harmful to the national interests.” Article 168 punishes with up to two years’ imprisonment and/or a fine of up to BHD 200 (USD 531), anyone who shares “false” or “malicious” information that seeks to “damage public security, terrorise the population, or cause damage to public interest,” as well as the possession of such information with the intention of distribution, and the possession of devices intended for the distribution of such information.

Similarly, article 160 prohibits “favour[ing] or advocat[ing] in any manner whatsoever, the overthrow or change of the country’s political, social, or economic system,” punishable by up to 10 years in prison. And article 165 prohibits inciting others to “develop hatred of the ruling regime or show contempt towards it,” punishable by imprisonment.

UN Special Rapporteurs have criticised as overly vague provisions that prohibit individuals from using the internet to “upset social order” or “harm the public interest,” or from publishing “articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or public interest, incite violence, constitute sedition or have negative consequences for the financial climate of the country.” International human rights experts, including the Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE), have also urged States to abolish
general prohibitions on disseminating “false news” because of their vagueness.\textsuperscript{19}

The Penal Code also includes harsh criminal penalties for defamation. Article 370 prohibits any offensive publication related to an individual’s private life, even if the published information is true, punishable by up to six months’ imprisonment and/or a fine of up to BHD 50 (USD 132).\textsuperscript{20} The UN Human Rights Committee and the SR on FOE have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalisation of defamation.\textsuperscript{21}

The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.”\textsuperscript{22} Finally, it has stated that defamation laws should include the defence of public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defence of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defence of error.\textsuperscript{23}

The Penal Code provides additional protections to public officials and institutions against defamation and insult. Articles 214, 215, and 216 prohibit anyone from offending: the monarch, the flag, or the national emblem;\textsuperscript{24} a foreign country or international organisation based in Bahrain, or its president, representative, flag or emblem;\textsuperscript{25} or any government bodies, including the National Assembly, army, or court.\textsuperscript{26} These provisions carry penalties including lengthy prison terms, or a fine of up to BHD 10,000 (USD 26,551).\textsuperscript{27} Human rights bodies have emphasised the value of public debate concerning public institutions and public figures in particular, who should not be granted a higher level of protection against defamation.\textsuperscript{28} The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed particular concern about “laws on such matters as, lese majesty, desacato, disrespect for authority, disrespect for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of State and the protection of the honour of public officials” and laws prohibiting “criticism of institutions, such as the army or the administration.”\textsuperscript{29}

Finally, the Penal Code includes blasphemy provisions, which are inconsistent with protections on the right to freedom of expression, opinion, conscience, and religion under articles 19 and 20 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{30} Article 309 prohibits any “expression against one of the recognised religious sects or ridicules the rituals thereof.”\textsuperscript{31} Article 310 prohibits the publication of religious scripture whose text is altered with the aim of “changing the meaning” of it or “ridiculing it,” it prohibits insulting a religious figure, and it prohibits imitating a religious ritual with the intent of ridiculing it.\textsuperscript{32} These offenses carry a punishment of imprisonment of up to one year or a fine of up to BHD 100 (USD 265).\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{2002 Media Regulation Law}

The Media Regulation Law 47 was enacted in 2002 with broad and vague provisions regarding the regulation of the press, printing, and publishing, which the UN Human Rights Committee expressed concern about during Bahrain’s 2018 periodic review.\textsuperscript{34} Article 1 of the law protects the right to expression, under the condition that it respects “the fundamentals of Islam[ ],” and avoids divisionism and sectarianism.\textsuperscript{35} Under article 68, journalists and activists could be sentenced to up to five years in prison for “criticizing the king,” “violation against the country’s official religion,” or “instigating the overthrowing of regime or its change.”\textsuperscript{36} The law also includes other vague provisions, including prohibitions on “violating the respect of individuals or private lives;”\textsuperscript{37} asserting “imperfection against a king or head of an Arab or Islamic State, or any other country that” has diplomatic relations with Bahrain; “disrespecting or humiliating” government bodies; and publishing false news that aims to “disrupt[] public security and effect[] public interests.”\textsuperscript{38} These mirror several of the vague and overbroad provisions in the Penal Code, described above.

In April 2021, Bahrain amended the Media Regulation law.\textsuperscript{39} Bahraini news agencies report that the amendments include a major section regarding the regulation of digital media, and that the amendments abolish imprisonment as a punishment
for journalists. However, researchers were unable to obtain a copy of the amendments to verify these news reports.

**2002 Telecommunications Law**

The Telecommunications Law, enacted in 2002, includes vague restrictions on online expression. Article 75(1) prohibits using telecommunications equipment or networks to “send any message” with the knowledge that “the contents of the message are false, misleading, offensive to public policy or morals, endanger the safety of third parties or prejudice the efficiency of any service,” punishable with a fine of up to BHD 10,000 (USD 26,550). As described above, Special Rapporteurs have criticised similar provisions, including prohibitions on sharing “false news,” as overly vague.

**2006 Antiterrorism Law**

In 2006, Bahrain enacted Law No. 58 on Protecting Society from Acts of Terrorism (Terrorism Law). In 2018, the UN Human Rights Committee criticised the law for its overly broad definition of terrorism, enabling Bahraini authorities arbitrarily to enforce the law to silence protected expression, including that of HRDs and political activists, in violation of the ICCPR. Similarly, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights and other stakeholders heavily criticised the law for its overbreadth and vagueness during Bahrain’s 2017 Universal Periodic Review.

UN Special Procedures mandate holders repeatedly have criticised the law’s overbreadth definition of terrorism in articles 1 and 2, beginning as early as 2006. Specifically, the Special Rapporteur on human rights and counterterrorism (SR on HR&CT) noted that there were two significant deficiencies in the draft law’s definition of terrorism: “there was no requirement of a specific aim to further an underlying political or ideological cause and some acts were qualified as terrorist without the intention of causing death or serious bodily injury.” These deficiencies persist in the terrorism law today.

Additionally, the terrorism law includes vague and overbroad provisions prohibiting incitement to terrorism. Article 9 prohibits using “a private organization, association, institution, or corporation” to call for the commission of “any of the crimes stipulated in this law,” with a punishment of imprisonment. Article 11 of the law, most recently amended on 23 May 2019, reportedly punishes “anyone who has done anything to promote, glorify, maximise, justify, favour or encourage acts constituting a punishable terrorist activity, whether inside or outside the Kingdom” with up to five years’ imprisonment and a fine between BHD 2000-5000 (USD 5310 – 13,245).

While States are free under international law to adopt provisions that prohibit incitement to terrorism, such provisions must meet a strict standard to satisfy article 19 of the ICCPR. The SR on FOE and the SR on HR&CT have specifically noted that provisions prohibiting incitement to terrorism “must be prescribed by law in precise language, and avoid vague terms such as ‘glorifying’ or ‘promoting’ terrorism.” The overbroad incitement provisions in Bahrain’s terrorism law have been criticised by the SR on HR&CT since its introduction to parliament in 2005 as a draft bill. The 2019 amendment suggest that the government will continue to have its terrorism law deviate from international human rights standards.

Finally, the terrorism law raises concerns related to the right to due process. Under article 27, individuals can be held by an investigation officer for up to 28 days without charge. After that period, the investigation officer can send the individual to the Prosecutor of Terrorist Crimes, who in turn can hold the individual in detention for up to six months. Cumulatively, an individual may be detained for up to seven months without the opportunity to challenge their detention in court. Such delay is inconsistent with fundamental principles of due process, which include universal rights to seek competent, independent, impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of
deprivations of liberty and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{2014 Law on Information Technology Crimes}

In 2014, Bahrain enacted a law on Information Technology Crimes (cybercrime law).\textsuperscript{58} Enforced in conjunction with other laws described above, it extends the reach of vague and overbroad restrictions on expression contained in other laws to the internet. For example, article 23 of the cybercrime law provides that anyone who violates any other law using information technology shall be punished under that law, and article 9 prohibits anyone from using “encryption in order to commit or conceal any of the crimes stipulated in this law or any other law.”\textsuperscript{59} Under these provisions, Bahraini authorities are empowered to prosecute individuals for online expression that violates the vague and overbroad provisions of the Penal Code, terrorism law, media regulation law, telecommunications law, and other laws.

\textbf{Political Context and Policy Development}

The prodemocracy popular movement in Bahrain began in 2011, to which Bahraini authorities responded by using a diversity of measures to clamp down on advocacy for political change.\textsuperscript{60} In 2018, the UN Human Rights Committee expressed concern over reports of excessive use of force by Bahraini authorities to suppress the 2011 protests and the increase in use of force against HRDs since then.\textsuperscript{61} In the years following the protests, international human rights groups have continued to document the government’s curtailment of political and civil rights.\textsuperscript{62}

Bahraini laws criminalising expression, including expression through telecommunications, press, and other media existed long before 2011. Specialised law enforcement units also existed before 2011. In 2004, for example, the Bahraini government created the General Directorate of Anti-Corruption and Economic & Electronic Security, including a Cybercrime Directorate as a sub-agency, within the Ministry of the Interior.\textsuperscript{63} But in the last decade, the Bahraini government has deepened its capacity to surveil and target HRDs. For example, since 2011, human rights organisations and journalists have documented the use of German surveillance technology by Bahraini authorities to surveil, detain, and interrogate Bahraini activists.\textsuperscript{64} In 2013, the Bahraini government created a Cybersecurity and Technical Affairs Directorate within the Telecommunications Regulatory Authority to monitor websites and social media networks.\textsuperscript{65} Finally, in 2020, through Decree No. 65 of 2020, the government created a new agency under the Ministry of the Interior: the National Cyber Security Centre, which also includes Cyber Policies and Cyber Security directorates.\textsuperscript{66} These agencies have adapted to target online activity disfavoured by Bahraini authorities. Most recently in March 2020, the Ministry of the Interior announced that the Cyber Security Directorate was investigating social media accounts that were alleged to have shared “false news” related to COVID-19.\textsuperscript{67}
The reported incidents in Bahrain indicate a trend of government sanctions against online expression by HRDs critical of government policies. Those targeted included journalists, lawyers, and other HRDs. Under the jurisprudence of article 19 of the ICCPR, freedom of expression protects political discourse, commentary on public affairs, discussion of human rights, and religious discourse in all means of expression. But the charges brought by the Bahraini government often relied on provisions criminalising protected expression using vague language related to public order specifically.

Violations of the Right to Online Freedom of Expression

A significant number of the reported incidents concern the criminalisation of online expression relating to criticism and protest of government actions or policies. The Human Rights Council repeatedly has held that suppression of opinions critical of “government policies and political debate,” “corruption in government,” and “peaceful demonstrations” are impermissible and violate the right to freedom of expression. Under international law, States are responsible for creating a safe and enabling environment for HRDs, such as journalists and activists, to carry out their work. Bahrain has failed to fulfil its obligations to HRDs and, instead, has targeted journalists and HRDs.

On 12 June 2018, commando forces, Criminal Investigation Directorate (CID) officers, and plainclothes police officers apprehended photojournalist Hasan Mohamed Qambar when they raided the house in which he was staying. Authorities took him into custody for in absentia convictions on charges related to his filming pro-reform protests and disturbances years earlier. Reuters, a Russian State-owned outlet (RT Arabic), and other news outlets had published Qambar’s video footage of protests and abuses by Bahraini security officers. Reportedly, prior to June 2018, Bahraini authorities convicted Qambar in absentia of seven charges, including burning tires, assaulting a police officer, and participating in a terrorist organisation. Authorities sentenced Qambar to a combined total of over 100 years in prison for the in absentia convictions. Qambar remains in prison.

In April 2019, Bahraini authorities detained another journalist, Ibrahim al Sheikh, a columnist for Akhbar al-Kaleej, a privately owned daily publication based in Bahrain. In a column, al Sheikh had written critically about Bahraini press coverage of the Saudi-led military campaign in Yemen, drawing comparisons to Egyptian State media claims that the country prevailed in the Six Day War and Iraqi officials’ claims of victory against the 2003 U.S. invasion. The public prosecutor’s office announced that it detained an unnamed journalist, whom dissident groups confirmed to be al Sheikh, for having “cast doubt on the capabilities of the defence forces and the coalition.” It is unclear whether authorities released al-Sheikh and, if so, when.

Yet another example is the arrest of lawyer Abdullah Al-Shamlawi, who has represented prominent political opposition figures, such as Sheikh Ali Salman, the imprisoned leader of the al-Wefaq political party. Abdullah al-Shamlawi posted two tweets expressing critical views on religious practices relating to fasting and Ashura, the most important religious commemoration for Shi’a in 2019. Al-Shamlawi was convicted on charges of “inciting hatred of a religious sect” and “misusing a telecommunications device” and sentenced to eight months in prison, to be suspended by payment of 100BD (approximately USD 265). The
government also dropped the charge of “misusing a telecommunications device,” after Al-Shamlawi reached a settlement with the complainant. The Third High Criminal Court, in adjudicating Al-Shamlawi’s appeal, suspended his prison sentence. International human rights monitors report that Al-Shamlawi’s arrest is a part of the Bahraini government’s campaign of “judicial harassment” against attorneys, including defence lawyers like Al-Shamlawi, who are critical of the Bahraini government.

Bahraini authorities pressed charges against lawyer and internet activist Abdullah Hashim on 15 May 2019. Hashim had posted tweets between May 2017 and April 2019, concerning social and political issues in Bahrain, including government corruption. On the day of his arrest, Hashim tweeted: “My phone has been seized as an instrument of crime. This means that the case is pending and this release does not mean the end of the case.” The Public Prosecutor charged Hashim with “publishing false and unfounded news that would harm the public order, cause confusion and instability among the community as well as questioning the performance of the authorities and their ability to maintain security and protect society.” Authorities detained Hashim for one week. The outcome of the case is unknown.

There is one reported incident in which the Bahraini government prosecuted a political opposition figure and former prisoner of conscience, Ibrahim Sharif, for a tweet critical of a foreign leader. The UN Office of the High Commissioner of Human Rights considers that politicians may be considered HRDs when they act to condemn corruption. In this case, a court convicted Sharif, a member of Parliament who serves as a member of the Central Committee of the non-sectarian National Democratic Action Society (Wa’ad), and sentenced him to six months in prison and fined him 500 dinars (USD 1,300) for a tweet criticising the human rights record of Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir. Thus the government arguably targeted Sharif for acting as an HRD. According to authorities, this act was a violation of article 215 of the Bahraini Penal Code, under which anyone can be imprisoned for up to two years for “publicly insulting a foreign country… or its leader.”

The Human Rights Committee has expressed concern regarding the serious restrictions posed on the freedom of expression and the large number of arrests and prosecutions of individuals criticising Bahraini State authorities or political figures, including through social media. The government’s targeting of activists who criticise Bahraini authorities and political figures violates online freedom of expression. The SR on FOE has stressed that protection of the State and its officials from criticism is not sufficient justification to restrict this right.

Additional Human Rights Violations

The reported incidents in Bahrain indicate that State actions repressing online freedom of expression also bring violations of other human rights standards, such as reprisal, arbitrary detention, and fair trial standard violations.

Reprisal

There is evidence that Bahraini authorities have engaged in reprisals against HRDs in violation of their international law commitments. Following women’s HRD Ebtisam Al Saegh’s posting a series of tweets highlighting a range of human rights concerns in Bahrain, she began receiving threatening messages after July 2018, from a well-known Bahraini security officer, ordering her to close her accounts and to stop her human rights work, under threat of public defamation and rape. Her case is consistent with pattern of reprisals against HRDs and journalists because of their work and one which the Human Rights Committee noted in its 2018 report on Bahrain. The High Commissioner for Human Rights recommends that Bahrain take action and “[a]bstain from taking restrictive measures or reprisals against HRDs.” UN criticism underscores that Bahraini reprisals against human rights activists violate the State’s human rights obligations.
**Arbitrary detention**

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR, customary international law, and this prohibition is a *jus cogens* norm, meaning it applies universally and without exception.\(^{102}\) A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression.\(^{103}\) As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity, and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness.\(^{104}\) Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR.\(^{105}\)

Hassan Qambar, Ibrahim Al Sheikh, Abdullah al-Shamlawi, Abdullah Hashim, and Ibrahim Sharif were all subjected to arbitrary detention because they were arrested and/or convicted for exercising protected expression under article 19.\(^{106}\)

**Due process violations**

The rights and standards enveloped in the right to a fair trial are procedural safeguards that States may not limit.\(^{107}\) Access to justice means that no individual can be deprived of their right to claim justice in procedural terms.\(^ {108}\)

When adjudicating a criminal case, those being charged and tried are entitled to, among other rights, be present at their own trial and be allowed to present a defence.\(^ {109}\) The conditions of Qambar’s arrest and trial violate fair trial rights. The right to a fair trial is captured in article 14 of the ICCPR, and requires that no individual be deprived of their right to claim justice in procedural terms.\(^ {110}\) Bahraini authorities tried and convicted Qambar in absentia prior to detaining him in 2018.\(^ {111}\) Under article 14 (3)(a) of the ICCPR, an individual can only be tried in absentia so long as all due steps have been taken to inform accused persons of the charges and to notify them of the proceedings.\(^ {112}\) There is no indication that the authorities took the requisite “all due steps” to inform Qambar prior to his trial, thus violating international law.\(^ {113}\)
The Bahraini government has promulgated antiterrorism, cybercrime, and media regulation laws and created specialised agencies that restrict online freedom of expression in contravention of international law and standards. These laws are vague, overbroad, and criminalise protected expression in violation of article 19 of the ICCPR. The reported incidents provide credible evidence of a pattern of government violation of the right of HRDs to online freedom of expression by sanctioning defenders for disseminating views critical of the government’s policies. The government response has violated additional rights of HRDs through reprisals, arbitrary arrests, and due process violations.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

• Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  ° All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  ° Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  ° Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.
• Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.
• Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  ° Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  ° Ensuring that HRDs, citizens', and residents' right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  ° Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.
To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Bahrain to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Bahrain’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2002 Media Regulation Law;
  - 2002 Telecommunications Law article 75(1);
  - 2006 Antiterrorism Law articles 1, 2, 9, 11, 26, 27;
  - 2014 Law on Information Technology Crimes articles 9, 23.
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### IRAN SCORECARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Activism or Expression</th>
<th>Human Rights Violations</th>
<th>Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🟢 Expression re Offline Protests</td>
<td>🟢 Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>🟢 Criminal Defamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>🟢 Incommunicado Detention</td>
<td>🟢 Cybercrime Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🟢 Criticism of Government</td>
<td>🟢 Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>🟢 Public Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🟢 Journalists</td>
<td>🟢 Arbitrary Deprivation of Life</td>
<td>🟢 Specialised Law Enforcement Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🟢 Women's Rights and WHRDs</td>
<td>🟢 Fair Trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study: 8
Between 01 May 2018 and 30 October 2020, there were eight reported violations of the right to freedom of expression online in Iran that fit this study’s inclusion criteria.\(^1\) Since the 1979 revolution that overthrew the monarchy, Iran has been a unitary republic and a theocracy led by a chief cleric, with majority-clergy entities overseeing the executive, judicial, and legislative branches of government.\(^2\) There is credible evidence that authorities utilised arbitrary laws to repress online criticism of the government by Iranian human rights defenders (HRDs) during the timeframe of this study.

The main targets of prosecution were journalists disseminating critical reports through broadcast, social media, blog posts and Telegram—the private messaging app.\(^3\) The Iranian government has largely applied provisions of the Islamic Penal Code relating to national security, corruption, and propaganda against the State, to prosecute individuals exercising freedom of expression to repress dissenting voices. At the same time, authorities arrested and detained HRDs without presenting formal charges or affording HRDs adequate due process. Women human rights defenders (WHRDs) in particular were targeted for their human rights activities, including demanding women’s rights. The government executed one journalist for reporting on government protests via an online news channel. The reported incidents provide credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^4\)

Iran is a party to several international human rights treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^5\) As a UN member State, Iran is also bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which enshrines the right to freedom of opinion and expression.\(^6\)
Iran utilised a combination of laws and agencies to target HRDs who express dissent or advocated for human rights online. Much of the government’s scrutiny is focused on journalists and those who criticise the government.

**Laws Related to Online Expression**


**1986 Press Law**

The 1986 Press Law regulates publications and news media, and states that the press may enjoy freedom of expression so long as it does not violate “Islamic principles and codes.” Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws (the Press Law carries criminal sanctions) that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion of authorities enforcing it. Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected speech, and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship. The Press Law suffers from this problem. It stipulates that media are prohibited from: “[p]ublishing atheistic articles or issues which are prejudicial to Islamic codes… [p]ropagating obscene and religiously forbidden acts… [i]nsulting Islam and its sanctities… [and] [c]ommitting plagiarism or quoting articles from the deviant press, parties and groups which oppose Islam (inside and outside the country) in such a manner as to propagate such ideas (the limits of such offenses shall be defined by the executive by-law).” The UN Human Rights Council has stated that governments should never restrict “expression of opinion and dissent, religion or belief” as is criminalised by the Press Law. Further, under the Press Law violators may be subject to punishments under article 698 of the Islamic Penal Code, which permits sanctions of up to two years in prison and up to seventy-four lashes.

**2009 Computer Crimes Act**

The 2009 Computer Crimes Act contains 56 articles regulating internet usage and online content. The Act includes broad definitions of criminal defamation, contains no defence for individuals acting in the public interest, and gives authorities discretion to target HRDs and criminalise internationally protected expression. For instance, article 16 criminalises the use of information technology to alter or “distort” the image of another in a way that brings disrepute to the subject, and article 17 similarly criminalises use of computers or communications technology to publish private information (images, audio files, etc) about an individual or their family. Moreover, article 18 imposes penalties for the dissemination of “lies” with the intent to damage the public order or harm public officials’ “state of mind.” These substantive terms are not defined, violating the requirements of article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR that criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Similarly, international human rights experts, including the UN Special Rapporteur on the freedom of opinion and freedom of expression (SR on FOE), have urged States to abolish general prohibitions on disseminating “false news” because of their vagueness. Further, the UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that defamation laws include the defence of
public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defence of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defence of error. The UN Human Rights Committee and the SR on FOE have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalisation of defamation. The Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of the criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.”

The UN Human Rights Council has stipulated that “[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate; reporting on human rights, [or] government activities and corruption in government” should never be restricted. The content restrictions in the Computer Crimes law violated international freedom of expression and jeopardise HRDs because authorities may enforce these vague provisions against journalists and human rights activists disseminating information disfavoured by the government.

The Act carries stiff punishments for individuals for these offenses, including fines of up to IRR 40 million (USD 950) and two years’ imprisonment. Article 27 states that, if an individual has violated the Act on two or more occasions, a court can bar the person from using the internet, mobile telephone usage, and electronic banking. In addition, the creation of a cybercrime police unit (FATA), as included in the Computer Crimes Act, contributes to a hostile legal climate for HRDs.

The Computer Crimes Act is particularly concerning because it stipulates the imposition of capital punishment for expression protected under international human rights law. Notably, in chapter 4 of the law, concerning Crimes against Public Chastity and Morality, article 14 prohibits disseminating or saving “vulgar” content or “obscene material” online. The SR on FOE has criticised a similar Saudi law, requiring that all online expression use “civil” language, on the grounds that such a term is “capacious and subjective,” and thus not an acceptable basis for a restriction under article 19(3) of the ICCPR. This offence carries the possibility of the death penalty, in the case of individuals who are found to be “mofsed-e fel-arz” (“corrupt on earth”), and who engage in acts prohibited under article 14 “professionally or systematically.” As explained by the Iran Human Rights Documentation Centre, this designation “can be understood as any conduct that causes the degeneration, destruction and deviation of the society from its natural course.”

UN experts and international human rights monitors have criticised the Computer Crimes Act for containing vague definitions and thus criminalising protected online freedom of expression. More generally, of relevance to the punitive bans on internet usage, the SR on FOE has noted that, in accordance with the requirement of proportionality under article 19 of the ICCPR, any “restrictive measures” must be the “least intrusive” option to protect a legitimate interest.

**2013 Islamic Penal Code**

The Islamic Penal Code authorises harsh penalties on HRDs who work collectively. For example, article 498 mandates between two and ten years in prison as punishment for leading a group of more than two persons that “aims to perturb the security of the country.” Likewise, article 499 stipulates that a member of such an organisation will receive a sentence between three months and five years in prison. In addition, article 500 states that “[a]nyone who engages in any type of propaganda against the Islamic Republic of Iran or in support of opposition groups and associations, shall be sentenced to three months to one year of imprisonment.” Furthermore, article 508 stipulates a penalty of one to ten years in prison for “[a]nyone who cooperates by any means with foreign States against the Islamic Republic of Iran.”

The Penal Code also includes several criminal insult and defamation offenses that suffer from the same substantive flaws as similar provisions in Press Law and Computer Crimes Act. Article 513...
mandates either the death penalty or one to five years’ imprisonment, depending on whether the expression is an insult to the Prophet, for “[a]nyone who insults the sacred values of Islam or any of the Great Prophets or [twelve] Shi’ite Imams or the Holy Fatima.” Furthermore, article 609 states that individuals who “insult[] any of the Heads of three powers [of the Executive, Judiciary and Legislature]” or a wide array of other public officials may be subject to seventy-four lashes. Moreover, article 697 mandates between a month and a year in prison, up to seventy-four lashes, or both punishments for “[a]nyone who...attributes something to a person which is a crime under law and fails to prove” that their statements are true. Similarly, article 698 punishes with two months to two years in prison or up to seventy-four lashes “[lying] or falsely attribut[ing] some acts to an individual or a legal person or officials, whether explicitly or implicitly.” Lastly, article 700 states that “[a]nyone who satirizes an individual...shall be sentenced to one to six months’ imprisonment.”

Human rights bodies have emphasised the value of public debate concerning public institutions and public figures in particular, who should not be granted a higher level of protection against defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed particular concern about “laws on such matters as, lese majesty, desacato, disrespect for authority, disrespect for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of state and the protection of the honour of public officials” and laws prohibiting “criticism of institutions, such as the army or the administration.” Iran’s Penal Code contravenes international legal authority on freedom of expression.

In accordance with article 19 of the ICCPR, restrictions on freedom of expression must be provided by law and narrowly defined to limit the discretion of authorities, and they must also provide the public with guidance in how to abide by the law. Vague, broad terms are impermissible as they enable arbitrary government action. The UN SR on FOE has stressed that restrictions with respect to discussion of government activities and corruption in government are never permissible and the protection of the State and its officials from public criticism is not a sufficient justification. However, the Islamic Penal Code criminalises “propaganda against the state” while offering no definition of the term or providing objective criteria, such as a list of particular actions resulting in violations, to define what expression violates the law. For these reasons, the SR on FOE has stated that the limitations on freedom of expression in the Islamic Penal Code do not conform to the permissible restrictions listed in article 19(3) of the ICCPR.

UN entities have documented a pattern of government enforcement of the Islamic Penal Code to repress freedom of expression. The UN Human Rights Council has previously criticised the role of the Islamic Penal Code, among other laws, in breaches of due process and restriction of freedom of expression. In addition, UN Special Rapporteurs have expressed serious concern at the pattern of prosecutions based on legal provisions that can be interpreted arbitrarily due to their vagueness.

The Islamic Penal Code is cited most often in the reported incidents here, but the Press Law and the Computer Crimes Act may be used in unreported incidents. Furthermore, all three laws are likely to have a chilling effect on freedom of expression given the scale of punishment authorised under the laws.

**Political Context and Policy Development**

Following elections in recent years, economic concerns, allegations of electoral fraud, and political dissatisfaction have led to nationwide protests in 2017, 2018, and 2019, resulting in crackdowns by Iranian authorities.

The Iranian government operates a sophisticated internet censorship regime. Reporters Without Borders and Freedom House have identified Iran as one of the worst countries in the world for press and internet freedom with its limitations on Internet access, filtering of content, and imprisonment of bloggers. The Supreme Cyberspace Council, which oversees the three principal government
bodies responsible for upholding and enforcing the censorship regime, introduced regulations in August 2017. Two of these bodies, the Commission to Determine Instances of Criminal Content and the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps, control censorship policies and are responsible for blocking websites that violate the Computer Crimes Law and carrying out Iran's cyberattacks. The Iran Cyber Police (referred to in English by the acronym FATA) is the unit primarily responsible for upholding compliance with the State's cybercrime laws.

According to researchers, FATA's responsibilities include tracking and combatting cybercrime, gathering intelligence on internet users, protecting and preserving the religious and national identity of Iran, and enforcing legally prescribed societal norms and values. In the first few years of its creation by the commander of national police force, FATA was active in tracking and arresting HRDs and activists on the internet. In recent years, FATA reportedly has shifted its focus and assists other law enforcement units, including the Iran Revolutionary Guard Corps.

The type and degree of censorship varies depending on the content being censored and the circumstances of censorship. For example, human rights reports document that internet speed is reduced or online access is diminished during political demonstrations with the effect of preventing the circulation of images and information regarding protests. The Iranian government has censored tens of thousands of websites since 2009, including foreign news outlets, human rights organisations, and political opposition groups, among others. International NGOs have found the government censors online content by blocking access to websites, filtering out topics that are not aligned with State doctrine, and removing political content. In particular, the Iranian government has targeted foreign popular social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, WordPress, and Blogger. With few options for messaging and social media, Iranian citizens have turned to Telegram, which has an estimated 40 million monthly users. As Telegram has become more popular, the Iranian government has introduced more restrictions on content and has even tried to block it entirely during heightened protests. The UN Human Rights Committee expressed its concern for the lack of independence of media, the arrest and detention of journalists, the monitoring of internet use and content, blocking of websites that carry political news and analysis, slowing down of internet speeds and jamming of foreign satellite broadcasts. The Special Rapporteur on Iran has criticised the internet shutdowns and blanket blocking of websites and applications as violations of the right to freedom of expression.

The UN Human Rights Committee has repeatedly called upon Iran to end harassment of political opponents, HRDs, including women's rights defenders, and journalists, among others. The UN Human Rights Council has emphasised that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online. The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information dissemination, communication between participants, and broadcasting, is crucial to the exercise of that right. The UN Human Rights Committee also previously has stated that freedom of assembly and association are “severely limited” in Iran.
Several of the reported incidents in Iran include journalists the government has prosecuted for publishing information critical of Iranian officials or the government. There were also a significant number of incidents relating to gender-based offenses. Authorities restricted activists’ access to an attorney. In all observed instances, authorities arrested HRDs, but reports did not always make clear the specific charges activists faced. When authorities did disclose the charges pressed, they often relied on the Islamic Penal Code, specifically on provisions relating to national security and corruption.

Violations of the Right to Online Freedom of Expression

Targeting of journalists

Under international law, States are responsible for creating a safe and enabling environment for HRDs, including journalists, to carry out their work. However, Iran has failed to fulfil its obligations and in fact, continues to target journalists. The Special Rapporteur on Iran has denounced the Iranian government’s continued targeting of journalists and writers.

The most egregious example is the case of a journalist, Ruhollah Zam, who was living in Paris as a refugee after fleeing Iran in 2011. On 14 October 2019, Iranian authorities abducted Zam with the assistance of Iraqi intelligence officials, hours after he arrived in Iraq. Reportedly, authorities arrested Zam for operating the news channel AmadNews on Telegram. AmadNews reportedly published leaked information exposing government corruption and had posted videos of demonstrations during the 2017-18 protests. According to human rights organisations, the government blamed AmadNews for instigating the protests. The online news source had 1.4 million subscribers at the time, leading authorities to target Zam. Amnesty International reports that court documents alleged Zam was a spy for Israel and France, and cooperated with the United States, among other charges of national security violations. On 30 June 2020, Branch 15 of the Revolutionary Court in Tehran sentenced Zam to death under the Islamic Penal Code for “spreading corruption on earth” through his news channel. The UN Human Rights Council repeatedly has held that suppression and prosecution of opinions critical of “government policies and political debate,” “corruption in government,” and “peaceful demonstrations” are impermissible and violate the right to freedom of expression. The UN Human Rights Council and special procedure mandates repeatedly have denounced the Iranian government’s pattern and practices in this regard.

Four days after losing his appeal, on 12 December 2020, authorities carried out the execution. International law reserves the death penalty for the most serious of crimes involving intentional killing, which the government violated in this case. The UN Human Rights Committee repeatedly has expressed concern regarding the high and increasing number of death sentences imposed and carried out by the State for a wide range of offenses with arbitrary or vaguely defined misconduct. The Special Rapporteur on Iran also has expressed concern about the issuance of long prison or death sentences. But Zam’s case, as well as the other reported incidents of prosecutions of journalists indicate that the government continues to impose death sentences or long prison sentences for expression that is protected under article 19.

Another example of harsh punishment of journalists is the case of Kioomars Marzban, who was arrested in September of 2018 for “collaborating” with the
United States government as a result of his work with Freedom House. Marzban, a satirical journalist for Iranian diaspora media, had been living in Malaysia since 2009 but was arrested after returning to Iran for a visit. The Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps accused Marzban of participating in “a project of American intelligence to push the issue of human rights internationally through media organisations... as part of the legs and arms of their psychological warfare.” Iran does not maintain any law that bans Iranian citizens from writing for websites from the United States, but Iranian citizens can be prosecuted for “collaborating” with the US government.

In his defence, Marzban argued that he was unaware that a project for which he had written satirical content had received funding from the United States. Authorities sentenced Marzban to over twenty years in prison for communicating with the US government, insulting the sacred, insulting the Supreme Leader (the highest political and religious authority in the government), producing propaganda against the State, and insulting officials. In addition, officials imposed a two-year foreign travel ban and two-year ban on Marzban using social networks for publishing media. All charges were brought under the Islamic Penal Code.

Independent human rights organisations documented several other cases against journalists during the study period. Authorities arrested Mohammad Mosaed, a journalist, in 2019 and released him on bail in February of 2020. Mosaed was arrested over social media posts critical of the government’s response to the coronavirus outbreak and the limited number of candidates in Iran’s 21 February parliamentary elections, and his exposure of two of the candidates as former members of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps. Mosaed’s social media accounts were suspended and Mosaed was charged with “colluding against national security” and “spreading propaganda against the system.” Authorities imposed a four-year-and-nine-month prison sentence, a two-year ban on journalism activities, and a two-year ban on using all communications devices. On 03 August 2019, government agents arrested Nooshin Jafari, a journalist, for allegedly running an anti-State Twitter account and charged her with “insulting Islam’s sacred values,” “spreading anti-establishment propaganda,” and “insulting sanctities.” After losing her appeal, a court sentenced her on 13 February 2021 to a total of four years in prison, and she was arrested three days later and taken to the notorious Qarchak Prison.

Finally, in June 2018, authorities arrested and charged journalist Hengameh Shahidi with “acting against national security” after posting about the lack of justice in the Iranian judicial system on the Paineveste blog. The UN Human Rights Committee repeatedly has noted that, under ICCPR article 19, States must not enact laws that prohibit criticism of institutions, including religious or governmental institutions. Nevertheless, after a closed door trial, on 1 December 2018, the court sentenced Shahidi to twelve years in prison, in violation of these standards. Shahidi served more than two years before being pardoned and released in February 2021.

These cases of criminalization of online expression critical of the government offer credible evidence that the Iranian government continues to use its enforcement power to silence its online critics in contravention of its human rights obligations.

**Gender-based freedom of expression violations**

The reported incidents in Iran indicate that the freedom of expression rights of women are uniquely implicated. The government has a longstanding pattern of repression of women in Iran, including those who have peacefully advocated for their rights. Reporters Without Borders has found that the Islamic Republic of Iran is now the world’s biggest jailer of female journalists.

In April 2019, the government arrested three women after they appeared in a video protesting the compulsory veiling laws in conjunction with International Women’s Day. In the video, Yasaman Aryani, Monireh Arabshahi and Mojgan Keshavarz are seen without their headscarves. The Iranian government charged and found the three women guilty under articles 500, 513, 610 and 639 of the
Islamic Penal Code and article 265 of the Code of Criminal Procedure.\textsuperscript{119} On 31 July 2019, judges of branch 28 of Tehran’s Revolutionary Court sentenced the three WHRDs to prison for their peaceful activities.\textsuperscript{120} Aryani and Arabshahi both received sentences of sixteen years in prison, while Keshavarz has been sentenced to twenty-three years and six months.\textsuperscript{121} The court that condemned them is presided over by a notorious judge, Mohammad Moqisseh, who reportedly has a reputation for imposing harsh verdicts relying solely on the reports from intelligence agents.\textsuperscript{122} The Iranian courts have imposed decades-long prison sentences on WHRDs, particularly those involved in activism against mandatory veiling (hijab).\textsuperscript{123} In addition, on 11 March 2019, prominent Iranian lawyer and women’s HRD Nasrin Sotoudeh was sentenced to 148 lashes and thirty-eight years in prison, including for her defence of the women arrested for protesting compulsory veiling during “White Wednesday” protests.\textsuperscript{124}

FATA announced on 13 May 2020 that women, including public and private figures, are in breach of provisions of the Islamic Penal Code on public morality for participating in deviant behaviour and moral offenses when they appear without a hijab on social media.\textsuperscript{125} International law requires that morality laws restricting expression must be strictly necessary and narrowly defined.\textsuperscript{126} Iran’s laws do not meet these standards, contribute to the gender-based discrimination, and encourage both fear and self-censorship.\textsuperscript{127} Under the General Assembly Resolution 68/181, States have an obligation to protect WHRDs and create a safe and enabling environment for them for the defence of human rights with a gender perspective and ensure that they can engage in peaceful protest.\textsuperscript{128} The actions of the Iranian government do not satisfy those obligations.

## Additional Human Rights Violations

The reported incidents in Iran indicate that violations of digital online expression consistently bring violations of other human rights, including arbitrary arrest and detention, and due process rights.

### Arbitrary arrest, arbitrary detention, incommunicado detention, enforced disappearance

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR, customary international law, and is a \textit{jus cogens} norm applicable to all States.\textsuperscript{129} A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{130} As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity, and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness.\textsuperscript{131} Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{132} Since the arrests identified during the reporting period were based on protected forms of expressions, these constitute separate violations of article 9 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{133}

There was also one reported case of an enforced disappearance and incommunicado detention. Iranian authorities arrested Nooshin Jafari, a photojournalist and culture reporter, on 03 August 2019, and took her to an unknown location without formally announcing any charges\textsuperscript{134} in relation to her alleged anti-government Twitter account.\textsuperscript{135} Enforced disappearance is an international crime and is prohibited by customary law as well as treaty.\textsuperscript{137} An enforced disappearance has three elements: (1) a deprivation of liberty; (2) by State officials or with their consent; followed by (3) the refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty, or to disclose information on the fate or location of the disappeared.\textsuperscript{138} Jafari reportedly was held incommunicado for an unknown period of time and her family was not able to contact her or locate her,\textsuperscript{139} constituting an enforced disappearance as well as incommunicado detention.\textsuperscript{140} The Special
Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. The Special Rapporteur on torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.” The Committee to Protect Journalists reported in February 2021, that after an unsuccessful appeal, Jafari is now serving a four-year sentence for spreading “propaganda” and violating insult laws.

Due process violations

Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. Individuals have universal rights to seek competent, independent, impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of deprivations of liberty and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies. Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension. The Special Rapporteur on Iran expressed concern about the pattern of reported violations related to due process and fair trial in the State, particularly with respect to HRDs, journalists, and political prisoners.

In several of the identified incidents, the authorities violated these guarantees. Jafari, who authorities arrested on 03 August 2019 for “insulting Islam’s sacred values” on her Twitter account, was held on no formal charges for at least 11 days. Ruhollah Zam was held without contact with lawyers for nine months, and was only allowed to meet a court-appointed lawyer in the presence of intelligence and security officials. The Special Rapporteur on Iran has previously drawn attention to the fact that under the Islamic Penal Code, those accused of national security offences have limited rights to a lawyer. HRDs prosecuted for protected expression are subjected to harsh treatment in the criminal legal system. For example, judicial authorities had not informed Zam or his family of the scheduled execution, which took place days after authorities denied Zam’s appeal. Taken together, the incidents attest to a pattern of State violation of international due process and fair trial standards for HRDs prosecuted for protection online expression.
Iran's Islamic Penal Code, Press Law and Cybercrime laws contain provisions that are vague and overbroad in violation of article 19 of the ICCPR, which enable authorities to illegally and arbitrarily criminalise online expression by HRDs critical of political authorities. There is credible evidence that Iran's enforcement of those laws, particularly against journalists and WHRDs violates its international human rights obligations. The reported instances involve evidence of additional human rights violations including arbitrary arrests, online surveillance, incommunicado detention, as well as evidence of violations of due process and fair trial standards, including the imposition of the death penalty for nonviolent offenses.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

**General Recommendations**

*To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:*

- Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  - All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  - Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  - Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.
- Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.
- Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  - Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  - Ensuring that HRDs', citizens', and residents' right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  - Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

*To the UN Human Rights Council:*

- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors
complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Iran to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Iran’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 1986 Press Law, articles 6(1), 6(2), 6(7), 6(9);
  ° 2009 Computer Crimes Act, articles 14, 16–19, 27;
  ° Islamic Penal Code, articles 498–500, 508, 513, 609, 697, 698, 700.

We call on OHCHR to:

• Initiate a special working group in cooperation with civil society to address the role of Iran and other governments in the region in cooperating in the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
Researchers identified reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression by conducting searches for cases involving Iran between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organizations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights, and Human Rights Watch. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Iran in the UN database of Communications. Researchers supplemented international research by consulting the following domestic media outlets: Tehran Times, Iran Daily, Kayhan International, Islamic Republic News Agency, Iran News, and Iran Economy News, and researchers used the embedded search functions to retrieve news updates using these keywords: freedom of expression, digital expression, digital, online, post, tweet, Twitter, Facebook, arrest, expression, and human rights defender during the relevant period of study. The domestic sources provided no relevant results. After finding cases using the international sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim’s name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information. See methodology section for more information.

Khosrow Mostofi et al., Iran: Government and Society, Britannica (July 21, 2021). This characterization of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system as such is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Telegram is a web platform that allows sharing of media files such as photos and videos in private and group messaging, and it enables the creation of channels for broadcasting to unlimited audiences. Télegram FAQ: Q: What Is Telegram? What Do I Do Here?, Telegram. The service also provides end-to-end encryption. Id.


The Computer Crimes Act criminalises the following conduct: (1) "illegal access" to data, computers, or telecommunications systems; (2) "illegal access" to content transmitted by non-public communications; (3) the sharing of confidential government information; (4) attempts to access confidential government information; (5) the knowing use of falsified data; (6) the concealment of data from authorised individuals; (7) the production, distribution, or saving of obscene content through computer or telecommunications devices; (8) the use of computers or telecommunications devices or portable data storage devices for the commission of crimes; (9) the use of a computer or telecommunications device to manipulate an image or video or other media in a way to bring disrepute to a person; (10) the sharing of another’s media without their consent in a way to bring disrepute to a person; (11) dissemination of lies or the use of a computer or telecommunication system to associate someone, such as an official authority, with a lie; (12) failure by internet providers to filter content that "generates crime." Computer Crimes Act, supra note 9.


COMPUTER CRIMES ACT, supra note 9, at arts. 14-18.

Id. at art. 16.

Id. at art. 17.

Id. at art. 18.

HRC General Comment No. 34, supra note 13, ¶ 25; SRFOE Report of May 2016, supra note 13, ¶ 7; WGAD Opinion No. 71/2019, supra note 13, ¶ 73 ("vaguely and broadly worded provisions … which cannot qualify as lex cerna, violate the due process of law undergirded by the principle of legality in article 11 (2) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights"); UDHR, supra note 6, at arts. 11, 19; ICCPR, supra note 5, at art. 19.


Id. at art. 16.

Id. at art. 17.

Id. at art. 18.

SRFOE Report of Jan. 2004, supra note 53, ¶¶ 94-95 (stating that restrictions on freedom of expression must be precisely identified and defined; emphasizing human rights resolution 2003/42 that criticises the unjustified invocation of national security in restricting the right to freedom of expression; stating that the limitations from these provisions lack any objective criteria and clear definition, and thus are open to subjective and arbitrary interpretation upon implementation); see Islamic Penal Code Books One & Two, supra note 10, at art. 286.

SRFOE Report of Jan. 2004, supra note 53, ¶ 95. The Special Rapporteur has stated that the limitations to the exercise of the right to freedom of expression in the Islamic Penal Code, particularly articles dealing with national security, defamation, and publication of false news, do not conform to permissible restrictions and have a direct negative impact on the exercise of freedom of expression. Id. ¶ 29. The Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders (SR on HRDs) has stated that the criminalisation of defamation has a chilling effect on freedom of expression and can lead to self-censorship, particularly for journalists. Margaret Sekaggya (Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders), Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders, Margaret Sekaggya: Addendum—Mission to Togo, ¶ 24, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/25/55/Add.2 (Feb. 26, 2014).

the right to freedom of opinion and expression by the written press. SRFOE Report of Jan. 2004, supra note 53, ¶ 41. The Special Rapporteur has also noted that many peaceful press offenses are punishable by prison sentences, flogging, and other corporal punishment, which are contrary to international human rights norms and standards, are clearly disproportionate to the exercise of freedom of expression, and “should not be permissible.” Id. ¶¶ 29, 33-34; ARTICLE 19, supra note 9, at 6 (noting that the Iranian government particularly relies on the Islamic Penal Code to intimidate and punish digital activists).

57 Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in the Islamic Republic of Iran, ¶¶ 18, 47-48, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/43/61 (Jan. 28, 2020) (paragraph 18: stating that the Islamic Penal Code does not limit the application of the death penalty to only the most serious crimes, defined by those that involve intentional killing; paragraph 47: stating that articles of the Iranian Code of Criminal Procedure contain provisions that can serve as a serious impediment to due process and the right to fair trial; paragraph 48: stating that the Islamic Penal Code appears to encourage confessions extracted through torture and duress and allows judicial reliance on these confessions and that “the Special Rapporteur is concerned that the combined effect of the aforementioned provisions of the Islamic Penal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure has led to a strong institutional expectation of extracting confessions and reliance on confessions as the basis of convictions, resulting in serious breaches of criminal justice and the rights of the accused”).


63 The Commission to Determine the Instances of Criminal Content (CDICC) is responsible for identifying web content to be filtered and blocked. The CDICC creates lists of illegal websites that violate public morals, contradict Islam, threaten national security, criticise public officials or organizations, or promote either cybercrimes or the use of circumvention tools. The Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps is a branch of the Iranian military with an intelligence wing. This intelligence wing is widely understood to be involved in supporting and coordinating the offensive cyber-warfare activities. Kyle Bowen & James Marchant, Internet Censorship in Iran: Preventative, Interceptive, and Reactive, in Revolution Decoded: Iran’s Digital Landscape 15, 20 (Bronwen Robertson & James Marchant eds.); Freedom House, Freedom on the Net: Iran 7 (2017).

64 FATA, ‘the New Unit of the Ianarian’ Police to Control the Internet Space, BBC (2011) (primary document unavailable). Research does not indicate FATA involvement in the incidents identified in this report.


66 Id.; FATA, ‘the New Unit of the Iranian’ Police to Control the Internet Space, supra note 64.

67 Small Media, supra note 65, at 6. The Iranian
Revolutionary Guard Corps were the identified law enforcement unit in four out of nine identified incidents included in this report. Research did not indicate the law enforcement units involved in the other five incidents.


69 Stephanie MacLellan, What You Need to Know About Internet Censorship in Iran, CTR. FOR INT’L GOVERNANCE INNOVATION (Jan. 9, 2018); Freedom House, supra note 63, at 6.

70 Freedom House, supra note 63, at 6-8.

71 MacLellan, supra note 69; SRI Report of Jan. 2021, supra note 60, ¶ 19 (discussing the government’s continued censorship of websites and social media platforms).

72 MacLellan, supra note 69.

73 Id.


79 HRC Concluding Observations of Nov. 2011, supra note 74, ¶ 26.

80 The Special Rapporteur on Iran has repeatedly received reports of arrests and intimidation of journalists and media workers. SRI Report of July 2019, supra note 58, ¶ 25. Journalists have reported long-standing harassment and persecution, including personal and gendered attacks. Id. Journalists have also reported increased reprisals as a result of engagement with the United Nations human rights mechanisms, in some cases involving even family members of journalist staff. Id. In response, the Iranian government has stated that journalists, in particular BBC Persian staff, had ‘perpetrated many destructive activities beyond the sphere of media activity.’ Id. ¶ 26. These allegations by the Iranian government are unsubstantiated. Id.

81 Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, supra note 4, at art. 2(2); Michel Forst (Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders), Situation of Human Rights Defenders, ¶¶ 25, 36, U.N. Doc. A/73/215 (July 23, 2018); Margaret Sekaggya (Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders), Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders, Margaret Sekaggya, ¶ 32, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/19/55 (Dec. 21, 2011); Margaret Sekaggya (Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders), Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders, Margaret Sekaggya, ¶¶ 90-91, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/25/55 (Dec. 23, 2013) (stating that there is a need to pay particular attention to HRDs who face extraordinary risks due to the work that they do and that the SR is appalled that journalists and media workers are targeted because of their reports on human rights violations; the SR is also concerned that restrictions on media and press freedom could foster a climate of intimidation, stigmatization, violence, and self-censorship).
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## IRAQ SCORECARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Activism or Expression</th>
<th>Human Rights Violations</th>
<th>Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expression re Offline Protests</td>
<td>Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>Criminal Defamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism of Government</td>
<td>Incommunicado Detention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>Public Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women's Rights and WHRDs</td>
<td>Torture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fair Trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study | 12 |
Between 01 May 2018, and 31 October 2020, there were twelve reported incidents in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region of Iraq targeting human rights defenders (HRDs), including journalists, for their online expression that fit the inclusion criteria of this study.\(^1\) Iraq is a parliamentary democracy, with two deliberative bodies and a separate judicial branch.\(^2\) Most of the regulated expression occurred on the personal social media accounts of HRDs, Facebook being the primary surveilled website.

In addition to violations of freedom of expression, there is credible evidence that Iraq has committed torture as well as enforced disappearance. Reported incidents document that authorities target HRDs who use online platforms to support public protests as well as to share views critical of the government. Based on this research, the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^3\)

Iraq is a party to several international human rights treaties, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^4\) Moreover, as a UN member State, Iraq is bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which establishes that “[e]veryone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression.”\(^5\)
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT FOR ONLINE EXPRESSION IN IRAQ

Political Background
During the period under review, authorities in Iraq as well as in the Kurdistan Region have forcefully repressed national protests. The Kurdistan Region is an autonomous region in northern Iraq governed by the Kurdistan Regional Authority. Several national protests erupted in the country, beginning in October 2019, and continued intermittently for months. In Iraq and the Kurdistan Region there are few independent media outlets, and journalists who reported on the protests have been vulnerable to arrest. The central focus of these protests was governmental corruption, poor economic conditions; and abuses of protestors by the armed forces fuelled further demonstrations. Security forces repeatedly have opened fire on protestors and journalists gathering in public spaces. According to the UN, authorities have detained, injured, or killed thousands during the protests. Several UN human rights experts, including the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders and the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) have denounced the violence against protesters, and called for accountability for perpetrators of unlawful use of force.

In addition, authorities have responded to the COVID-19 pandemic in ways that have further restricted freedom of expression. To minimise the spread of infection, the government imposed strict lockdowns that brought much of the protest activity to a halt. Security forces and law enforcement in the country, but particularly in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq, have been accused by opposition leaders and protestors of using the COVID-19 lockdowns as a pretext for banning protests and unnecessarily restricting the ability of protestors to attend.

Internet Shutdowns and Social Media Blocking
Iraq has a history of internet restrictions and country-wide shutdowns, particularly to quell anti-government activity. The Iraqi government often relies on these tactics to restrict freedom of expression and limit communications. Following the onset of the recent protests, authorities in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region ordered the closure of eight television and four radio stations for several months for allegedly violating media licensing rules. At the same time, the Iraqi government began to block social media websites in all regions, a documented tactic of Iraqi authorities to limit free communication. This is alarming as the SR on FOE previously stated that any measures by governments to intentionally prevent or disrupt access to online information in this manner violate international freedom of expression.

Laws Related to Online Expression
During the study period, Iraqi authorities primarily used provisions of the Iraqi Penal Code, and the Communications and Media Commission’s Guidelines to punish online freedom of expression. In addition, Iraqi lawmakers have considered but not yet adopted a cybercrime law. Human rights groups criticised earlier proposed laws introduced in 2011, 2013, 2019, and 2020 for containing provisions that restricted online content or access to content in a manner that violated international law on their face or could be used to target HRDs.

2010 Penal Code
A set of key provisions of the Iraqi Penal Code that are worth noting include those that are used to target journalists reporting on government activities. Article 156 criminalises acts that “violate
the independence of the country,” or the “security of its territory” and which are punishable by life imprisonment. 20 Article 210 prohibits broadcasts of “false information” that “endangers the public security,” and “disturbs the public peace” and violators are subject to detention and a fine. 21 Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. 22 Vaguely and broadly worded provisions, like those here, have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to exercise discretion arbitrarily to target protected speech, and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship. 23 Similarly, international experts, including the SR on FOE, have urged States to abolish general prohibitions on disseminating “false news” because of the vagueness and ambiguity of this term. 24

The Penal Code also includes criminal offenses of defamation (article 433) 25 and insult (article 434). 26 They become more serious offenses if the offending content is published. 27 The UN Human Rights Committee has cautioned that laws on defamation should be “crafted with care” so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and has recommended the decriminalisation of this offense. 28 It has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.” 29 Moreover, the Committee has noted that “in circumstances of public debate concerning public figures in the political domain and public institutions, the value placed by the Covenant upon uninhibited expression is particularly high.” 30 These Penal Code provisions violate international freedom of expression, which the UN Human Rights Council has stipulated protects four types of expression: “[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate; reporting on human rights, government activities and corruption in government; engaging in election campaigns, peaceful demonstrations or political activities, including for peace or democracy; and expression of opinion and dissent, religion or belief, including by persons belonging to minorities or vulnerable groups…” 31

2014 Communications and Media Commission – Media Broadcasting Rules

The Communications and Media Commission (CMC), also known as National Communications and Media Commission of Iraq, was established by the Coalition Provisional Authority in 2004. 32 In 2014, the CMC, the primary body that oversees broadcast media regulations, issued country-wide guidelines. 33 The government updated and expanded the guidelines in 2019, which are known as the Media Broadcasting Rules. 34 The 2019 rules restrict content and govern the reporting processes of licensed media on a wide range of topics including the prevention of incitement of violence, maintenance of peace and security, upholding public standards of decency, prohibiting the dissemination of false news, and protecting the privacy of individuals in reporting on events. 35 Some of these provisions contain overly broad language which authorities have enforced against media outlets that covered anti-government protests, 36 in violation of the right to freedom of expression.

For example, section 2, article 1(a) of the Media Broadcasting Rules states that licensed media entities should “refrain from broadcasting any material that contains … incitement to violence, hatred, or disturbance of civil order… or threatens the democratic system, civil peace, and democratic electoral process.” 37 Article 1(j) of the same section prohibits content “calling for or leading to … provoking conflict between parties or the Iraqi society … or materials that justify or encourage sectarian conflicts[,]” and the rules ban the broadcast of materials “promoting the opinions of the Baath Party.” 38 The SR on FOE has noted with concern that licensing regimes that contain vaguely and broadly worded provisions like these, which do not comply with human rights standards, promote censorship and self-censorship. 39 It is therefore unsurprising that the UN Human Rights Committee has held
that freedom of expression requires States to “avoid imposing onerous licensing conditions.”

The recent actions of the Iraqi government illustrate how authorities can use licensing requirements to stifle online journalism. In October 2019, the CMC ordered several local and regional television channels to shut down, reportedly in an attempt to quell coverage of the protests. The following month the CMC issued a statement explaining the shutdown was due to outlets “failing to comply with broadcasting rules and regulations” and warning several other channels to “correct their speech in a way that complied with regulations of media broadcasting.” And in April 2020, the CMC issued a three-month suspension of Reuters’ media license for publishing an article which the government alleged overstated the number of COVID-19 cases in the country. In each case, the CMC reportedly enforced the Broadcasting Rules against the media outlet to target protected expression.

2020 Draft Anti-Cybercrimes Law

On 23 November 2020, a draft Anti-Cybercrimes Law was introduced in the Iraqi Council of Representatives. Human Rights Watch reported in May 2021 that the Iraqi Parliament suspended consideration of the draft law until it could be further amended to protect freedom of expression. The November draft law substantially would have amended a cybercrimes law introduced in parliament in January 2019, which human rights groups also had harshly criticised. The most recent draft is reviewed to highlight some of the persistent problems with lawmakers’ efforts to criminalize protected online expression.

First, article 4 of the most recent draft law guaranteed freedom of expression only “within the limits established by the constitution and the laws in force.” This phrase is ambiguous and could be used to justify illegal application of Penal Code offenses of insult and defamation to HRDs. Second, article 6 introduced a new offense, punishable by up to ten years imprisonment, for accessing a website or a computer with the “intention of obtaining data that affects the national security or economy . . . .” The terms of “national security” and “economy” are vague and arbitrary, and thus violate the requirements of legality under international law which mandate laws to be sufficiently precise to enable individuals to comply with them and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Human rights groups expressed concern that article 4 could be used against HRDs seeking to exercise their rights to online freedom of expression by exposing corruption or human rights violations. Third, article 22(3) of the draft law, “Crimes Related to Public Order and Morals,” penalised “violating the sanctity of private or family life” of an individual through use of a computer or information network to take photos or publish “news or audio or video recordings related to them even if they are real.” Amnesty International and other NGOs pointed out that the draft law uses vague terms like “sanctity of family life,” made no exception for material disseminated in the public interest, and protected public figures from legitimate criticism in violation of the right to freedom of expression.

As of the date of this writing, a revised draft law has not been introduced in parliament. However, ongoing scrutiny of similar proposals is warranted in light of the continued introduction of anti-cybercrime legislation that uses impermissibly vague terms to criminalise online content and access to information.

2008 Kurdistan Regional Government Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment

Authorities in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq have faced criticism in the last few years for the targeting, harassment, and intimidation of journalists in the region. Prosecutors are using Kurdish regional laws including the Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment to target journalists and other HRDs for online coverage of government protests and criticism of government policy. Article 2 of the law authorises imprisonment and fines for misusing cell phones and email (or more broadly the internet) to “threaten someone, use profanities, spread misinformation, disclose private conversations or share images counter to the public’s
values, or take any other action that might harm someone’s integrity or honor or motivate a crime or an immoral act.\textsuperscript{56} Restrictions on freedom of expression must be narrowly drawn to be the least restrictive to achieve a legitimate protective function,\textsuperscript{57} and the UN Human Rights Committee cautions that restrictions to protect morals or public order “must be understood in the light of universality of human rights and the principle of non-discrimination.”\textsuperscript{58} The telecommunications equipment law fails adequately to define the restricted content and thus facilitates arbitrary State violations of the right of online freedom of expression.
There is a clear pattern in the reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region. Authorities targeted HRDs, particularly journalists, for sharing personal views critical of the government’s handling of the pandemic, the ongoing protests, or alleging corruption within the government. In several of the incidents, the charging law was not always identified, but reported facts suggest authorities used provisions of the Iraqi Penal Code. There were also reports of torture and arbitrary arrests of HRDs, as well as a report of an enforced disappearance.

**Violations of the Right to Online Freedom of Expression of Journalists**

Journalists in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region operate in a dangerous political environment in the country. Since 1992, over 190 journalists have been killed in Iraq. In 2020 alone, the International Federation of Journalists reported over 100 cases of media rights violations in the Kurdistan Region, which included arbitrary arrests and physical attacks. International human rights monitors have criticised the government for creating a hostile environment for journalists to exercise freedom of expression.

**Journalists in Iraq**

There were several reported cases of targeting of journalists for their online reporting or other protected online expression. One involves Hasan Sabah Muhammad, a journalist from Basra, the country’s main port city in southeast Iraq. Muhammad worked for I NEWS, a private news outlet and later Dijlah TV. In July 2018, Muhammad published a report detailing corruption in the Border Port Commission, which alleged the head of the port had bribed a local judge with a gift. The day after the report was released, Basra police arrived at Muhammad’s house to arrest him, but he was not at home. That night, however, armed men opened fire on his house. Muhammad called the police to ask why he was wanted when he was informed that he was being charged under article 434 of the Iraqi Penal Code for a video he posted on his personal social media over a year prior about Basra airport taxis overcharging passengers. Later that month, the head of the Basra Operations Command, a law enforcement agency that reports to both the Iraqi prime minister and minister of defence, wrote a letter to Muhammad’s employer, Dijlah TV, prohibiting him from working as a journalist in Basra. Only in October of 2018 was Muhammad able to start working as a journalist after the commander was replaced.

Another example is that of Hussam al-Ka’abai, a journalist with NRT News in Najaf, a city just south of Baghdad. On 07 March 2019, several officers from the National Security Service, an intelligence agency that reports to the prime minister, arrested al-Ka’abai without a reason given. He was taken to the NSS local office before being transferred to a nearby police station where he was informed that he was being held due to a criminal complaint for violating “public integrity” under article 403 of the Iraqi Penal Code. The national head of the NSS reportedly initiated a complaint against him for a Facebook post he made in which he criticised a NSS officer. Al-Ka’abai stated that the NSS had sent all Najaf residents text messages to relay information about security issues but that authorities had misspellings in the text, to which he posted that the NSS should “get its spelling right.” Two days later, al-Ka’abai was released after his charges were dismissed by the judge.
Journalists in the Kurdistan Region

The targeting of journalists is also a concern in the Kurdistan Region. Bahroz Jafar is a Kurdish writer and journalist in Sulaymaniyah, a city in the east of the Kurdistan Region of Iraq. Jafar works as a columnist for Peyser Press and is the director of the Sulaymaniyah-based Mediterranean Institute for Regional Studies (MIRS). He routinely posts articles and opinion pieces to his Facebook page. On 22 September 2020, authorities arrested Jafar and charged him with defaming the Iraqi president, who is a Kurdish politician from Sulaymaniyah, in a column he posted. On 29 September 2020, officials released Jafar on bail.

Another incident in the Kurdistan Region is of Sherwan Sherwani, journalist and civil society activist. Sherwani provides political commentary on his personal Facebook account. On his account, Sherwani made a post criticizing the Kurdistan region's prime minister, Masrour Barzani, and urged legislators to ask the prime minister about killings of journalists and human rights activists in the region. On 07 October 2020, 10 security officers raided Sherwani’s home in Erbil and confiscated his computer, books, and other electronic devices. Officers arrested Sherwani and took him to an undisclosed location, and refused to allow his family or his attorney to visit him. Sherwani’s wife stated that he was being held in a prison in Erbil run by the Asayish, and that authorities had charged Sherwani with two counts of “insulting the national security of the Kurdistan Region” and “receiving money from outside parties working against the Kurdistan Region.” Months later, Sherwani faced trial under different charges, specifically articles 47, 49, and 49 of the Iraqi Penal Code, which state that any person who violates the independence, unity, or security of the country can be punished with life imprisonment, as well as Penal Code article 156 as amended. On 16 February 2021, Sherwani received a sentenced of six years in prison.

Finally, on 16 January 2019, police arrested the journalist and director of NRT News's Erbil Office Rebwar Kaki Abd al-Rahman as he arrived at this office. Officers did not inform him of the reason for his arrest, in violation of his international due process rights. They brought him to a nearby police station where a police officer first told him he was accused of threatening someone using his mobile phone. An hour later, a police officer told him he was instead wanted for a report NRT had broadcast in September 2018 on corruption allegations linked to two pharmaceutical companies owned by senior political figures in the Kurdistan Region. Kakai said that at court, the judge informed him he was being charged under article 2 of the Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment based on a complaint by the owner of one of the companies. He was acquitted of charges and released on 26 January 2019.

Violations of Online Freedom of Expression Against HRDs Organizing Protests

Authorities in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region have targeted HRDs organising online to support public protests. Recognising the links between the freedom of expression of HRDs, public dissent, and the promotion of rights more broadly, the UN General Assembly has condemned violent suppression by State and non-State actors of peaceful protestors and arrests of journalists and media activists “covering demonstrations and protests.”

In Iraq

Research identified several incidents during the reporting period involving HRDs organising protests online. One case concerns Samer Faraj, an HRD who posts online promoting political and civil rights and also participated in the protests. Due to his involvement in ‘Bent Al-Rafedain,’ a women’s rights organization, Iraqi authorities reportedly have targeted Faraj in the past for this work and for his social media posts. On 27 October 2019, authorities raided Faraj’s house and confiscated several of his electronic devices. They arrested him and took him to a local police station in the city of Ramadi where he was accused of “inciting civil disobedience” for
posts made on his personal social media account. Officials did not permit him to see his family or lawyer. After spending over a month in detention, on 01 December 2019, officials released him. Published reports do not specify the law under which Faraj was charged.

Another incident arose on 06 April 2020, when a protest movement organiser from the province of Muthana, Haitham Sulaiman, posted on Facebook exhorting the Muthana governor to investigate allegations of corruption within the health department linked to the purchase of COVID-19 masks. In his post, Sulaiman called for a protest sit-in against the health department. The next day, Interior Ministry intelligence officials came to his home while he was not there and warned his family that he should stop writing about corruption on Facebook otherwise he would be disciplined. However, Sulaiman posted again on Facebook, this time describing the police visit and the threats made by the government agents. Four days later, on 10 April 2020, four men in civilian attire came to Sulaiman’s house, blindfolded and handcuffed him, and took him to the Muthana intelligence office where Sulaiman reports he was beaten after which he signed a forced confession stating that “the Iraqi protest movement had been bankrolled by the United States.” The next day, authorities brought him before a judge who told him he was being charged under article 210 of the Iraqi Penal Code for wilfully sharing false or biased information that endangered public security and then released him after he paid a fee. Officials did not allow Sulaiman to have a lawyer present.

**In the Kurdistan Region**

Badal Abdulbaqi Abu Baker is schoolteacher and protest organiser in Dohuk. On 27 January 2019, officers of the Kurdish security forces arrested Abu Baker at his home, alleging he had participated in protests the day before. The officers brought him to the Asayish Directorate in Dohuk where they accused him of working against the government and told him to “leave the Kurdistan Region if he was not happy.” Officials brought him before an investigatory judge after four days, who told him he was being charged under article 156 of the Iraqi Penal Code, which criminalises acts that violate national security. Officials released Abu Baker after seventeen more days after he promised in writing not to engage in any “anti-government political activity.” Almost a year later, on 16 May 2020, armed members of the Asayish arrested Abu Baker without a warrant. He was charged with “the misuse of electronic devices” for his role in organizing peaceful protests through social media platforms.

Repression of HRDs throughout Iraq for expressing support of social protests online violates their right to online freedom of expression. As the UN OHCHR found in its report: “Social media played a critical role as a site of online protest. In response to the limited safe space available for independent media to report on protests, they became the primary source of information on the demonstrations and a key platform for protesters, analysts and independent journalists to report on developments, including human rights violations and abuses.” Human rights defenders are recognized as a fulfilling a critical role in rights promotion and States have special duties to ensure their protection. Iraqi authorities have failed to their duties to do so with respect to HRDs, including journalists, disseminating online coverage of the protests.

**Additional Human Rights Violations**

The violation of the right to freedom of expression online also implicates other human rights. The most evident of these associated rights which Iraqi authorities have violated are related to freedom of association, arbitrary arrest, arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, due process, and the prohibition against torture and ill-treatment. In addition, authorities committed freedom-of-expression violations in its response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
**Violation of the right to freedom of association**

Government crackdowns on HRDs for online freedom of expression related to the protests implicates violations of other fundamental freedoms including the right to freedom of association. The cases of HRDs in Iraq and the Kurdish Region all illustrate that the authorities sought to eliminate online support for the protests. Human rights bodies have emphasised that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online. The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information dissemination, communication between participants, and broadcasting, is crucial to the exercise of that right.

**Arbitrary detention**

The reported incidents reveal that authorities arbitrarily detained hundreds of protestors without due process. Human rights monitors report that Iraqi authorities detained journalists and protestors for varying lengths of time only to release them hours or days later without charges. Authorities violated the liberty rights of HRDs through arbitrary detention. Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR, customary international law and is a *jus cogens* norm. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression. All the reported arrests of HRDs, including journalists, are arbitrary because they are based on impermissibly vague laws and because the online expression which was the gravamen of the charges is protected under ICCPR article 19. As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity, and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR.

**Incommunicado detention and enforced disappearances**

There were several reported cases of incommunicado detention and enforced disappearance of HRDs. Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law,” in violation of article 6 of the ICCPR, which protects the right to be recognised as a person before the law and receive judicial protection. This is a serious violation often associated with grave harm. The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention. The Special Rapporteur on torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.” Iraq is a party to the International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from Enforced Disappearance, which sets out the obligations of States to prevent, investigate, and prosecute all enforced disappearances. Enforced disappearance is an international crime and is prohibited by customary law as well as treaty. An enforced disappearance has three elements: (1) a deprivation of liberty; (2) by State officials or with their consent; followed by (3) the refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty, or to disclose information on the fate or location of the disappeared.

For example, Salman Khairallah “Al-Mansoori” Salman and Omar Al-Amri are two HRDs in Iraq who were also active and regular participants in the anti-corruption demonstrations which started in early October 2019. On 11 December 2019, unknown individuals abducted Salman and Al-Amri in Baghdad when the two went to the Al-Khadhimiya district to buy tents for protesters in
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Tahrir Square, the central hub of the protests. Their last contact was with a female colleague and, according to Salman’s relatives, the two men did not respond to their phones, which had been turned off. The families have not been able to learn about their fate, despite their efforts to enquire with local authorities about their whereabouts and well-being. It is not reported whether authorities initiated an investigation. Salman’s family has shared that Salman had received indirect threats a few weeks prior that he was being watched but he had dismissed it. Al-Amri’s family said they believed the two activists were arrested by the security forces and are being held at Baghdad’s al-Muthana airport detention facility for interrogation. On 17 December, both Al-Amri and Salman were released with no clear charges and did not disclose publicly further information about their abductors.

Another case is that of Ali Jassab Hattab Al-Heliji, an HRD and lawyer in the city of Amarah. He represented individuals arrested in connection to the protests taking place all over Iraq. On 08 October 2019, Al-Heliji received a call from a client, who asked to meet him in a main area of the Ammarahin al-Mayssan governate. After meeting with the client, armed men dragged him away from his car and drove him away in an unidentified truck. Prior to his disappearance, Al-Heliji had received death threats and warnings from unknown callers to stop speaking out on Facebook about the killing of people participating in the demonstrations. The whereabouts of Al-Heliji remain unknown.

Due process violations

Additionally, the reported cases evidence widespread violations of international due process rights of HRDs arrested in breach of international freedom of expression. Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. These encompass a number of procedural safeguards including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension. For example, Kurdish Regional officials did not inform journalist Rebwar Kaki Abd al-Rahman of the reason for his arrest, and Iraqi authorities denied Haitham Sulaiman access to his lawyer.

Torture

Finally, there is at least one reported incident of torture. The prohibition against torture is absolute, non-derogable, and a jus cogens or preemptory norm of international law (i.e., it applies universally and without exceptions). Iraqi authorities reportedly beat HRD Haitham Sulaiman and forced him to sign a statement that the United States was funding the protest movement.

Freedom of expression violations related to COVID-19

The government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic has intersected with violations of online freedom of expression in at least two ways: the first is targeted repression for criticism of the government action related to the pandemic; the second is the government’s failure adequately to protect arrested protestors and HRDs from exposure to COVID-19 in detention. Authorities in Iraq and the Kurdish Region reportedly have targeted HRDs for online criticism of the government’s response to the pandemic. For example, Kurdish Regional authorities arrested Kurdish HRD and journalist Hemin Mamand whose work focuses on corruption in the Kurdish government. According to his attorney, on 24 March 2020, police arrested Mamand at his home...
a day after he criticised the government’s handling of pandemic lockdowns on his personal Facebook account. 163 He remained in detention for 13 days until authorities released him after he paid a fee. 164 However, police rearrested Mamand the following day after he posted on Facebook that the police had arrested him without identifying themselves or presenting a warrant. 165 Mamand remained under investigation in connection to a social media post where he criticised the economic measures taken by the Kurdish government in response to the pandemic as “violating the economic rights of the Kurdish people.” 166 Officials charged him under article 2 of the Kurdistan Region’s Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment for “encouraging people to break lockdown” for protests as well as also being charged with defamation under article 433 of the Penal Code. 167 Also, as described earlier, Iraqi authorities charged Haitham Sulaiman under the Iraqi Penal Code for spreading false news for his Facebook post alleging corruption within the health department linked to the purchase of COVID-19 masks. 168

In addition, the overcrowded conditions in detention during the pandemic reportedly led to outbreaks of COVID-19, implicating violations of the rights to life and health of detained HRDs. 169
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Iraq and the Kurdistan Region have enforced several laws which restrict online expression in violation of international law. Applicable provisions of the Penal Code and the 2019 Media Broadcasting Rules are vague and overly broad, violating international standards on freedom of expression. The Iraqi government has targeted, arrested, and detained HRDs and journalists for political opinions expressed online, effectively criminalising dissent in the country, especially during anti-corruption protests. Through the reported incidents, there is credible evidence that the Iraq and Kurdistan Regional authorities have subjected HRDs to arbitrary deprivations of liberty, including enforced disappearances, along with other international due process rights violations.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

• Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  ◦ All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  ◦ Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  ◦ Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.

• Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.

• Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  ◦ Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  ◦ Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  ◦ Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in
each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Iraq to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Iraq’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2010 Penal Code, articles 156, 210, 433, 434;
  ° 2014 Media Broadcasting Rules, Section 2, articles 1(a), 1(j);
  ° 2008 Kurdistan Regional Government Law to Prevent the Misuse of Telecommunications Equipment, article 2.

• Ensure that any anti-cybercrime legislation adopted fully complies with international protections of online freedom of expression.
Researchers identified reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression by conducting searches for cases in Iraq and the Kurdistan Region between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organizations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights, and Human Rights Watch. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Iraq in the UN database of Communications. Researchers also searched for articles published by the Iraq News Gazette, Iraqi News, Iraq Business News, and Iraq Sun and used the embedded search functions to retrieve news updates using the terms: arrest, freedom of expression, post, video, human rights defender, online expression, journalist, digital expression, and protests. After finding cases using the international and domestic sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim’s name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information. See methodology section for more information.
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## Jordan Scorecard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Activism or Expression</th>
<th>Human Rights Violations</th>
<th>Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓ Expression re Offline Protests</td>
<td>✓ Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>✓ Criminal Defamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Criticism of Government*</td>
<td>✓ Incommunicado Detention</td>
<td>✓ Cybercrime Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Expression re Minority/ Migrants' Rights</td>
<td>✓ Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>✓ Public Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Journalists</td>
<td>✓ Torture</td>
<td>✓ Specialised Law Enforcement Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ Women's Rights and WHRDs</td>
<td>✓ Fair Trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

35
Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study

*Including criticism of foreign government
Between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020 there were 35 incidents in Jordan that fit this study’s inclusion criteria.\(^1\) Jordan is a constitutional monarchy with a parliamentary government.\(^2\) The vast majority of reports were of Jordanian authorities targeting human rights defenders (HRDs), teachers and journalists.

The government generally punished HRDs for: online speech critical of the monarchy or of government policies; discussion of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on workers, including migrant workers; and, online advocacy related to offline protests. Jordanian authorities mostly targeted expression that appeared on Facebook, but also Twitter, online blogs, and other websites. Authorities used multiple laws to infringe on freedom of online expression, including: the Cybercrimes Law, the Penal Code, and the Prevention of Terrorism Act (Anti-Terrorism Law). Based on this research, there is credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^3\)

Internet and social media use are significant in Jordan. As of January 2021, there were approximately 6.84 million internet users and 6.3 million active social media users, out of Jordan’s total population of 10.20 million.\(^4\) Facebook estimates that it has a domestic audience of 5.5 million people in Jordan, while Twitter estimates that its audience is 488.8 thousand.\(^5\)

Jordan is a party to several international human rights treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^6\) As a UN member State, Jordan is also bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which enshrines the right to freedom of opinion and expression.\(^7\)
The incidents reported between May 2018 and October 2020 demonstrate that the Jordanian authorities have used several laws to punish online human rights advocacy: the 2015 Cybercrime Law, which replaced the 2010 cybercrime law,8 the 2006 Prevention of Terrorism Act as amended in 2014 (Anti-Terrorism Law),9 and the 1960 Penal Code as amended in 2017.10 There was also one reported case in which Jordanian authorities may have used the 1995 Telecommunications Law.11 On top of this legal framework, Jordan has established specialised law enforcement units and courts that are used to target HRDs for their online expression. The enactment of the Cyber Security Law (Law No. 16 of 2019), which creates a National Cyber Security Council and a National Centre for Cyber Security, further signals Jordanian authorities’ intention to control online expression.12

**2015 Cybercrime Law**

Several of the laws identified use overbroad and vague language to define prohibited conduct. Article 15 of the Cybercrime Law prohibits using the internet to commit “any crime punishable under any... legislation” or inciting someone else to do so, to be punished by the penalties stipulated in the relevant legislation.13 This incitement provision in turn relies on vague and overbroad definitions of underlying crimes in the Cybercrime Law itself or in other statutes, some of which are described below, enabling Jordanian authorities to extend enforcement of such vague and overbroad provisions to the internet. Under article 19 of both the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it.14 Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected speech and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship.15 UN Special Rapporteurs have criticised as overly vague provisions that prohibit individuals from using the internet to “upset social order” or “harm the public interest,” or from publishing “articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or public interest, incite violence, constitute sedition or have negative consequences for the financial climate of the country.”16 In particular, the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) has expressed concern at vague formulations of provisions that prohibit incitement.17

The SR on FOE has criticised the Cybercrime Law for its criminalisation of defamation.18 Article 11 of the Cybercrime Law states that anyone who “intentionally sends, resends, or publishes data or information through the computer network or the website” related to “defamation, slander or insulting of any person” will be punished by imprisonment of at least three months and a fine of JOD 300–5,000 (USD 423–7,050).19 Additionally, the Cybercrime Law includes no protections for journalists or other media workers against penalties for defamation, which risks chilling journalistic investigation.20 The UN Human Rights Committee and the SR on FOE have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalisation of defamation.21 The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.”22 Finally, it has stated that defamation laws should
include the defence of public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defence of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defence of error.  

2006 Anti-Terrorism Law

The UN Human Rights Committee and the Committee against Torture have criticised the Anti-Terrorism Law, including the 2014 amendment, for its overly broad and vague definition of terrorism which includes: “disturbing the public order,” “acts that sow discord,” “harming relations with a foreign state,” or using the internet or other media to create a website to facilitate a “terrorist act,” support an organisation or association that does so, or to support that organisation or association’s ideas. Article 7 of the Anti-Terrorism law also criminalises “incitement to terrorism,” which in turn relies on a vague underlying definition of terrorism. The Anti-Terrorism Law provides for a range of penalties, including temporary hard labour, life sentences with hard labour, and the death penalty in certain cases, including those resulting in death or destruction of a building. Conduct that is prosecuted under this law is tried in the quasi-military State Security Court.

1995 Telecommunications Law

The Telecommunications Law includes provisions that are overly broad and vague in violation of ICCPR article 19. Article 75(a) of the law prohibits the use of telecommunications to spread messages “contrary to the public morals,” punishable by a fine of JOD 300–2,000 (USD 423–2,820) and/or by imprisonment of one month to one year. That same provision also prohibits “forward[ing] false information with the intent to cause panic.” International human rights experts, including the SR on FOE, have urged States to abolish general prohibitions on disseminating “false news” because of their vagueness.

1960 Penal Code

The Penal Code also includes vague and overbroad restrictions on expression, which are inconsistent with article 19 of the ICCPR. The SR on FOE has criticised article 118 of the Penal Code for its vagueness. Article 118 punishes expression “not authorised by the government” that could subject Jordan to the “risk of hostile acts” or “disrupt [Jordan’s] relations with a foreign state” with a sentence of at least five years in prison. The Penal Code contains other similarly vague provisions. Article 149 prohibits any act that “undermines the political regime…” or “incites against it,” with a punishment of “temporary labour.” The SR on FOE has identified provisions that criminalise, for example, “instigating hatred and disrespect against the ruling regime,” as being impermissibly vague. Additionally, article 132 of the Penal Code punishes anyone who “disseminates, outside the country, news which he/she knows is false or exaggerated, and which may impact the country’s prestige or financial position” with imprisonment of at least six months and a fine of up to JOD 50 (USD 70), and imprisonment of at least a year if the false or exaggerated news is directed at the King, Crown Prince, or a throne regent. International human rights experts, including the SR on FOE, have called for the abolition of such vague provisions on “false news.” The Penal Code also imposes criminal penalties, as opposed to civil penalties, for defamation, and prohibits speech critical of public officials contrary to international standards. The SR on FOE has criticised articles 122 and 195 of the Penal Code. Article 122 punishes with up to two years of imprisonment anyone who insults a foreign State or head of State. And article 195 punishes with between one to three years of imprisonment anyone who insults or slanders the King or his family online, through text, video, picture, or in person. In addition to those provisions, article 191 of the Penal Code punishes defamation against public officials or bodies with imprisonment from three months to two years. Human rights bodies have emphasised the value of public debate concerning public institutions and public figures in particular, who should not be granted a higher level of protection against defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed particular concern about “laws on such matters as, lese majesty, desacato, disrespect for authority, disrespect
for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of State and the protection of the honour of public officials” and laws prohibiting “criticism of institutions, such as the army or the administration.” The UN Committee Against Torture and the Human Rights Committee have criticised Jordan’s use of the Penal Code and the Anti-Terrorism Law to prosecute and sanction journalists, including those who express critical views including “insults to the king.”

Institutions Involved

Jordan has built an institutional framework, including courts and law enforcement units, to police HRDs’ and journalists’ online speech in violation of international human rights standards. The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed concern that improper prosecutions under the overbroad Anti-Terrorism law were facilitated by “the even wider network of security measures,” including arrests and detentions by the police and the intelligence services. Additionally, cases brought under the Anti-Terrorism Law are under the jurisdiction of the State Security Court, a quasi-military court. The UN Human Rights Committee and the Committee Against Torture have repeatedly criticised the State Security Court for its wide jurisdiction, its lack of independence and impartiality, and its failure to protect the right to a fair trial.

Jordan’s law enforcement units similarly operate in a manner that is inconsistent with international human rights standards, rendering HRDs and journalists subject to arbitrary detention, and at risk of further human rights violations without adequate procedural safeguards. At least ten of the relevant incidents identified involved the Jordanian Cybercrimes Unit (CCU), located inside the Public Security Directorate (PSD). The Committee Against Torture has criticised the PSD and its General Intelligence Division (GID) over reports of their use of torture and ill-treatment to extract coerced confessions. It has also criticised the GID and PSD for failing to ensure that individuals detained have timely and confidential access to lawyers, timely access to doctors, and the ability to notify a person of their choice of their detention, as well as for failing to bring detained individuals in front of a competent authority within twenty-four hours as required by Jordanian law.

Jordan recently enacted Cyber Security Law (Law No. 16 of 2019) which creates a National Cyber Security Council (Council) and a National Centre for Cyber Security (Centre), signalling Jordanian authorities’ intention to further control online expression. As of this writing, there are no reports that the Council or Centre have been created. The Centre would be under the direction of the Prime Minister’s office and have the power to create, execute, and enforce cybersecurity strategies, standards, and regulations. The Council would serve to approve the Centre’s policies and would be made up of members from the PSD, the GID, the Armed Forces, and others. The Centre and Council together would have the power to determine whether “a Cyber Security incident … represents a threat to the security and integrity of the kingdom,” an ambiguous provision that is incompatible with ICCPR article 19. The Centre would have the power to act as “judicial police” and to enter, investigate, and seize items at “any place” where it is suspected that potential or actual threats or breaches of cybersecurity are taking place. The Centre would also have unchecked power to “block, shut[] down, or suspend[]” the internet, telecommunication networks, and devices as well as the power to impose fines of up to USD 141,000. If the Centre and Council are created, the concentration of broad policy-making, enforcement, and quasi-judicial powers within these two institutions will raise serious concerns regarding the right to freedom of expression online, the right to freedom of assembly, and the right to due process, all protected under international law, including by the ICCPR.
The documented incidents offer credible evidence that Jordan is violating its international obligation to create a safe environment for HRDs, including journalists, by targeting them for online criticism of the government and its foreign policies as well as for commentary on religion through enforcement of defamation and insult provisions as well as antiterrorism and telecommunications laws. In addition to those arrested and formally charged with a crime for their protected expression, many individuals reported being interrogated without being notified of the basis for their arrest and being called in for interrogation multiple times. Specialised units, such as the CCU or the State Security Court, reportedly handled several cases. Reports indicate that these arrests, detentions, and prosecutions have led to numerous other human rights violations including violations of the rights of the child, the right to a fair trial, the right to be free from arbitrary arrest and detention, and the right to be free from torture and other cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment.

Violations of the Right to Freedom of Expression

Targeting HRDs including journalists using defamation, slander, and insult provisions

During the reporting period, Jordanian authorities continued to target HRDs, including journalists, under defamation and slander provisions for their criticism of the monarch and government policies. On 13 October 2019 the Cybercrimes Unit detained Moayad Al-Majali, an independent researcher and employee in the Ministry of Justice. The CCU reportedly confiscated his electronic devices, and the public prosecutor accused him of insulting the King, slandering the King, and “inciting strife.” These accusations stemmed from an article published on a local news website about his research into State property registered under the King's name and Al-Majali's Facebook post about an alleged misuse of State land. In December 2020, he was sentenced to one year in prison for insulting the Queen, a violation of the Penal Code, but acquitted of insulting the King.

As another example, on 2 September 2019, Jordanian authorities arrested Abed al Karem Al-Shraideh, President of the Organization for Human Rights and Anti-Torture. His arrest was reportedly based on a July 2019 Facebook video in which he allegedly criticised the King for interfering in and undermining tribal affairs, and accused the government of corruption. A tribesperson who was also criticised in the video notified the CCU, which in turn showed the video to the Amman Prosecutor General. Al-Shraideh was charged under the Penal Code for insulting the King and under the Cybercrimes Law for online defamation. He was ultimately forced to delete the Facebook video.

The Jordanian government has also punished members of the Hirak Bani Hasan for criticising the government online. On 25 October 2019, Jordanian authorities arrested Hisham Al-Saraheen and interrogated him at the PSD. He was then detained and charged by the State security prosecutor for “undermining the political regime.” The charges were based on an online video of Al-Saraheen chanting during a protest. On 27 October, Jordanian authorities detained Abdullah Al-Khalayleh and charged him with criticising the King and Queen and “undermining the political regime” as a consequence of videos he posted on Facebook. And on 15 November Jordanian authorities detained Abdulrahman Shdeifat who was active on social media. He was taken to the PSD in Amman where
he was interrogated for hours about his political views and engagement in human rights activities. He was then brought before the State security prosecutor who ordered him detained for “undermining the political regime,” “inciting civil strife,” and “insulting the King and Queen.”

Jordanian authorities have also used defamation laws to target journalists who criticise the government. On 14 March 2020 Jordanian authorities arrested Hiba Abu Taha, a contributor to various news outlets such as Jordan Today, Al-Jazeera, Daraj, and Al-Araby al-Jadeed. She was arrested for slander and defamation based on statements she made in an interview in 2012, available on YouTube, where she called for a change in government in Jordan. However, Abu Taha believes that the arrest is actually in retaliation for an interview she conducted with Prime Minister Dr. Omar Al-Razzaz in July of 2019 in which she asked him about a corruption scandal.

Punishing human rights advocacy and political discourse as terrorism and incitement

Reported incidents provide credible evidence that the Jordanian Government has used its terrorism law and charges of incitement to stifle speech discussing government policies and human rights contrary to its international obligations.

Since the COVID-19 pandemic, Jordanian authorities have targeted journalists who report on the situation of workers, including migrant workers, impacted by the government’s policies related to the pandemic. On 14 April 2020 Jordanian authorities arrested Salim Akash, a Bangladeshi journalist for BanglaTV and news website Jago News, for posting a video to Facebook criticising Jordan’s coronavirus lockdown measures for their impact on the livelihood of Bangladeshi migrant workers. He was charged under Jordan’s Telecommunications and Anti-Terrorism laws. The Ministry of Interior also reportedly issued a deportation order against him.

The use of deportation as a measure of retaliation for human rights-related expression and advocacy risks interfering with the rights to freedom of expression, association, and peaceful assembly.

On 9 April, the Jordanian military arrested the owner and news director, respectively, of Roya TV, Fares Al-Sayegh and Mohammad Al-Khalidi, for a news report that was aired on Roya News and posted on social media accounts. Although online information about their cases is limited, a Jordanian journalist stated that the report was about unemployment as a result of the pandemic. Charges pressed against the two media workers were related to incitement under the Anti-Terrorism Law.

Jordanian authorities have not only targeted individuals who are directly critical of State policies but also those who criticise State allies. On 26 August 2020, Jordanian authorities arrested and detained Emad Hajjaj, a cartoonist, for publishing a satirical cartoon about the Israeli-United Arab Emirates diplomatic agreement on his website and social media. The cartoon depicted a dove with an Israeli flag spitting in the face of UAE Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed. Hajjaj was charged with “disturbing [Jordan’s] relations with a foreign state,” under article 3(b) of the Anti-Terrorism Law. That provision has been criticised by the Committee Against Torture as overly broad. At least two other individuals were charged under the Anti-Terrorism Law with incitement and disturbing relations with a foreign State: Hasham Al-Saraheen and Abdulrahman Shdeifat whose cases are described in section III(A)(1).

Punishing religious expression

Two of the cases examined involved the punishment of religious speech, or speech critical of religion, as blasphemy. This conduct is inconsistent with international protections on the right to freedom of expression, opinion, conscience, and religion, including articles 19 and 20 of the ICCPR. On 19 December 2019, Jordanian juvenile police detained and interrogated seventeen-year-old Tujan Al-Bukhaiti, who is a Yemeni refugee, after the CCU sent them a report regarding her social media posts. The juvenile police interrogated her without the presence of her parents or lawyers. She was then tried by Jordanian authorities for “blasphemy” and “insulting religious feelings” in connection with a Facebook post
that included her father’s writings, and in November 2020 she was acquitted of those charges. Another unidentified individual was arrested by the CCU for publishing “offensive” posts about Islamic symbols and religion.

**Punishing expression related to protests**

Throughout 2019 and 2020, Jordan has cracked down on online expression related to offline protests against the government, violating the right to freedom of expression as well as the right to freedom of association and peaceful assembly enshrined in the UDHR and ICCPR. The UN Human Rights Council has emphasised that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online.

The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information dissemination, communication between participants, and broadcasting, is crucial to the exercise of that right. The UN General Assembly has condemned the arrests of activists and those “covering demonstrations and protests.” Additionally, the Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association has criticised a law that “forbids providing ‘assistance’ to ‘illegal’ assemblies, including by ‘means of communication’” as being overly broad, “potentially making it a crime to promote, discuss, seek or link to information regarding a protest event.”

On 13 March 2019, Jordanian authorities detained Ahmed Tabanja for broadcasting a Facebook live video of a protest organised by unemployed Jordanians, which took place in front of the royal court complex in Amman. He was released after two days, but then arrested again on 27 March and charged with “insulting an official agency” for a series of Facebook posts. He was held in detention until 21 May 2019.

Similarly, on 25 October 2019 Jordanian police arrested activist Alaa Malkawi while he was on his way to a protest near the Prime Minister’s office. The CCU accused him of “insulting the king and taking part in an illegal gathering.” His lawyers believe that his arrest was based on a video of him posted online in 2018, in which he is shown at a protest criticising the Jordanian government.

In 2020, Jordanian authorities made a wave of arrests during a mass protest by the Teachers’ Syndicate after the government rescinded its promise to raise teachers’ salaries. On 25 July 2020, police closed all branches of the Teachers’ Syndicate and arrested all thirteen board members. The Attorney General stated that one of the bases for the arrests was a video posted to social media by the Deputy Head of the Syndicate, Nasser Al-Nawasra. Weeks earlier, General Intelligence Division (GID) officials threatened Al-Nawasra with detention if he did not stop his activism. The board members’ attorney stated that the basis of the arrests was “electronic crimes[.]” The Attorney General imposed a gag order on any reporting of the case, including through social media.

Authorities arrested dozens of others after 25 July. One journalist was called into questioning after reporting on Al-Nawasra’s case, violating the gag order. Another man was ordered to report to the Public Security Directorate’s (PSD) Criminal Investigation Division over his 29 July Facebook post supporting the teacher protests. When he appeared the next day, authorities detained him for “inciting illegal gathering.” Officials held him for two nights, and then released him after his father signed a pledge stating that he would no longer support the teachers’ syndicate or protests on social media under penalty of a fine.

**Additional Human Rights Violations**

In their efforts to silence human rights advocacy and political discourse, credible reports indicate Jordanian authorities have violated the rights of children, they have committed acts of arbitrary arrest and detention, incommunicado detention, and they have violated the right to be free from torture and other cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment.
Violation of the rights of the child

Article 13 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) protects children’s right to freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{118} Article 40(3) of the CRC establishes States’ obligation to ensure “laws, procedures, authorities and institutions specifically applicable to children alleged as, accused of, or recognised as having infringed the penal law…”\textsuperscript{119} Specifically, the Committee on the Rights of the Child has stated that those under the age of eighteen should be subject to a child justice system\textsuperscript{120} and should have access to legal assistance and parental support during questioning.\textsuperscript{121} Yet Tujan Al-Bukhaiti, a seventeen-year-old Yemeni refugee (see section III(A)(3)), was detained and interrogated by Jordanian authorities without the presence of her parents and a lawyer.\textsuperscript{122} She was tried as an adult for “blasphemy” and “insulting religious feelings” in connection with a Facebook post that included her father’s writings.\textsuperscript{123} This is inconsistent with both her right to freedom of expression and her right to be tried in a juvenile justice system.

Arbitrary arrest and detention

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR, customary international law, and as a \textit{jus cogens} norm.\textsuperscript{124} A deprivation is arbitrary when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{125} As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD) has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity, and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness.\textsuperscript{126} Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{127}

Reported incidents provide credible evidence that Jordan has arrested individuals without any legal basis, on the basis of vague laws, or on the basis of their protected expression, and their arrests are presumptively arbitrary under international law.\textsuperscript{128} Jordanian authorities use their investigative powers to question, harass, and intimidate victims from further activism. While those arrested have a right to promptly be informed of the charges against them and have the right to post bail, many are not afforded these rights as a form of intimidation.\textsuperscript{129}

The detention of HRD Abdulrahman Shdeifat (see section III(A)(1)) illustrates this trend. In 2016, the GID called him in for questioning about social media posts.\textsuperscript{130} He was kept in detention for two weeks without formal charges.\textsuperscript{131} On 10 November 2019, Shdeifat was once again arrested, surrounded by seven masked men and taken after a job interview in Mafraq.\textsuperscript{132} He was not presented with a warrant nor given the opportunity to speak with family or a lawyer, and he was interrogated for hours.\textsuperscript{133} Nine days later, he was brought before the State Security Prosecutor who ordered him detained, but he was not promptly informed of the charges and was detained for a period of five months before having the option of release on bail.\textsuperscript{134} Shdeifat’s case is just one example where Jordanian authorities have reportedly arbitrarily arrested and detained activists for online expression.\textsuperscript{135}

Incommunicado detention

Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law,”\textsuperscript{136} in violation of article 6 of the UDHR and article 16 of the ICCPR,\textsuperscript{137} protecting the right to be recognised as a person before the law.\textsuperscript{138} The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,”\textsuperscript{139} and it is outlawed by international law.\textsuperscript{140} WGAD considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention.\textsuperscript{141} The SR on torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.”\textsuperscript{142} Jordanian authorities held Journalist Salim Akash for three days with no access to his attorney or ability to contact his family.\textsuperscript{143}

Enforced disappearance

Enforced disappearance is an international crime and is prohibited by customary law\textsuperscript{144} as well as international treaties.\textsuperscript{145} An enforced disappearance has three elements: (1) a deprivation of liberty; (2) by State officials or with their consent; followed
by (3) the refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty, or to disclose information on the fate or location of the disappeared. An individual may be held incommunicado but is not considered to be disappeared unless the State does not disclose any one of the following pieces of information: whether the person is detained, where the person is detained, and if the person is alive or dead. During the reporting period Jordan violated this prohibition. In one example, Jordanian authorities arrested Abdulrahman Shdeifat and held him in detention for five days before his location was publicised. He was denied access to an attorney and his family during that time. Special Procedures mandate holders described this as a “short-term enforced disappearance.”

Due process violations

Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. Individuals have universal rights to seek competent, independent, and impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of deprivations of liberty and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies. Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension.

Abdulrahman Shdeifat was tried without a lawyer, evidence, or witnesses; he was not allowed to make a personal defence; and the basis for his charges were not made clear to him. Taha Daqamseh, an activist who was detained by Jordanian authorities and charged with insulting the King under the Cybercrimes Law, was also tried without a lawyer and sentenced in May 2019 to one year in prison.

Several reported incidents included individuals whose cases were heard by or referred to the State Security Court, including the fact that civilians are tried in a military court that is not independent or impartial and does not meet the ICCPR article 14 requirements of fair trial.

Torture and cruel, unusual, and degrading treatment

The prohibition against torture is absolute, non-derogable, and a jus cogens norm of international law. Several individuals who were targeted for their online expression were reported to have been detained by the GID and the PSD’s Criminal Investigations Division. Both of these departments have been reported to use torture and ill treatment to extract information or confessions during investigations for criminal proceedings.

Abdulrahman Shdeifat was one identified victim of cruel, unusual, and degrading treatment. After his imprisonment in November 2019, he went on a hunger strike for eleven days and was hospitalised four times during the strike, but Jordanian authorities did not notify his family. He was not provided the salt and water he requested during his hunger strike, which constitutes ill treatment under international law.

TRENDS EMERGING FROM INCIDENTS OF REPRESSION OF ONLINE EXPRESSION IN JORDAN
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

During the reporting period, Jordan consistently used the Cybercrimes Law, Anti-Terrorism Law, and Penal Code to punish online speech that is protected under international law. Despite international criticism, Jordan continues to use overly broad and vague provisions within these laws to detain and arrest journalists and HRDs. These laws are also used to prohibit collective speech and expression through crackdowns on protest movements. These reports represent credible evidence that Jordan is in violation of its obligation to promote and protect human rights and to create a safe environment for HRDs, including journalists. Furthermore, there is credible evidence that HRDs face infringements on their rights including arbitrary arrest and detention, enforced disappearance, unfair trials, and torture and other cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment. The enactment of Cyber Security Law as well as the possibility of a future Centre and Council is especially troubling for freedom of online expression in Jordan.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

- Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  - All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  - Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  - Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.
- Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.
- Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  - Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  - Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  - Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The
study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Jordan to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Jordan’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2015 Cybercrime Law, articles 11 and 15;
  - 2006 Anti-Terrorism Law, articles 2, 3, 7, 8;
  - 1995 Telecommunications law, article 75(a);
  - 1960 Penal Code, article 118, 122, 132, 149, 191, 195;
Researchers identified reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression by conducting searches for cases involving Jordan between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organizations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights, and Human Rights Watch. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Jordan in the UN database of communications. Researchers also searched for articles published by Jordan News Agency, Petra (Jordan), Jordan Times, Albawaba.com, and The Star (Amman, Jordan), using the terms: arrest, freedom of expression, post, video, human rights defender, Facebook, Twitter, and social media during the relevant period. After finding cases using the international sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim’s name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information. See methodology section for more information.

Verity Elizabeth Irvine, Ian J. Bickerton & Kamel S. Abu Jaber, Jordan: Government and Society, Britannica. This characterization of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system as such is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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## Kuwait Scorecard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Activism or Expression</th>
<th>Human Rights Violations</th>
<th>Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Checkmark] Expression re Offline Protests</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Privacy &amp; Surveillance</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Criminal Defamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Checkmark] Criticism of Government</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Cybercrime Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Checkmark] Expression re Minority/ Migrants' Rights</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Incommunicado Detention</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Public Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Checkmark] Journalists</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Specialised Law Enforcement Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Checkmark] Women's Rights and WHRDs</td>
<td>![Checkmark] Torture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Checkmark] Fair Trial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Number of Incidents

14

Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study
Between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020, there were fourteen reported incidents in Kuwait that fit this study’s inclusion criteria for violations of the rights to online freedom of expression of human rights defenders (HRDs).\(^1\) Kuwait is a constitutional monarchy led by an emir, who appoints members of the Council of Ministers.\(^2\) The National Assembly serves a legislative function.\(^3\)

The reported incidents suggest that during the relevant time period, the government primarily targeted defenders advocating online for Bedoon (stateless) rights. Much of the expression to which the government objected occurred on Twitter. While there is limited information about which domestic laws authorities are utilising, the incidents appear to reflect use of the Kuwaiti cybercrime law and laws criminalising defamation. The incidents show three patterns of government targeting: targeting Bedoon activists on Twitter, arresting HRDs in groups, and arresting those who speak out against corruption in Kuwait. These patterns offer credible evidence that the Kuwaiti government violates the right of HRDs and activists to online freedom of expression by enforcing national laws that violate international standards. While violating the right to freedom of expression, reports indicate that the government commits acts of torture and enforced disappearance. Based on this research, there is credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^4\)

Kuwait is a party to several international human rights treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^5\) As a UN member State, Kuwait is also bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which enshrines the right to freedom of opinion and expression.\(^6\)
KUWAIT

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT FOR ONLINE EXPRESSION IN KUWAIT

Kuwait utilises a combination of laws and agencies to target HRDs who express dissent or advocate for human rights online. Four primary laws restrict online expression: Law No. 63 of 2015 Combatting Cybercrime; Law No. 3 of 2006 on Press and Publications; Law No. 8 of 2016 Regarding the Regulation of Electronic Media; and Law No. 37 of 2014 Regulating the Establishment of the Communication and Information Technology Regulatory Agency (CITRA). The government has created the Department of Cybercrime as a specialised agency within the Kuwaiti Department of the Interior, and it is instrumental in enforcing these laws. Citizens may anonymously report suspected violations of these media laws to the Cybercrime Department. This department has been involved in at least one reported incident of a journalist detained during the study period.

2015 Cybercrime Law

The Cybercrime Law is specified as the law applied in two of the fourteen reported incidents in our study, making it the most frequently cited of any law. However, because reporting is often unclear about the laws used, there may be as many as thirteen incidents in which authorities applied the Cybercrime Law. Much of the Cybercrime Law extends provisions of the Press and Publications Law to electronic media, thus criminalising online expression in addition to print. In particular, article 6 of the Cybercrime Law restricts freedom of expression online and is the provision most often cited among the incidents in our dataset. In the context of reviewing the government’s compliance with its obligations under the ICCPR, the Human Rights Committee in 2016 specifically determined that the Cybercrime Law contained overly “restrictive, vague and broadly worded provisions to prosecute activists, journalists, bloggers, and other individuals for expressing critical views.”

Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Article 6 of the Cybercrime Law criminalises online expression that insults Islam, the emir, the Constitution, public prosecution, or public morals. Additionally, the law criminalises online publication of views that “disparage” the judicial system; makes public news about the government without permission from officials; publicises information that “influences” the value of national currency; discloses the contents of secret meetings or documents; or contains views that negatively affect international relations with Kuwait. Violations are punishable by fines of between KWD 3,000-10,000 (USD 10,000-33,000). In the provision prohibiting publication of the content of secret meetings or documents, truth is explicitly prohibited as a defence. This means that HRDs may be prosecuted for online publication of information that authorities deem critical of government, even if that information is true. The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed particular concern about “laws on such matters as, lese majesty, desacato, disrespect for authority, disrespect for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of State and the protection of the honour of public officials” and laws prohibiting “criticism of institutions, such as the army or the administration.” Further, the UN Human Rights Committee and the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalisation of defamation.
to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.”

Finally, it has stated that defamation laws should include the defence of public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defence of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defence of error.

2014 Regulating the Establishment of the Communication and Information Technology Regulatory Agency (CITRA) Law

The CITRA Law establishes a legal framework for the regulation and investigation of online expression such as the crimes outlined in the Regulation of Electronic Media Law. CITRA works in tandem with the Regulation of Electronic Media Law, which establishes an administrative apparatus to control licenses of web-based publications and codifies duties of regulated online media operators to curate the content they disseminate. Under CITRA’s provisions, electronic media users that have “intentionally abused” telecommunications may be imprisoned for a maximum of one year. The CITRA Law establishes an administrative body to process telecommunications license applications and outlines punishment for related telecommunications crimes. The CITRA Law and Regulation of Electronic Media Law are therefore closely intertwined. The Human Rights Committee has found CITRA is likely to “further curb the right to freedom of expression and opinion and extend State control and restrictions on Internet-based expressions.”

Kuwait has promulgated a complement of laws that, together, tightly restrict online freedom of expression. The Human Rights Committee expressed concern that the Cybercrime law was passed to “further curb the right to freedom of expression and opinion,” along with the CITRA Law, and recommended that Kuwait repeal the laws and clarify key terms, which the government has not yet done. By prohibiting the media from online publishing of information critical of the government, Kuwait is violating ICCPR article 19. Criminalising unauthorised online publication of information regarding the government cripples the possibility of a free, uncensored press, which the Human Right Committee has hailed as “one of the cornerstones of a democratic society” and therefore admonished States “to encourage an independent and diverse media.” The SR on FOE has stated that vague language in laws regulating digital content gives “broad discretion to authorities to determine what kinds of online expression would violate their terms. As a result, individuals and businesses are likely to err on the side of caution in order to avoid onerous penalties, filtering content of uncertain legal status and engaging in other modes of censorship and self-censorship.”

Primary Targets of Enforcement

The reported incidents centre almost exclusively on online expression by HRDs regarding Kuwait’s Bedoon population. “Bedoon” is the term used for the stateless residents in Kuwait. These are individuals to whom the government did not grant citizenship when the country established its independence in 1961, as well as their descendants. Thousands of Bedoon children are born in Kuwait without any citizenship rights from other countries.

The government of Kuwait claims that most Bedoon people are not Kuwaiti, but rather citizens of other States living in Kuwait illegally. Bedoon people are often unable to obtain birth and marriage certificates and are unable to receive education or medical care as a result. As of the beginning of 2020, there were over 100,000 Bedoons living in Kuwait who were registered with governmental authorities. In 2010, Kuwait promised to grant Kuwaiti citizenship to Bedoon who can prove their ancestry as living in Kuwait since 1965, but even this reform would provide relief to only 34,000 Bedoons. As of 2020, even those 34,000 Bedoons whom the policy should have made eligible for citizenship are not naturalised. Members of the Bedoon community have protested through sit-ins, online advocacy, and non-governmental organisations in support of their
rights against statelessness, which often has led to the arrest of activists and the censorship of human rights organisations. Amidst the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, the Kuwaiti government initiated an enhanced crackdown on non-citizens, by ordering the deportation of an estimated 360,000 migrant workers.

While Bedoons are the most frequently targeted group among the reported incidents, social media posts are the digital communications most frequently targeted by authorities. Social media use is widespread in Kuwait, with 4.2 million active social media users out of a population of 4.24 million. A significant number of residents use multiple mobile devices. Facebook users in Kuwait number 2.7 million, 1.9 million are on Instagram, 1.85 million are on Snapchat, and 2.11 million are on Twitter. The only private messaging application utilised in the reported incidences is WhatsApp. The identified cases in the reporting period almost uniformly consisted of political expression on Twitter. As Facebook has over 500,000 more users than Twitter in Kuwait, the targeting of Twitter communications suggests that platform may be more popular among political activists and/or more closely monitored by the government. The widespread use of social media and mobile connections underscores the observation by the SR on FOE that: “Internet companies have become central platforms for discussion and debate, information access, commerce and human development.”
The overwhelming majority of reported incidents (12 of 14) involved arrests of HRDs for expressing political views via Twitter. The Twitter posts that reportedly led to arrests have either been deleted or the content was not specified in the reporting. As reported, authorities arrested most of the individuals for posting views critical of Kuwait’s treatment of the Bedoon people or alleging corruption within the Kuwaiti government. This online expression is protected by article 19 of the ICCPR, as clarified in General Comment 34. The charging law is often not specified in the reporting, but where a law is cited, it is generally the Cybercrime Law. While the Kuwaiti government’s actions infringe primarily on freedom of expression, there is one reported incident of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and one reported instance of an enforced disappearance.

Violations of the Right to Freedom of Expression

Targeting of Bedoon activists

Of the fourteen identified incidents in Kuwait, at least nine cases involve prosecution of Bedoon activists for online expression. The most prominent example during the reporting period is the case of Mohamed Al-Ajmi, a member of the National Committee for Monitoring Violations, an organisation that reports on freedom of expression violations in Kuwait. Al-Ajmi is also an advocate for Bedoon human rights. In August of 2020, authorities reportedly summoned Al-Ajmi for questioning. According to Front Line Defenders, the government interrogated Al-Ajmi and detained him for two days before charging him with “insulting religion” and releasing him. Al-Ajmi has stated that he believes his most recent arrest is in reprisal for his human rights work. Charges of blasphemy and insulting religion are not permissible restrictions to freedom of expression protected by article 19. The UN Human Rights Committee clarified in its General Comment No. 34 that article 19 specifically protects “religious discourse” in all mediums, including internet-based expression. Furthermore, the Committee found that blasphemy laws are “incompatible with the Covenant,” and article 19 prohibits censorship or punishment for criticism of religious leaders, doctrine, or tenets of faith unless that criticism amounts to incitement to discrimination, hostility, or violence.

This incident was not the first time that officials have arrested Al-Ajmi for his human rights activities. Authorities have charged Al-Ajmi with “defamation, insulting and slandering” at some point in the past three years for his online human rights advocacy, according to Front Line Defenders. In 2014, officials charged him with “blasphemy” after he tweeted about the Kuwaiti government policy of withdrawing citizenship. He was detained for ten days in that instance, but authorities ultimately dropped the charge. In both cases, the original posts that led to the arrests are unknown. While Al-Ajmi is one example, there are others who have faced multiple arrests for similar acts of expression through electronic media, which are protected expression under article 19.

Group arrests

Another trend discerned from the reported incidents is the tendency of the government to arrest HRDs in groups. One example of this occurred in September of 2019, when Kuwait issued arrest warrants for sixteen Bedoon activists. One activist, Mohamed Wali Al-Anezi, avoided arrest because he is currently exiled from Kuwait. Authorities charged Al-Anezi with crimes related to national unity, insulting the
Emir, and defamation. It is unclear what specific online communication led to the arrest, but Al-Anezi describes himself as the “founder of the Kuwaiti Bidun Movement” on his Twitter page. Authorities charged the other fifteen activists under four laws: The Penal Code for Public Meetings and Gatherings, the Cybercrime Law, the Press and Publications Law, and the CITRA Law. The Penal Code for Public Meetings refers to live, face-to-face meetings. The underlying activity authorities prosecuted them for was joining Al-Anezi’s group, using social media to incite others to violate law and order, engaging in unauthorised gatherings, demonstrations, and meeting, misusing communications, and conducting “hostile action” against Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Bahrain, Sudan, and the United Arab Emirates. The reporting is not clear on what these hostile actions might be. Available information indicates that the government prosecuted these HRDs under arbitrary laws, thereby violating their right to freedom of online expression.

The Gulf Centre for Human Rights reported that on 28 January 2020, the Fourth Circuit Criminal Court of Kuwait issued rulings against the sixteen Bedoon HRDs, describing them as “illegal residents,” and sentenced Reda Thamer Al-Fadhli, and Hammoud Rabah Hamoud (Hamoud Al-Rabah) to harsh sentences of ten years in prison, followed by deportation, and sentenced Al-Anezi, in absentia, to life in prison. The UN Human Rights Committee has identified “proportionality” as one factor to consider, in determining whether an arrest or detention is arbitrary, regardless of whether domestic law authorises it. The Committee has explained that “[i]n the case of trials in absentia, article 14, paragraph 3(a) [of the ICCPR] requires that, notwithstanding the absence of the accused, all due steps have been taken to inform accused persons of the charges and to notify them of the proceedings.” It does not appear from reporting that authorities complied with this requirement for Al-Anezi.

**Arrest for online expression against corruption**

Yet another noteworthy incident is one in which the government targeted defenders who spoke out online against corruption. Officials arrested journalist and writer Aisha Al-Rasheed in January of 2019. The Office of the Emir filed five formal complaints against Al-Rasheed to the Department of Cyber Crimes, leading to her arrest. Al-Rasheed was recorded speaking about corruption of various public figures in government, although reports do not specify who recorded her. Other Kuwaitis then shared the recordings through WhatsApp and other social media networks. The government apparently charged Al-Rasheed under article 6 of the Cybercrime Law for “criticising the Emir.” Al-Rasheed herself does not appear to have used electronic media at all but officials charged her for criticising corruption in the government in a speech that others circulated online. The SR on FOE has emphasised that States cannot limit the freedom of expression to prevent criticism against the government or its officials.

**Additional Human Rights Violations**

While this report focuses on violations of online freedom of expression, Kuwait has violated other human rights in conjunction with its targeting of online expression. All reported violations of online freedom of expression also involved arbitrary detention of HRDs and one involved an incommunicado detention.

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR, customary international law and is a *jus cogens* norm. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression. As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR. The government in Kuwait uses arbitrary laws, such as the Cybercrime Law, to arrest HRDs, like Mohamed...
Al-Ajmi and Hamoud Al-Rabah, making their detentions arbitrary and in contravention of Kuwait’s duties under the ICCPR.

Authorities also subjected Al-Rabah to incommunicado detention. Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law,” in violation of article 6 of UDHR and article 16 of the ICCPR protecting the right to be recognised as a person before the law. The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention.

Al-Rabah is a member of the Bedoon community working as a journalist and activist for Bedoon rights. On 23 July 2019, Al-Rabah posted several statements to his Twitter page in support of Bedoon civil rights and called for the release of Bedoon activists. That night, while Al-Rabah was at a restaurant with his wife, a group wearing civilian clothes grabbed him, forced him into a vehicle, and drove away with sirens on. It is unclear how long Al-Rabah was held incommunicado before further investigation revealed that he was in police custody. Even when that fact became clear, it was not reported under what possible charge he was being held. The SR on Torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.”
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The government of Kuwait has passed several laws that violate online freedom of expression because they criminalise expressing opposition to government policies, religion, and figures, advocacy for minority groups, and freedom for all to participate in digital media expression. The government most commonly enforces its Cybercrime Law against HRDs, including journalists for their human rights and reporting activities. In particular, Kuwait has targeted defenders advocating for the rights of the stateless Bedoon people, especially on social media such as Twitter.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

* Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  ° All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  ° Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  ° Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.
  ° Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.
  ° Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
    ° Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
    ° Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
    ° Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

* Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

* Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.
**To All States:**

- Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

**Country Recommendations**

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Kuwait to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Kuwait’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2006 Press and Publications Law, articles 19-21, 27(3);
  - 2014 Establishment of the Communication and Information Technology Regulatory Authority, article 61;
  - 2015 Cybercrime Law, articles 2–7;
  - 2016 Regulation of Electronic Media Law, articles 6, 8, 9, 17, 70.
Researchers identified reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression by conducting searches for cases involving Kuwait between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organisations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights, and Human Rights Watch. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Kuwait in the UN database of Communications. Researchers supplemented international research by consulting the following domestic media outlets: *Kuwait Times, Arab Times,* and *Kuna News Agency* and used the embedded search functions to retrieve news updates using these keywords: freedom of expression, digital expression, digital, online, post, tweet, Twitter, Facebook, arrest, expression, and human rights defender during the relevant period of study. Domestic sources provided no relevant results. After finding cases using international sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim's name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information. See methodology section for more information.

William L. Ochsenwald et al., *Kuwait: Government and Society—Constitutional Framework,* Britannica (July 8, 2021). This characterisation of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system as such is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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Law No. 63 of 2015 Combatting Cybercrime art. 7 [hereinafter Cybercrime Law] (Kuwait) (official Arabic version; unofficial English translation on file with author).
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Law No. 37 of 2014 Regulating the Establishment of the Communication and Information Technology Regulatory Authority [hereinafter CITRA Law] (Kuwait) (official English translation).
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## OMAN SCORECARD

### Targeted Activism or Expression
- Criticism of Government* 
- Expression re Minority/ Migrants' Rights 
- Journalists 
- Women's Rights and WHRDs

### Human Rights Violations
- Privacy & Surveillance 
- Arbitrary Detention 
- Incommunicado Detention 
- Enforced Disappearance 
- Torture 
- Fair Trial

### Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions
- Criminal Defamation 
- Cybercrime Law 
- Public Order 
- Specialised Law Enforcement Units

---

16

Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study

*Including criticism of foreign government
These incidents suggest that the government heavily polices online expression in the country, with authorities using anti-cybercrime and penal laws to crack down on human rights activists. HRDs are often arrested and detained without facing any formal charges or receiving adequate due process. Authorities sentenced several activists to life imprisonment for exercising their international rights to online freedom of expression. Based on this research there is credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the UN Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”

The Omani government has used article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law, which penalises a wide array of content, to prosecute HRDs for their protected online expression. On at least one occasion, the government also utilised article 125 of the Omani Penal Law, which concerns national security offenses and carries harsh penalties of death and life imprisonment, against tribal activists calling for reforms to government policies affecting their communities. Both provisions include impermissibly vague definitions of prohibited content and enable arbitrary enforcement. In particular, the government has targeted HRDs for online expression about Palestinian rights and public corruption. There is not as much available information about women human rights defenders (WHRDs) as about men. However, available information suggests that WHRDs are often subjected to severe harassment and threats at the hands of government authorities.

Between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020, there were sixteen reported violations of the rights of human rights defenders (HRDs) to freedom of expression online in Oman that fit this study’s inclusion criteria. Oman is a constitutional monarchy, with a sultan who serves as head of State as well as prime minister, and two advisory bodies: the Council of Ministers and the Consultative Council.
In other cases, reports suggest that the government did not formally press charges but used other means to intimidate or sanction HRDs for online expression, such as incommunicado detention or harassment. Reported incidents suggest the Omani government often engaged in surveillance methods that international human rights law prohibits. Moreover, the recent creation of the Cyber Defence Centre suggests that the government intends to further strengthen its control over online expression.

The incidents documented below suggest that the government most often targeted expression defenders shared on Facebook and Twitter. As of January 2021, there were approximately 4.14 million social media users, out of Oman's total population of 5.16 million. Facebook estimates that it has a domestic audience of 1.5 million people in Oman, while Twitter estimates that its audience is 700,000.

Oman is party to a number of international and regional treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression. Although Oman is not a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), as a member of the United Nations it bound by the UN Charter, and as such has committed to upholding fundamental human rights, including human rights principles contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). The Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) has explained that, even though Oman has not acceded to the ICCPR, “the content of article 19 of the ICCPR should inform Oman’s obligations” under the human rights treaties to which it is a party. Yet, the trends described in this report indicate that Oman is in violation of its international human rights obligations to respect freedom of expression and associated rights.
The primary laws that the Omani government utilises to penalise online expression of human rights activists are the Cyber Crime Law and the Penal Law. The new Cyber Defence Centre, established in 2020, has implications for the implementation of these substantive regulations on online expression.

2011 Cyber Crime Law

The Sultan of Oman issued Royal Decree No. 12/2011, which contains the country’s Cyber Crime Law, on 6 February 2011. Article 19 of the decree criminalises the use of information technology to “prejudice the public order or religious values.” As written, article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law is overbroad and vague, in violation of international standards. Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected speech, and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship. The SR on FOE has found laws like these to be too broad and vague to meet the requirement of “provided by law” under article 19 of the ICCPR. Terms like “public order” need to be sufficiently defined to provide the public with guidance on how to abide by the law, as international standards mandate for any restriction on freedom of expression.

2018 Penal Law

In 2018, the Omani government issued an amended version of its Penal Law, as promulgated in Royal Decree 7/2018. In a public communication, the SR on FOE raised concerns about three provisions of the decree: articles 116, 118, and 125. Article 116 states that “any person who establishes, organises, administers or finances an association, party, body, organisation” whose mission is to counter the State’s political, economic, security, or social principles shall face imprisonment between three and ten years. According to the SR on FOE, this provision “is overly broad and fails to include any safeguards for the protection of rights to freedom of expression, the right to freedom of association, and many other fundamental rights.” The UN Human Rights Council has stipulated four types of expression that should never be subject to restriction: “[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate; reporting on human rights, government activities and corruption in government; engaging in election campaigns, peaceful demonstrations or political activities, including for peace or democracy; and expression of opinion and dissent, religion or belief, including by persons belonging to minorities or vulnerable groups...” These provisions of the penal code criminalise protected expression of HRDs.

Article 118 provides for imprisonment between six months and three years for anyone who possesses, creates, or disseminates publications which constitute “promotion” of any entity or mission counter to State security. The SR on FOE warned that this provision “constitutes a major threat to the work of human rights defenders, online and offline activists and journalists,” and “clearly violates the right to freedom of opinion and expression.” Lastly, article 125 states that “any person who intentionally commits an act which prejudices the independence, unity or territorial integrity of the country shall be punished with death or life imprisonment.” The SR on FOE noted that, “[b]y not defining the scope of the term ‘prejudices,’ ‘unity’ or ‘territorial integrity,’ the Decree
grants vast discretion to the authorities to punish
individuals for any action, even those protected by
international human rights law.\textsuperscript{25}

\textbf{2020 Cyber Defence Centre}

The Sultan of Oman issued Royal Decree No. 64/2020 on 10 June 2020, establishing a new Cyber Defence Centre.\textsuperscript{26} While reported incidents do not explicitly reference this law, the creation of this agency indicates the government is strengthening its control over cyberspace. Of particular concern is the law’s designation of the Internal Security Service (ISS), a notorious human rights violator, as the State authority in charge of the Cyber Defence Centre.\textsuperscript{27} Article 6 describes the role of the new Cyber Defence Centre to include “taking whatever measures are necessary to deal with various types of cyber threats, whether from within or outside the Sultanate.”\textsuperscript{28} Among the roles which article 6 gives the Cyber Defence Centre is: “[e]stablishing. . . functional standards, or technical specification of any cyber security-related devices or systems, and approving their use, import, or circulation in the Sultanate.”\textsuperscript{29}

As the Gulf Centre for Human Rights (GCHR) has noted, this provision effectively grants the Cyber Defence Centre, and thus the ISS, the power “to import advanced hardware and software that blocks websites or closely monitors human rights activists on the Internet.”\textsuperscript{30} This suggests the possibility of further enhanced surveillance of HRDs (see section III(c)(i) on Surveillance).

Royal Decree No. 64/2020 represents a broad delegation of authority, signalling the possibility of an even more vigilant crackdown on dissent, with the ISS exercising seemingly unchecked power over internet users, including dissidents.\textsuperscript{31} The Special Rapporteur on the rights to freedom of peaceful assembly and of association (SR on FPAA), who visited Oman in 2014, stated that the ISS “is primarily responsible for the reported harassment, abduction, unlawful detention and torture of peaceful protesters.”\textsuperscript{32} Additionally, the SR on FPAA noted “the opaqueness with which the agency operates,” with even government officials telling the SR “that the agency is a secret intelligence unit with an unknown configuration and budget that reports directly to the Sultan.”\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{Internet Access in Oman}

As UNESCO reported during Oman’s 2021 Universal Periodic Review (UPR), the only internet provider in Oman is Omantel\textsuperscript{34} (shorthand for Oman Telecommunications Company).\textsuperscript{35} The Sultan of Oman is a majority shareholder in Omantel.\textsuperscript{36} To utilise Omantel, users must sign the Internet Services Manual, which sets forth guidelines for what can and cannot be published online.\textsuperscript{37} According to UNESCO, this situation is concerning, because it “allow[s] the Government to control Internet content.”\textsuperscript{38}
As the Human Rights Committee has stated, the development of electronic modes of communication gives States a responsibility to foster the independence of electronic media and ensure that individuals have access to it.\(^3\) Moreover, governments have an obligation to respect, protect, and fulfil the rights of HRDs.\(^4\) The UN Human Rights Council has emphasised that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online,\(^5\) which are integral to civil society defence of human rights. The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information dissemination, communication between participants, and broadcasting, is crucial to exercise that right.\(^6\) Yet, the Omani government has created a highly restrictive, intensely surveilled, digital environment and has used technology to crack down on any dissent.

Available information suggests that many HRDs who are subjected to violations of their right to freedom of expression are never formally charged. Rather, they are arrested, detained and released, sometimes months after the initial arrest. When the authorities did press charges against HRDs for online expression, they often relied on article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law and occasionally employed article 125 of the Penal Law as well, especially in prosecuting tribal activists. Article 125 carries a penalty of life imprisonment or death.\(^7\) Omani authorities often penalised online expression related to the rights of tribes in Oman’s Musandam region, Palestinian rights, and women’s rights. In connection with violations of HRDs’ right to freedom of expression, Omani authorities perpetrated additional rights violations, such as arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, and torture.

Cases Charged Under Article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law

The Omani government has used article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law to sanction internet activists and journalists. For instance, authorities arrested TV and radio presenter Adel Al-Kasbi on 25 February 2020, after he posted about rampant corruption within the Omani government on Twitter, a subject that he frequently addressed on social media.\(^8\) Authorities charged him with “using information technology to spread harm to public order,”\(^9\) which appears to correspond to article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law.\(^10\) Al-Kasbi was convicted on 10 June 2020 and sentenced to one year in prison.\(^11\) The charges against Abdel Al-Kasbi are also noteworthy because of his status as a journalist.\(^12\) According to the UN Secretary-General, attacks on journalism and journalists are “fundamentally at odds” with protection of the freedom of opinion and expression.\(^13\)

Authorities arrested four individuals for re-tweeting Al-Kasbi’s tweet on corruption, including former Shura Council member Salem Al-Awfi.\(^14\) Also known as the Consultative Council, the Shura Council is an 84-member advisory body elected by universal suffrage that has “limited powers to propose legislation.”\(^15\) Al-Awfi made other negative statements on Twitter about the government, including on the issue of tyranny.\(^16\) As with Al-Kasbi, the government charged Al-Awfi with “using information technology to spread harm to public order.”\(^17\) He was convicted on 10 June 2020 and sentenced to one year in prison.\(^18\)

Another relevant case is that of Awad Al-Sawafi, a prominent HRD who has spoken in favour of women’s rights and against racism.\(^19\) On 03 June
2020, Al-Sawafi was arrested for posting a tweet criticising Omani government mistreatment of residents.\textsuperscript{56} On 09 June, the Ibri Court of First Instance released him on bail.\textsuperscript{57} Authorities charged Al-Sawafi with “incitement” and “misuse of social media.”\textsuperscript{58} The charge of “misuse of social media” appears to be under article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law.\textsuperscript{59} On 16 June 2020, Al-Sawafi received a one-year suspended sentence and a ban on using social media.\textsuperscript{60}

Article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law on its face and as applied in these cases violates international standards on the freedom of expression. The text of the law is overly broad and is susceptible to arbitrary application in violation of international law.\textsuperscript{61} Furthermore, a law which restricts speech to shield the government from criticism is incompatible with article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR.\textsuperscript{62} In addition, the Human Rights Council has condemned laws restricting discussion of “government activities and corruption in government,” which the Council considers inconsistent with article 19 of the ICCPR.\textsuperscript{63}

The specific legal basis for the incitement charge against Al-Sawafi is unclear. However, the circumstances of Al-Sawafi’s case suggests that Oman’s incitement law is impermissibly vague and overbroad.\textsuperscript{64} The UN Secretary-General has explained that an incitement charge based on speech or expression requires demonstration of a “close link between the expression and the resulting risk of discrimination, hostility or violence.”\textsuperscript{65} The charge reportedly does not specify what Al-Sawafi was allegedly inciting others to do or what link the alleged actions had to any discrimination, hostility or violence in Oman.

Ultimately, these reported incidents indicate that authorities apply article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law arbitrarily, to penalise HRDs for political expression protected under international human rights standards.

### Targeting of Specific Human Rights Defender Groups

#### Human rights defenders in Musandam

The government also has restricted online expression to punish critics of its controversial policies in the Musandam province. The province comprises the Musandam Peninsula, the northernmost part of Oman, which extends into the Strait of Hormuz, “one of the world’s most important oil choke points,”\textsuperscript{66} and of strategic importance to the government. Musandam’s population includes members of the indigenous Shuhuh tribe.\textsuperscript{67} According to Amnesty International, “[t]here have been waves of arbitrary detentions of Musandam residents championing the region’s local history and culture since 2015, and reliable reports of arbitrary detention of Shuhuh tribe members in Musandam dating back at least to 1991.”\textsuperscript{68} The government has repeatedly demolished residents’ homes, under the guise of building code violations, and subsequently expropriated the lands for other purposes.\textsuperscript{69}

The Omani government’s response to nonviolent tribal activism in Musandam has been harsh. For example, authorities arrested Mohammed Abdullah Al-Shahi, a member of the Shuhuh tribe.\textsuperscript{70} He wrote articles for a now defunct website, khalejeat.net, which criticised the government’s policies in Musandam.\textsuperscript{71} He also exchanged WhatsApp messages with other arrested HRDs about human rights conditions in Musandam.\textsuperscript{72} Omani authorities also alleged that Al-Shahi was in contact with foreign NGOs, including Amnesty International, about conditions in Musandam.\textsuperscript{73} For these acts, authorities charged Al-Shahi with violating article 125 of the Penal Law, for “intentionally committing an act which leads to the infringement of the country’s independence or unity or the sanctity of its territory” and article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law, for “infringing on religious values or public order.”\textsuperscript{74}

During the first court hearing, officials questioned Al-Shahi without his attorney present.\textsuperscript{75} Authorities did not inform him of his right to an attorney until after forcing him to answer questions.\textsuperscript{76} Al-
Shahi’s attorney was only present at one subsequent hearing. According to Amnesty International, court documents indicate that he confessed to the alleged crimes, but other prisoners’ accounts suggest that authorities may have subjected Al-Shahi to torture, in order to obtain the confession. Sometime between August and November 2018, Al-Shahi was convicted on both counts and sentenced to life in prison, which is one of two possible punishments under article 125, the other being the death penalty.

Al-Shahi’s arrest and conviction coincided with a wave of government repression directed against activists in Musandam. In May 2018, authorities arrested Mohamed Abdullah Ahmad Al-Shehhi and Mohamed bin Sulaiman Bin Mazyoud Al-Shehhi after the two disseminated content online calling for reforms to government policy in the province. On 24 September 2018, officials convicted both of prejudicing the security and unity of the country and its territories by using information technology. They each received a sentence of life in prison, indicating that authorities charged them under article 125 of the Penal Law and article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law.

In order to impose a penalty for expression, a government cannot rely on a law that uses terms that lack specific meaning, such as “unity” and “territorial integrity,” as one cannot discern what conduct is prohibited. Likewise, the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders (SR on HRDs) has condemned laws which “criminalize the publication of articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or interest.” Thus, the charges against Al-Shahi under article 125 of the Penal Law, and the possible charges against Ahmad Al-Shehhi and Bin Mazyoud Al-Shehhi under the same laws, contravene international standards.

The charges against HRDs in Musandam under article 125 of the Penal Law indicate the disproportionality of the two possible punishments under the law—life imprisonment and the death penalty. Any “restrictive measures” imposed on speech must be the “least intrusive instrument” of all options to protect the chosen interest. With regard to the death penalty option in article 125, ICCPR’s provision on the right to life, article 6, restricts the death penalty to the “most serious crimes.” The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted this article as permitting States to impose the death penalty as a punishment only for individuals convicted of crimes involving “intentional killing.”

Officials have arrested and detained some HRDs in Musandam but then released them without charge, raising the question of whether the government may be arbitrarily targeting activists to deter legitimate online expression. In May 2018, agents arrested Mohamed Salem Ahmad Al-Shehhi and detained him for one week for engaging in online activism calling for reforms in Musandam. Authorities arrested Ali Sa’id Al-Hamoudi Al-Shehhi in July 2018, and detained him until August 2018, for the same reason. Such restrictions on free expression, which are not based in any law or necessary to achieve a legitimate government aim, violate international standards.

Palestinian rights advocacy

The reported incidents indicate that the government arrested several HRDs for social media posts about Palestinian rights from October to December 2018, coinciding with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s visit to the country that October. The government generally did not prosecute supporters of Palestinian human rights for violating any specific law but detained HRDs for lengthy periods of time. For instance, agents arrested Obeid bin Hashl Al-Hinai on 30 December 2018, after he posted content online critical of Oman’s relations with Israel and in support of Palestinian civil and humanitarian rights. Authorities released him on 10 January 2019. Officials arrested Bader Al-Arimi on 19 December 2018, after he posted on social media in support of Palestinian rights and about unemployment in Oman. The government released Al-Arimi on 17 January 2019. In addition, on 07 November 2018, ISS agents arrested Uday Al-Omairi due to Facebook posts in support of Palestinian rights and opposing Oman’s normalisation of relations with Israel.
Officials released him on 06 December 2018. The targeting of online speech of HRDs who advocate for Palestinian rights violates international standards on freedom of expression. The government targeted defenders for their criticism of Omani foreign policy in contravention of international protection of online “[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate.”

Women human rights defenders

Article 3 of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), to which Oman is a party, obligates State Parties to enact measures “for the purpose of guaranteeing [women] the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with men.” However, international human rights bodies have found the Omani government has failed to protect the rights of WHRDs, including their online freedom of expression. During its periodic review of Oman in November 2017, the CEDAW Committee noted that “women human rights defenders and their relatives have allegedly been subject to various forms of harassment, violence and intimidation.” Committee members urged the government to “[r]efrain from any reprisals against women human rights defenders and their relatives.” The SR on FOE has written about “online and offline intimidation” and “harassment” as practices which interfere with the right to freedom of opinion.

Yet, recent incidents illustrate that the Omani government’s harassment of WHRDs is ongoing. The human rights lawyer Basma Al-Keumy wrote about this pattern in a piece she published online on 09 January 2020, entitled: “I write in defense of my right!” She described the government’s years-long harassment of her as a consequence of her work. On 09 February 2020, an anonymous WHRD announced on Twitter that the Omani Feminists Twitter account was suspended due to “circumstances beyond our control.” GCHR and the Omani Association for Human Rights (OAHR) reported that this suspension was due to threats by the Special Division, the executive arm of the ISS, as a reprisal for Omani Feminists’ advocacy for the defence and promotion of the rights of women in the country. This includes Omani Feminists’ tweet: “#Omani women demand that permits that restrict the movement of female university students in internal housing be cancelled.”

Additional Human Rights Violations

The violation of the right to freedom of expression online also implicates other human rights. The most evident of these associated rights which Omani authorities have violated are related to State surveillance, arbitrary detention, due process, and the prohibition against torture and ill-treatment.

Surveillance

According to the SR on FPAA, the Omani government targets HRDs for surveillance. Surveillance of HRDs impacts a number of interrelated human rights, including their rights to freedom of expression and opinion, to peaceful assembly and association, to religion or belief, and to privacy. The SR has noted that the Omani government’s surveillance of its citizens has the effect of “infringing the right to privacy and ‘chilling’ social interaction and political activity.” This in turn has a chilling effect on expression and association.

After a 2014 country visit, the SR gave an account of “hacked email and social media accounts and of civil society activists who were repeatedly summoned to meet with intelligence officers, who had detailed knowledge of their movements and activities.” The SR on FOE has identified “targeted surveillance” specifically as a State practice which impedes freedom of opinion. According to the UN General Assembly, the right to privacy can be better realised through an “open, secure, stable, accessible and peaceful information and communications technology environment.”

Such an environment clearly does not exist in Oman. Despite international criticism, the Omani government continues to engage in impermissible surveillance, as illustrated by its surveillance of
Mohammed Abdullah Al-Shahi’s WhatsApp messages. In 2018, Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto found suspected infections in Oman of a spyware program for mobile phones named Pegasus. The Omani government’s ongoing practice of surveillance, including the use of spyware technologies, makes the broad delegation of power to the new Cyber Defence Centre, under the auspices of the ISS, all the more concerning.

Arbitrary and incommunicado detention

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under customary international law and is a *jus cogens* norm. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression. As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the right to equality before the law. The laws under which the government detains HRDs, including article 19 of the Cyber Crime Law and article 125 of the Penal Law, contain impermissibly vague and thus arbitrary definitions of prohibited content. Therefore, detention under these laws also is arbitrary and illegal under international law.

While in law enforcement custody, authorities often did not allow HRDs to have outside contact. For instance, on 23 October 2018, a few days before Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu was to visit, Sultan Al-Maktoumi was summoned by the Special Division of Sohar Police Quarters, which is the executive arm of the ISS, and detained upon arrival. Al-Maktoumi is an Internet activist who writes for the newspaper *Al-Rayya* and the magazine *Al-Shabab Al-Toufahim*. He has authored articles supporting democracy and Palestinian rights. While detained, he was not allowed to communicate with family or lawyers. Authorities released him on 07 November 2018. Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law,” in violation of article 6 of the UDHR protecting the right to be recognised as a person before the law. The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention.

In addition, authorities arrested Salem Al-Arimi without a warrant on 27 October 2018. He was held by the Special Division of the Omani Police Command in Muscat, after being summoned for his writings calling for reform in Oman and opposing normalisation of Oman-Israel relations. During his detention, he was not allowed to speak with family members or a lawyer. He was released on 19 November 2018.

Another activist who was held incommunicado is Ghazi Al-Awlaki. He was summoned on 19 June 2020 by the ISS to a police station, where authorities subsequently held him until his release on 07 September 2020. Al-Awlaki is an internet activist who has posted statements on Facebook and Twitter that were critical of the government. He was not allowed to talk to a lawyer or his family while detained. Additionally, on 14 November 2019, the ISS arrested prominent writer and civil society activist Musallam Al-Ma’ashani when he crossed the border from Yemen, to return home to Oman. The precise reason for his arrest is unclear. He was held until his trial was indefinitely postponed, due to COVID-19. He was released on 25 April 2020, on bail for OMR 3,000 (USD 7,800). While detained, he was prevented from seeing a lawyer, denied medical treatment for allergies, and went on hunger strike.

The Special Rapporteur on torture recommends that States be required to inform a relative of the arrest and place of detention of a detainee within 18 hours, for detention to not be considered enforced disappearance. Therefore, Omani authorities’ incommunicado detention of HRDs violates the relevant international legal standards on enforced disappearance.
Due process violations

Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. Individuals have universal rights to seek competent, independent, impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of deprivations of liberty and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies. Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension. In a 2017 communication to the Omani government, the SRs on FOE and on the Situation of HRDs noted that, under articles 10 and 11 of the UDHR, “everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal.” As the incidents discussed above indicate, many HRDs did not always receive fair trials. For instance, Mohammed Abdullah Al-Shahi was deprived of this right, because he was not given access to an attorney until close to the end of his proceedings. “Thus, the Omani government has violated international human rights standards on the right to a fair trial.

Torture and ill treatment

The prohibition against torture is absolute, non-derogable, and a jus cogens norm of international law. Much is unknown about conditions of confinement while HRDs are detained in Oman, especially since Omani authorities often hold HRDs incommunicado. The UN General Assembly has noted that “prolonged incommunicado detention … can facilitate the perpetration of torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment and can in itself constitute a form of such treatment.” This is especially pertinent given that Omani authorities seem to frequently hold individuals incommunicado for lengthy periods of time.

GCHR and OAHR reported that during more than five months in detention, Musallam Al-Ma’ashani was denied medical treatment and went on hunger strike. The Special Rapporteur on torture has noted that torture and ill treatment can include denial of medical treatment, as well as denial of family contacts, which numerous detainees who were held incommunicado experienced. Additionally, Amnesty International reported, based on the accounts of other detainees in the same prison as Mohammed Abdullah Al-Shahi, that authorities may have tortured Al-Shahi, in order to obtain a confession. Therefore, during the reporting period there is credible evidence that Oman has violated its legal obligations under international law, with regards to torture and ill treatment.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Oman’s anti-cybercrime and penal law provisions which restrict online expression are overbroad and vague as written, in violation of international standards on freedom of expression. Omani authorities have also violated these standards in the implementation of these laws by reportedly punishing peaceful online expression about government policy and human rights. Credible reports indicate the Omani government has further repressed free expression by arresting and detaining HRDs without charging them, evidencing an arbitrary practice of harassment to deter online expression. In carrying out punishments for free expression, credible evidence suggests the Omani government has violated international human rights law on surveillance, arbitrary detention, the right to a fair trial, enforced disappearance, and torture and ill treatment. Thus, authorities have utilised their powers to violate Oman’s international human rights obligations and create a climate of repression.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

• Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  - All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  - Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  - Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.

• Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.

• Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  - Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  - Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  - Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The
study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Oman to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Oman's legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  • 2011 Cyber Crime Law, article 19;
  • 2018 Penal Law, articles 116, 118, 125;
  • Royal Decree No. 64/2020, article 6.
The initial case identification of reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression resulted from searching for cases in Oman between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organisations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Project Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights and Human Rights Watch. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Oman in the UN database of Communications. Researchers supplemented international research by consulting the following domestic media outlets and human rights reporting: Oman Daily Observer, Times of Oman, Muscat Daily, and the Omani Association for Human Rights and used the embedded search functions to retrieve news updates using these keywords: freedom of expression, digital expression, digital, online, post, tweet, Twitter, Facebook, arrest, expression, and human rights defender during the relevant period of study. After finding cases using the international sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim’s name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information as well as consulted online information posted on the CIVCUS website. See methodology section for more information.

Jill Ann Crystal et al., Oman: Government and Society, Britannica (June 25, 2021). This characterisation of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system as such is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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QATAR SCORECARD

Targeted Activism or Expression
- Criticism of Government
- Expression re Minority/Migrants' Rights
- Journalists
- Women's Rights and WHRDs

Human Rights Violations
- Privacy & Surveillance
- Arbitrary Detention
- Incommunicado Detention
- Torture
- Fair Trial

Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions
- Criminal Defamation
- Cybercrime Law
- Public Order
- Specialised Law Enforcement Units

Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study:
5
INTRODUCTION

Between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020 there were five reported incidents in Qatar that fit this study’s inclusion criteria.\(^1\) Qatar is ruled by a constitutional emirate.\(^2\) These incidents provide credible evidence that Qatar has violated the freedom of online expression of human rights defenders (HRDs), including bloggers and journalists, who authorities viewed as criticising the government.

Officials punished these individuals and groups through criminal prosecution, fines, forced deactivation of Twitter accounts, summons, arrests (including arbitrary arrest and detention), and closing down organisations. While reporting does not identify the specific provisions enforced against defenders, the authorities in Qatar have enacted multiple laws that criminalise online expression.

Human rights advocacy is further limited in Qatar through the threat of surveillance, strict laws prohibiting collective political advocacy and associations, and the potential imposition of harsh penalties on the vast majority of Qatar’s population who are migrant workers. Based on this research, the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^3\)

Qatar is party to several international human rights treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).\(^4\) As a UN member State, Qatar is also bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which enshrines the right to freedom of opinion and expression.\(^5\)
QATAR

LEGAL ENVIRONMENT FOR ONLINE EXPRESSION IN QATAR

While none of the documented cases collected for this report indicate which laws the government enforced against HRDs, international human rights bodies and experts have criticised several laws in Qatar that restrict human rights, such as the exercise of the right to online expression by HRDs, including journalists. These include the 2014 Cybercrime Prevention Act ("cybercrime law"), the 2004 Penal Code, the 1979 Press and Publications Law, and other laws that enable authorities to arbitrarily detain HRDs. In addition to this legal framework, the State Security Bureau has used its broad authority to detain individuals for online human rights advocacy. Civic space in Qatar is severely constrained, due to restrictions on the formation of civil society organisations, widespread government surveillance, and the threat of deportation that engagement in online human rights advocacy poses to Qatar’s majority, non-citizen population.

Laws Related to Online Expression

2014 Cybercrime Prevention Act

Qatar’s cybercrime law contains several vague and overbroad provisions, and one imposes criminal penalties, including imprisonment for defamation, contrary to Qatar’s obligations under ICCPR article 19. It also requires service providers to assist the State in surveilling online communications, including by blocking content and retaining user data. In its 2019 Universal Periodic Review, several countries and the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights urged Qatar to repeal or amend this law to meet its human rights obligations under ICCPR article 19. The Qatari government took note of, but did not accept these recommendations. As part of Qatar’s first upcoming ICCPR review, the Human Rights Committee explicitly asked the State in August 2020 to respond to the criticism that the cybercrime law, article 136 (bis) of the Penal Code, and the Press and Publications Law lead to “severe restrictions on the freedom of expression and opinion, including in relation to the sharing of information online” that are incompatible with Qatar’s commitments under the ICCPR.

Article 6 of the cybercrime law prohibits “setting up or running a website to publish false news to threaten the safety and security of the state or its public order or domestic and foreign security” or “promoting, disseminating or publishing in any way such false news for the same purpose.” Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected expression, and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship. UN Special Rapporteurs have criticized as overly vague provisions that prohibit individuals from using the internet to “upset social order” or “harm the public interest”, or from publishing “articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or public interest, incite violence, constitute sedition or have negative consequences for the financial climate of the country.” Similarly, international human rights experts, including the UN Special Rapporteur on freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE),
have urged States to abolish general prohibitions on disseminating “false news” because of their vagueness.\textsuperscript{16}

Article 8 of the cybercrime law punishes anyone who “violates social values or principles, [or] publishes news, photos or video or audio recordings related to the sanctity of people's private or family life, even if the same is true.”\textsuperscript{17} Similar to article 6, this article is impossibly vague and overbroad. Article 8 also imposes criminal penalties on anyone who “insults or slanders others.”\textsuperscript{18} The UN Human Rights Committee and the SR on FOE have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalisation of defamation.\textsuperscript{19}

The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.”\textsuperscript{20} Finally, it has stated that defamation laws should include the defence of public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defence of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defence of error.\textsuperscript{21}

Individuals convicted of offenses under these provisions could face significant penalties. Under article 6, if convicted of managing or creating a website with false news, individuals face sentences of up to three years in prison and/or a fine of up to QAR 500,000 (USD 138,000), while those convicted of spreading false news could receive an up to one year prison sentence and/or a fine of up to QAR 250,000 (USD 69,000).\textsuperscript{22} Article 8 offenses carry sentences of up to three years in prison and/or a fine of up to QAR 100,000 (USD 28,000).\textsuperscript{23} Under article 53, the court can close accounts or block websites involved in any offenses under the cybercrime law.\textsuperscript{24} Article 52 provides that non-citizens may be deported for any of the offences found in the act.\textsuperscript{25}

2004 Penal Code

Several relevant provisions of Qatar's Penal Code, promulgated in 2004, are inconsistent with the ICCPR because they are overly broad and vague. In 2020, Qatar amended its penal code to add article 136 (bis), which imposes criminal penalties on individuals publishing, broadcasting, or spreading false or biased information “with the intention of harming national interests, provoking public opinion, or violating the social system or public order of the state.”\textsuperscript{26} This article provides for sentences of up to five years in prison and a fine of up to QAR 100,000 (USD 28,000).\textsuperscript{27} The SR on FOE and the Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders (SR on HRDs) expressed concern about the amendment’s vagueness.\textsuperscript{28} The provision fails to define key terms like “national interests,” “public order,” “false,” “malicious,” “social system,” “rumours,” or “provoking public opinion,” which could “result in disproportionate restrictions on freedom of expression.”\textsuperscript{29} It does not identify when expression would be considered “fake news” that sought to harm national interests, who would decide if it were, and through what the process.\textsuperscript{30}

Article 136 of the Penal Code, which is distinct from the recently added article 136 (bis), allows the State to impose life imprisonment for anyone who “instigates by public means to overthrow the regime of the country, or conducts propaganda or calls by public means for the adoption of a doctrine aiming to destroy the fundamental values of the state, to change the social or economic system prevailing in the country by use of force or through any illegal means.”\textsuperscript{31} Article 134 criminalises anyone who publicly criticises or challenges the authority of the Emir and other members of the royal family.\textsuperscript{32} Individuals can be sentenced to up to five years in prison for this offense.\textsuperscript{33} The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD) and several Special Rapporteurs have criticised “the vagueness of the[se] provisions and their overly broad application,” with WGAD urging Qatar to revise them to conform to human rights obligations.\textsuperscript{34} Specifically, they have condemned article 134 as incompatible with human rights law because it aims to silence criticism of a head of State, and it has been used to target HRDs.\textsuperscript{35} Article 138 of the Penal Code punishes those who destroy or insult flags of Qatar, non-hostile countries,
and other international and regional organisations with up to three years in prison and/or up to QAR 200,000 (USD 55,000) in fines. The Human Rights Committee has noted concerns with laws prohibiting “disrespect for [State] flags and symbols” because they infringe on freedom of expression.

Finally, the Penal Code also includes criminal defamation provisions, which are inconsistent with the ICCPR. Articles 326, 327, and 330 criminalise defamation when accusing someone of a crime, defaming a public employee or their family’s reputation, or defaming or insulting someone in private, through phone, in a letter, or “in an indirect way.”

**1979 Press and Publications Law**

Qatar’s 1979 Press and Publications Law regulates the media. Article 46 makes it a criminal offense to criticise the Emir. Article 47 bars journalists “from publishing material that damaged the supreme interests of the country or anything that would offend public morals.” It also allows for imprisonment for libel in certain cases. The penalties for violating these provisions differ based on the activity, but they include sentences of between one and six months in prison and/or fines of QAR 1,000–300,000 (about USD 275–83,000), or other penalties outlined in the Penal Code. Additionally, a court may close a media outlet or publishing house convicted of these provisions, and double the sentences for repeated violations. These provisions are inconsistent with ICCPR article 19 because they are vague and overbroad, and/or prohibit expression critical of a public official.

**Other relevant laws**

Qatari authorities, including the State Security Bureau, have arbitrarily detained HRDs for exercising their right to freedom of expression online. Such actions are enabled by a number of laws that allow for detention, including the Law on the State Security Service, the Law on Protection of Community, and the Law on Combating Terrorism. The Law on the State Security Service (Law No. 5 of 2003) created the State Security Bureau and its powers to detain individuals engaged in “activities which are harmful to the security and stability of the state and its relationship with other countries,” as well as Qatar’s economy and resources.

The Law on Protection of Community (Law No. 17 of 2002) allows authorities to detain individuals on the basis of a well-founded belief they committed “crimes involving state security, honour, decency or public morals.” The Law on Combating Terrorism (Law 27 of 2019) allows authorities to investigate, detain and criminalise individuals suspected of terrorism or recruiting, assisting or inciting others for terrorist activities outside general procedures for criminal investigations. Article 4 specifies this law applies to activities online, while articles 24 and 25 authorise broad surveillance, including monitoring online communication and information systems, to investigate suspects. The UN WGAD expressed concerns with these three laws as they allow detention for vaguely worded offences. WGAD and the Committee Against Torture have criticised these laws for violating articles 9 and 14 of the ICCPR by providing broad executive powers to detain people for long periods without judicial oversight.

**Policy and Political Environment**

**Limited civil society**

Several additional Qatari laws limit freedom of association and restrict civic space, which in turn stifles human rights advocacy and online expression, as well as the reporting on such advocacy. Qatar has erected barriers to the formation and operation of advocacy groups, political organisations, and labour unions, particularly those led by and for non-citizens. Organisations are not allowed to engage in political activities, so civil society organisations that do exist often are focused on community, cultural or charitable activities. Consequently, the Gulf Centre for Human Rights (GCHR) has noted a “distinct lack of oppositional civil society and a dearth of human rights activism in the country.”

Qatari authorities further restrict online advocacy through laws and practices that force non-citizens to
choose between advocating for their human rights and facing deportation. Ninety percent of Qatari residents are non-citizens, and 71% are low-wage workers whose livelihoods depend on their continued employment in the country. These workers face serious human rights abuses as a result of what the Special Rapporteur on racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related forms of intolerance has described as a “de facto caste system based on national origin, which results in structural discrimination against non-citizens.” However, non-citizens, both migrant workers and non-citizens working on the human rights of migrant workers, risk their residency status, detention, and deportation for their advocacy and writing. The laws described above further enable these practices by giving Qatari authorities the power to deport individuals for online expression. The threat of deportation for human rights-related expression and organised advocacy risks interfering with the rights to freedom of expression, association, and peaceful assembly of non-citizen workers’ and HRDs.

**Surveillance**

The surveillance of HRDs impacts a number of interrelated human rights, including their rights to freedom of expression and opinion, to peaceful assembly and association, to religion or belief, and to privacy. The SR on FOE has noted that surveillance, if conducted for an unlawful purpose, “may be used in an effort to silence dissent, sanction criticism or punish independent reporting (and sources for that reporting).” This in turn has a chilling effect on expression and association.

Qatar has likely engaged in surveillance of residents, although the extent and priorities of this surveillance are unknown. Qatar appears to have purchased surveillance and censorship technologies from Danish, British, American, and Canadian companies, including FinFisher, Evident, Netsweeper, and Blue Coat ProxySG. The State also may have engaged in surveillance through ISPs, including Vodafone. In 2020, human rights organisations raised concerns about mass government surveillance through the EHTERAZ app, which the Qatari government required all citizens, residents, and visitors to download on their phones for contact tracing during the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Social media and internet**

Social media and internet usage in Qatar is high, reaching approximately 99% of the population. Of the 2.91 million people living in Qatar in January 2021, 2.88 million were internet users and 2.87 million used social media. While individuals in Qatar access many social media platforms, most of the cases identified for this report show that the Qatari government punished individuals for their expression on Twitter.
The reported incidents reveal that since May 2018, Qatar has targeted HRDs with various identities and relationships to the State—some who have consistently been critical of the government, and some who were otherwise supportive of it—but all of the targeted expression was perceived by Qatari authorities as critical of government policy. Some of these individuals are members of marginalised groups, such as stateless communities and women. Although reports of these cases do not describe specific charges, two identify the State Security Bureau and Cybercrime Police in the Ministry of the Interior as enforcement agencies. Individuals who faced violations of the right to freedom of expression often experienced additional rights violations, including arbitrary and incommunicado detention.

Violations of the Right to Freedom of Expression

Targeting individuals for criticising government action or policy

Across the reported incidents, officials targeted HRDs for their online expression politically critical of the Qatari government. This is inconsistent with article 19 of the ICCPR. On 04 October 2020, Mohammed Al-Sulaiti was detained by State Security Bureau officers and held incommunicado by the bureau for at least two weeks on unspecified “State Security Crimes.” While Qatari authorities have not revealed why Al-Sulaiti was targeted, his detention followed tweets criticising the government, and his Twitter account was deleted while Qatari authorities held him. Two years prior, Al-Sulaiti had been arbitrarily detained by Qatar’s State Security Bureau for five months. Following his release, Al-Sulaiti was subjected to a travel ban without legal justification or recourse. Leading up to his most recent detention, he had shared an Amnesty International statement about his travel ban online multiple times, criticised travel bans and government policy on social media, and launched a Twitter poll to connect with others who were impacted by travel bans. His case was also raised with WGAD. Al-Sulaiti’s case demonstrates the power the State Security Bureau—which reports directly to the Emir—has to enforce broad provisions allowing for long periods of administrative detention and restricting the right to freedom of expression online. Qatar’s imposition of this travel ban also raises concerns regarding its obligations to protect HRDs’ freedom of movement. Article 13 of the UDHR provides that “[e]veryone has the right to freedom of movement” as well as “the right to leave any country, including his own.” Similarly, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism has criticised a trend of governments restricting the freedom of movement of civil society activists under the guise of national security concerns.

Authorities also targeted Faisal Muhammad Al-Marzouki, a Qatari writer and blogger, for online expression, specifically tweets to his nearly 195,000 Twitter followers, officials considered critical of the Qatari government. In June 2020, he tweeted “[n]othing equals the corruption of education,” critiquing the Qatari education system. In a March 2020 comment on Qatari stock exchange management, he tweeted “[t]he crash continues, and the stock market is running like a donkey carrying travels.” Borrowing from a Quranic verse, this tweet criticised corruption...
in the management of the stock market by suggesting its managers are in charge of something they do not understand. Al-Marzouki received a three-year-suspended prison sentence, his Twitter account was seized, and he was fined QAR 30,000 (about USD 8,250).  

Targeting marginalized groups for their online advocacy

The Qatari government has also breached its human rights commitments by targeting members of marginalized groups including women and stateless members of the Al-Ghufran clan. The UN Human Rights Council and the SR on FOE have emphasised the importance of ensuring the right of marginalized communities to exercise freedom of expression, and the SR on FOE has highlighted the value of the internet, particularly where marginalized communities can assert their rights and provide their perspectives in public debate. Group arrests of marginalized groups engaged in collective advocacy also raise concerns regarding their rights to freedom of assembly and association. The UN Human Rights Council has emphasised that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online. The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information dissemination, communication between participants, and broadcasting, is crucial to the exercise of that right.  

In 2019, Amnesty International reported the arbitrary detention of stateless members of the Al-Ghufran clan, who had “spoke[n] out on social media about their situation.” Authorities later released them without charge. Qatar stripped some Al-Ghufran clan members of their citizenship after they supported a failed coup in 1996. Members of the Al-Ghufran clan face rights violations and restrictions in accessing housing, employment, healthcare, education, freedom of movement, and other areas due to their loss of citizenship, and they do not have access to a transparent process to gain or regain Qatari citizenship. Targeting stateless members of this clan for discussing human rights violations against their community online illustrates Qatar’s failure to uphold its obligations under the ICCPR.

Human Rights Watch and others have reported that, in August 2019, Qatari authorities summoned at least one of the women activists behind the @QatarFem (Qatari Feminists) Twitter account, and also summoned her parents. The summons was apparently due to the account’s tweets on women’s rights issues, including male guardianship rules, other discriminatory laws, and domestic violence, and tweets challenging Qatar’s suitability as host of the 2022 World Cup given its human rights record. Qatar’s National Human Rights Committee identified the Cyber Crime Police of the General Directorate of Criminal Investigation of the Ministry of the Interior as the agency involved. The @QatarFem account was reportedly shut down after this summons, though it is now an existing but locked account. Under CEDAW, Qatar must protect the rights of women human rights defenders (WHRDs) to freedom of expression, including online expression, and freedom from arbitrary detention, but by targeting feminist Twitter users for their online expression, Qatar is violating these obligations. The SR on FOE and the SR on HRDs have condemned attacks targeting WHRDs for their advocacy on the internet and noted the heightened vulnerability of women online.

Additional Human Rights Violations

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR and customary international law, and is a jus cogens norm. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression. As WGAD has reiterated, any measure
Depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR.

While there is limited information regarding many of the reported incidents, at least two involve arbitrary deprivations of liberty, including arrests and detentions. Qatari authorities arbitrarily detained several stateless members of the Al-Ghufran clan for online expression about their situation, and authorities also detained Mohammad Al-Sulaiti after he used social media to condemn the travel ban imposed on him.

Detained individuals may have experienced other due process violations. Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. Individuals have universal rights to seek competent, independent, impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of deprivations of liberty and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies. Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension. Contrary to these obligations, the State Security Bureau subjected Al-Sulaiti to detention and Amnesty International reported there were no disclosed charges against him. He was unable to contest his detention, and he was denied meaningful access to his lawyer.

During his detention, Al-Sulaiti was also unable to communicate with his family for at least two weeks. Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law,” in violation of the article 6 of UDHR and article 16 of the ICCPR, protecting the right to be recognised as a person before the law. The Special Rapporteur against torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention. The SR against Torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.”
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The government of Qatar has enacted overly broad and vague laws and used arbitrary arrests and detention when enforcing these laws. The government reportedly has targeted and punished individuals for expressing criticism of government policies, speaking out about injustices they have faced personally, as well as speaking out about injustices experienced by members of marginalised groups in Qatar. Based on reported credible evidence, Qatar’s actions in these cases violate its international human rights obligations, particularly under ICCPR article 19, to protect the freedom of expression, including online expression.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

• Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  ° All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  ° Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  ° Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.

• Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.

• Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  ° Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  ° Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  ° Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.
To All States:

- Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Qatar to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

- Eliminate laws and articles in Qatar’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 2019 Law on Combating Terrorism, articles 4, 24, 25;
  - 2014 Cybercrime Prevention Law, articles 6, 8, 53;
  - 2004 Penal Code, articles 134, 136, 136(bis), 138, 326, 327, 330;
  - 2003 Law on the State Security Service, article 2;
  - 2002 Law on Protection of Community, article 1;
  - 1979 Press and Publications Law, articles 46, 47, 82–84.

- Eliminate the laws and articles in Qatar’s legal frameworks that restrict the labour rights of migrant low-wage workers and threaten them with deportation for advocating for their human rights online, including:
  - 2014 Cybercrime Law, article 52;
  - The Kafala system used for migrant workers, which underwent significant reform in 2019 and 2020, but continues to enable systemic rights violations of migrants.
NOTES

1 Case information was compiled from the following international sources: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights, Human Rights Watch, and UN Communications to the State of Qatar. Researchers searched these sources for violations of freedom of expression online between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020. Researchers also searched for incidents in Qatari news sources: Gulf Times, Qatar Tribune, and The Peninsula. Using the search engine on each news source’s website, researchers ran searches with the following terms: Qatar, freedom of expression, online expression, cybercrime, human rights defender, internet, free speech, prosecution, jail, prison, arrest, activist, trials, social media, and censor. Researchers searched “Qatar” to find cases on human rights organisations’ websites. Once cases were identified, researchers conducted web searches using the names of those targeted to find more case details. See methodology section for more information.

2 Jill Ann Crystal & John Duke Anthony, Qatar: Government and Society, Britannica (June 26, 2021). This characterisation of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system as such is beyond the scope of this chapter.


8 Article 21 of the cybercrime law requires service providers to block objectionable content based on judicial requests. They are also required to retain user information for a year and other user data for a renewable period of ninety days. Cybercrime Law, supra note 7, at art. 21. The Cybercrime Law defines service


12 Cybercrime Law, supra note 7, at art. 6.


15 SRFOE Report of May 2016, supra note 13, ¶ 39; Margaret Sekaggya (Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders), Situation of Human Rights Defenders, ¶ 24, U.N. Doc. A/67/292 (Aug. 10, 2012) ("Provisions that criminalize the publication of articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or public interest, incite violence, constitute sedition or have negative consequences for the financial climate of the country are overly broad and restrictive.").


17 Cybercrime Law, supra note 7, at art. 8.


19 HRC General Comment No. 34, supra note 7, ¶ 47. See also SRFOE Report of May 2011, supra note 14, ¶ 36 ("defamation should be decriminalized").

20 HRC General Comment No. 34, supra note 7, ¶ 47.
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23 Id. at art. 8.
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25 Id. at art. 52.

26 Law No. 2 of 2020 Amending Some Provisions of the Penal Code Issued by Law No. 11 of 2004, art. 2 [hereinafter 2020 Penal Code Amendment Adding Article 136 (bis)] (Qatar) (unofficial Arabic version); see also Apr. 2020 Communication to Qatar, supra note 6, at 1. In a letter, the SRs include an unofficial English
See at 5.
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62 Qatari authorities have arrested and deported, or threatened to deport, migrant workers for demanding better working conditions. See Joint Submission on Qatar to the UPR, supra note 6, ¶ 5.3; Gulf Ctr. for Hum. Rts. & CIVICUS, The State of Qatar: Submission to the UN Universal Periodic Review, 19th Session of the UPR Working Group ¶ 2.5 (Sept. 16, 2013). Qatari authorities also deport journalists for reporting on workers’ rights. See Amnesty Int’l, Human Rights in the Middle East and North Africa: Review in 2018—Qatar 2 (2019). Women non-citizen residents considered censoring their online women’s rights advocacy to protect their and their families’ legal and employment status. See Hum. Rts. Watch, “Everything I Have to Do Is Tied to a Man” Women and Qatar’s Male Guardianship Rules 22 (2021).

63 See Cybercrime Law, supra note 7, at art. 52; see also Qatar: Significant Labor and Kafala Reforms, Hum. Rts. Watch (Sept. 24, 2020). Qatar has enacted some reforms, but restrictive labour laws continue to limit migrant workers’ rights. See Qatar: Significant Labor and Kafala Reforms, supra.
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71 See Bahrain, Kuwait and Norway Contact Tracing Apps Among Most Dangerous for Privacy, Amnesty Int’l (June 16, 2020); SMEX, DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY LAWS IN MENA: A CASE STUDY OF COVID-19 CONTACT TRACING APPS 8, 10-11 (Grant Baker & Nerissa Naidoo eds., 2021); AP Muhammad Afsal, Coronavirus: Qatar Contact-Tracing App Exposes Divide Between Rich and Poor, MIDDLE E. EYE (June 11, 2020).
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79 The State Security Bureau first detained Al-Sulaiti under the Law on State Security Service, see Amnesty Int’l, supra note 74. Research did not indicate the legal basis for his 2020 detention. “State security crimes” are also included in other laws, such as the Law on Protection of Community, the Penal Code, and the Cybercrime Prevention Act. See State Security Law, supra note 49, at art. 1; Community Protection Law, supra note 50, at art. 1; Cybercrime Law, supra note 7, at art. 6; Penal Code, supra note 31, at arts. 130-39.
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84 See Amnesty Int’l, supra note 74; State Security Law, supra note 49.
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96 SRR Report of Apr. 2020, supra note 60, ¶¶ 56, 73.


98 See id. at 23; David Harding, Can Qatar’s Feminists Go Where Saudi Arabia’s Couldn’t?, OZY (June 22, 2020); Did Qatar Govt. Force Feminists to Close Their Accounts on Twitter?, Al Bawaba (Aug. 8, 2019).

99 Nat’l Hum. Rts. Comm., supra note 75, at 47; Harding, supra note 98. This discussion of the Cyber Crime Police likely refers to authorities in the Cybercrime Combating Centre. See Qatar 2020 Crime & Safety Report, Overseas Sec. Advisory Council (May 8, 2020) (outlining several of the actors involved in cyber security prevention, education, response, surveillance, data collection, and enforcement, including that the “Ministry of the Interior’s Cybercrime Combating Centre provides data and security intelligence to roving security patrols to interdict and investigate criminal acts”).

100 See Did Qatar Govt. Force Feminists to Close Their Accounts on Twitter?, supra note 98; Hum. Rts. Watch, supra note 62, at 23.


104 WGAD Report of July 2015, supra note 103, ¶ 10; UDHR, supra note 5, at art. 19; ICCPR, supra note 4, at art. 19.


108 See Amnesty Int’l, supra note 93, at 56; Amnesty Int’l, supra note 74.


110 WGAD Report of July 2015, supra note 103, at annex, princ. 1; HRC General Comment No. 32, supra note 109, ¶¶ 15, 19, 31-34, 38; ICCPR, supra note 4, at art. 14.

111 WGAD Report of July 2015, supra note 103, at annex, princs. 7-9; HRC General Comment No. 32, supra note 109, ¶ 10.
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116 UDHR, supra note 5, at art. 6; ICCPR, supra note 4, at art. 6.
Additionally, incommunicado detention violates the right to be brought promptly before a judge protected by ICCPR article 9(3) and the right to challenge the lawfulness of detention protected by ICCPR article 9(4). ICCPR, supra note 4, at arts. 9(3), 9(4).


### Saudi Arabia Scorecard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Activism or Expression</th>
<th>Human Rights Violations</th>
<th>Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✅ Criticism of Government*</td>
<td>✅ Privacy &amp; Surveillance</td>
<td>✅ Criminal Defamation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✅ Expression re Minority/ Migrants' Rights</td>
<td>✅ Arbitrary Detention</td>
<td>✅ Cybercrime Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✅ Journalists</td>
<td>✅ Incommunicado Detention</td>
<td>✅ Public Order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✅ Women's Rights and WHRDs</td>
<td>✅ Enforced Disappearance</td>
<td>✅ Specialised Law Enforcement Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✅ Torture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✅ Arbitrary Deprivation of Life</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✅ Fair Trial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**112**

Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study

*Including criticism of foreign government*
INTRODUCTION

Between 01 May 2018 and 30 October 2020 there were 112 reported incidents in Saudi Arabia that fit this study’s inclusion criteria.\(^1\) Saudi Arabia is a monarchy, governed by a king who serves as head of State and government, and holds a combination of legislative, executive, and judicial power.\(^2\)

The incidents reveal that despite the formal promise of reform in recent years, Saudi authorities continue to apply repressive laws, including cybercrime and counter-terrorism laws, aided by a system of digital surveillance and targeted enforcement campaigns, to target online expression by human rights defenders (HRDs).

During the reporting period, the government used its sweeping enforcement power to target HRDs including journalists in particular. Prosecutions under the cybercrime law and other criminal laws are generally carried out in ordinary criminal courts; however, individuals charged under the counter-terrorism law are tried in the notorious Specialized Criminal Court (SCC), described in greater detail below.\(^3\) Based on this research, there is credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^4\)

Internet and social media use is widespread in Saudi Arabia. As of January 2021, there were approximately 33.58 million internet users and 27.8 million active social media users, out of Saudi Arabia’s total population of 35.08 million.\(^5\) Facebook estimates that it has a domestic audience of 13 million people in Saudi Arabia, while Twitter estimates that its audience is 12.45 million.\(^6\)

Saudi Arabia is party to a number of international treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression.\(^7\) Though Saudi Arabia is not a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, it is a party to the Arab Charter on Human Rights and the UN Charter, and as such has committed to upholding fundamental human rights, including human rights principles contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).\(^8\)
Reported incidents between May 2018 and October 2020 indicate that Saudi Arabia primarily has used two laws to penalize online human rights activism: the 2007 Anti-Cyber Crime Law and the 2017 Law on Combatting Terrorism Crimes and Its Financing. In addition, the Saudi government has utilized uncodified Islamic law to target online human rights advocacy. In tandem with this legal framework, Saudi authorities in specialized law enforcement agencies have implemented sophisticated surveillance systems to crack down on dissent extralegally.

**2007 Anti-Cybercrime Law**

The 2007 Anti-Cyber Crime Law (Cybercrime Law) is one of the Gulf region's earliest cybercrime laws, predating the 2010 Arab Convention on Combatting Information Technology Offenses. The Cybercrime Law came under intense scrutiny during Saudi Arabia's 2018 Universal Periodic Review, where a number of States recommended its amendment to avoid the criminalisation of protected expression. The provision used most often in the cases examined in this report is article 6(1), which criminalises broad online activities such as using computers to store and disseminate "material impinging on public order, religious values, public morals, and privacy," with a penalty of up to five years in prison and a fine of up to SAR 3 million (USD 800,000). Other provisions of this law also interfere with the right to freedom of expression. Article 3(5) of the law criminalises defamation and prescribes a penalty of up to one year in prison or SAR 500,000 (USD 133,300). Article 7 of the law carries excessively harsh penalties: up to ten years in prison or a fine of up to SAR 5 million (USD 1.3 million) for creating or publicising websites for undefined "terrorist organizations" in order to, among other things, "promote their ideologies," or unlawfully accessing data that jeopardizes national security or the "national economy." Article 13 allows the government to confiscate equipment and software, and censor online content. The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD) has expressed concern that the broad and vague definition of cybercrime in this law violates the principle of legality and due process of law, which is enshrined in article 11 of the UDHR. Article 11 requires criminal laws to be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. UN Special Rapporteurs have criticized as overly vague provisions that prohibit individuals from using the internet to "upset social order" or "harm the public interest," or from publishing "articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or public interest, incite violence, constitute sedition or have negative consequences for the financial climate of the country." Similarly, the UN Human Rights Council has stipulated four types of expression that should never be subject to restriction: "[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate; reporting on human rights, government activities and corruption in government; engaging in election campaigns, peaceful demonstrations or political activities, including for peace or democracy; and expression of opinion and dissent, religion or belief, including by persons belonging to minorities or vulnerable groups..." WGAD noted that the Cybercrime Law allows authorities to prosecute individuals for expression protected under international human rights laws and norms, including article 19 of the UDHR.

Finally, the law includes excessive penalties, including criminal, as opposed to civil, penalties for
defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee and UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalisation of defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.” Finally, it has stated that defamation laws should include the defense of public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defense of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defense of error.

2017 Law on Combatting Terrorism Crimes and Its Financing

Saudi Arabia’s Law on Combatting Terrorism Crimes and Its Financing (Counter-Terrorism Law) was enacted in November 2017 and last amended in June 2020. It replaced a 2014 Counter-Terrorism Law which had been internationally criticised, including by the UN Committee Against Torture (CAT). But the new law did little to address international human rights concerns. The law continued to be heavily criticised during Saudi Arabia’s 2018 Universal Periodic Review and by UN Special Procedures mandate holders.

Similar to the Cybercrime Law, the Counter-Terrorism Law is vague and overbroad, enabling the criminalisation of protected expression. Article 1 of the Counter-Terrorism Law defines terrorism acts as those intended to “disturb public order, destabilize national security or state stability, endanger national unity, suspend the Basic Law of Governance or some of its articles, [or] undermine state reputation or status...” Article 3 includes “undermin[ing] the interests of the Kingdom, its economy or national or societal security” as a terrorist aim. Article 30 stipulates that “whoever describes, explicitly or implicitly, the King or the Crown Prince as infidel, or challenges him in his religion or justice shall be sentenced to” a prison term of between five and ten years. According to the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights and counter-terrorism (SR on HR&CT), under this article “expression of peaceful dissent can be prosecuted as terrorism.” UN human rights bodies have emphasized the value of public debate concerning public figures in particular, who should not be granted a higher level of protection against defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed particular concern that “laws on such matters as, lese majesty, desacato, disrespect for authority, disrespect for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of State and the protection of the honour of public officials” and laws prohibiting “criticism of institutions, such as the army or the administration” improperly restrict such public debate.

Article 34 of the Counter-Terrorism Law prohibits calling for, expressing sympathy with, or publicizing terrorist ideology, a terrorist entity, or a terrorist crime, with a prison sentence of between three and eight years. And article 43 prohibits using the internet to “promulgate [a terrorist entity’s] thoughts,” with a prison sentence of between five and twenty years. While States are able under international law to adopt provisions that prohibit incitement to terrorism, the SR on FOE and the SR on HR&CT have stated that any offence of incitement to terrorism must meet strict standards to ensure that it is not vague and overbroad. Special Procedures mandate holders have expressed concern that articles 34 and 43 risk being overbroad and disproportionate, potentially stifling public discussion, media coverage, and protected expression, and extending harsh punishment to expression on the internet.

Article 44 stipulates that “whoever broadcast in any means news, a statement, [or] false or malicious rumour for implementing a terrorist crime, shall be sentenced to” a prison term of between one and five years. This provision is also incompatible with the requirement of legal certainty, as international human rights experts, including the SR on FOE, have urged States to abolish general prohibitions on disseminating “false news” because of their vagueness.
As UN Special Procedures mandate holders have pointed out, the Counter-Terrorism Law has an overly broad and vague definition of who constitutes a “terrorist,” criminalising not only those who commit terrorist crimes, but also those who “participate or contribute… indirectly.” The provision fails to provide adequate guidance on who this might include.

The Counter-Terrorism Law raises additional concerns regarding the rights to due process and a fair trial. UN Special Procedures mandate holders have expressed concern that articles 21 and 27 of the Counter-Terrorism Law. These provisions allow authorities to interrogate defendants without the presence of their lawyer, and allow authorities to take testimony of witnesses in court in the absence of the defendant and their lawyer – both articles are inconsistent with international standards on the right to a fair trial. Additionally, the SCC, which tries cases brought under the Counter-Terrorism Law, has been repeatedly criticised as unfair, including by the Committee Against Torture. The Committee Against Torture reported that the SCC is insufficiently independent from the Ministry of the Interior, and that it relies on confessions obtained through torture and ill-treatment, contrary to due process and jus cogens (meaning it applies universally and without exception) norms.

The Counter-Terrorism Law also grants Saudi authorities the power to detain individuals indefinitely on vague grounds, which is incompatible with the prohibitions against arbitrary detention, incommunicado detention, and enforced disappearance. Article 19 of the law enables pre-trial detention by the prosecutor for up to a year, which can be further extended by the SCC. Special Procedures mandate holders have described this length of pre-trial detention as going “far beyond what is reasonable.” The Committee Against Terror and UN Special Procedures mandate holders have stated that article 20 of the law allows authorities to detain individuals incommunicado for up to ninety days. The SCC can extend that period seemingly indefinitely, putting detainees at risk of enforced disappearance and depriving them of safeguards against torture. Furthermore, articles 88 and 89 enable the authorities to send anyone who has been detained or convicted under the law to “Specialized Centres” and “Correction and Rehabilitation Centres.” In all, the law grants authorities the discretion to detain individuals under the vague terms of the law, send them to detention centres without convicting them of a crime, and coerce them into “correcting their ideas,” which is contrary to the right to freedom of opinion.

Uncodified Islamic Law

Finally, in addition to statutes that violate freedom of expression, Saudi authorities also have enforced uncodified Islamic law against human rights advocates. Historically such laws are reported to have been used to target individuals’ expression related to sexuality or gender identity. The unwritten nature of these laws is inconsistent with the principle of legal certainty, and leaves their interpretation entirely at the discretion of Saudi authorities enforcing the law.

Systems of Repression and Surveillance

Saudi Arabia’s repressive laws, aided by a system of surveillance and specialised law enforcement units, are deployed to punish and chill online human rights advocacy. These surveillance systems and specialised units, through recent restructuring efforts, are increasingly under the unchecked control of the King. Additionally, Saudi authorities’ use of targeted digital surveillance in the lead up to their killing of journalist Jamal Khashoggi at a Saudi consulate in Turkey in October 2018 has been well documented. Saud al-Qahtani, a former royal advisor implicated in Khashoggi’s murder, was also the former head of the royal court’s Centre for Media Monitoring and Analysis and Centre for Studies and Media Affairs. Al-Qahtani was integral to the development of Saudi
Arabia’s surveillance capacity, which has received support from international corporations.\textsuperscript{57} The UN Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial killings (SR on EJE) also reports that al-Qahtani significantly shaped Saudi Arabia’s broader effort to monitor and crackdown on human rights advocates online, which began over a year before Khashoggi’s murder.\textsuperscript{58} This effort reportedly included the targeting of women human rights defenders (WHRDs) and women’s rights activists (discussed in more detail below).\textsuperscript{59} Saudi authorities’ use of spyware technology against critics of its human rights record reportedly has continued since Khashoggi’s murder.\textsuperscript{60}

The surveillance of HRDs may violate a number of interrelated rights, including their rights to freedom of expression and opinion, to peaceful assembly and association, to religion or belief, and to privacy.\textsuperscript{61} The SR on FOE has noted that surveillance, if conducted for an unlawful purpose, “may be used in an effort to silence dissent, sanction criticism or punish independent reporting (and sources for that reporting).”\textsuperscript{62} This in turn has a chilling effect on expression and association.\textsuperscript{63} Successive Special Rapporteurs have urged governments to place a moratorium on the global export of surveillance technology to prevent such human rights abuses.\textsuperscript{64}
Beginning in at least 2017, Saudi Arabia launched a secret campaign to surveil and silence HRDs, including online activists. The murder of Jamal Khashoggi in 2018 brought international attention to this initiative. But reports of arrests well into 2019 and 2020, described in this report, demonstrate that this pattern has persisted since Khashoggi’s murder. There is credible evidence that the government has violated repeatedly freedom of expression in social media, particularly Twitter, blogs, and online news websites. The incidents examined offer credible evidence of an ongoing pattern of arrest, detention, punishment, and torture for engaging in legitimate human rights advocacy including criticism of Saudi policies in online fora. The Saudi government also has heavily targeted WHRDs and advocates for LGBTQ rights. Authorities have engaged in widespread surveillance and censorship, which has a chilling effect on expression. HRDs who have reportedly suffered violations of the right to freedom of expression have often experienced additional rights violations, including arbitrary deprivation of life, incommunicado detention, and torture.

Violations of the Right to Freedom of Expression

Ongoing arrest campaigns targeting HRDs in 2019 and 2020

International human rights law protects the right to freedom of expression of journalists and HRDs, and, in particular, the right to engage in political and religious discourse and to comment on public affairs, including to criticize their government institutions. Despite international criticism for its secret campaign targeting HRDs, including WHRDs, since 2018, Saudi Arabia has persisted in mass arrests of human rights advocates in targeted waves. Credible reports of arrests of HRDs, journalists, intellectuals and others for their online expression, signals that authorities will respond to criticism of, or collective advocacy regarding, the government’s human rights record with harsh punishment.

The recurrence of group arrests also raises concerns regarding the protection of the international right of HRDs to association and peaceful assembly. The UN Human Rights Council has emphasized that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online. The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information dissemination, communication between participants, and broadcasting, is crucial to the exercise of that right.

In early 2019, Saudi authorities arrested sixty-eight Jordanians and Palestinians as well as thirteen Saudis involved in advocacy around human rights issues in Palestine. Officials brought the HRDs before the Specialized Criminal Court in March 2020, and charged them under multiple articles of the Counter-Terrorism Law and article 6 of the Anti-Cyber Crime Law. Authorities prohibited relatives, international observers, and independent lawyers from attending court proceedings; and many of the accused were denied access to medical care and held incommunicado.

In April 2019, Saudi authorities arrested fifteen intellectuals, writers, HRDs including journalists, many of whom were or had been social media activists. The list includes Saudi-American digital activist Salah Al-Haidar, son of prominent women’s rights activist Dr. Aziza al-Yousef. He was arrested.
for criticising the Saudi government on his Twitter account and provisionally released on 04 February 2021 ahead of a court hearing before the SCC. The list also included writer Ayman Al-Drees, who likely was arrested in an attempt to intimidate his wife, Malak Al-Shehrihas, who lives in the U.S. and is a vocal critic of the Saudi regime on Twitter.

Additionally, at the end of 2019, Saudi authorities arrested at least 10 more Saudi journalists and bloggers, several of whom engaged in online advocacy, including two women journalists – Zana Al-Shahri and Maha Al-Rafsi al-Qahtani. Furthermore, in April 2020, Saudi authorities arrested several writers, journalists, and activists for tweeting condolences regarding the death of another HRD, Abdullah al-Hamid, who died in prison in the custody of Saudi authorities.

These recent incidents offer credible evidence of a persistent pattern of government targeting HRDs for exercising their rights to online freedom of expression.

Silencing WHRDs and advocates for LGBTQ rights

Since 2017, the Saudi government has announced a number of major reforms related to women’s rights. However, despite its formal commitments to reform, there are credible incidents that evidence Saudi authorities continued to prosecute, disappear, detain, and torture WHRDs for their online advocacy and criticism of the government. This continued targeting of WHRDs should be interpreted in the context of the government’s broader crackdown on HRDs, contrary to its international human rights obligations, including its treaty obligations under CEDAW and CAT.

Beginning one month before Saudi Arabia lifted the ban on women driving, authorities arrested a number of WHRDs who had advocated online for this change, and for other women’s rights reforms. On 15 May 2018, officials arrested bloggers and HRDs Loujain al-Hathloul, Eman al-Nafjan, and Aziza Yousef, all of whom had advocated for women’s rights. They were part of a wave of arrests that occurred between May and July 2018, which would result in mass charges under the Cybercrime Law. Others arrested included Nouf Abdulaziz, Hatoon al-Fassi, Amal al-Harbi, Ruqayya al-Mohareb, Shadan al-Onezi, Nassima al-Sadah, Mayaa al-Zahrani, Samar Badawi, and Abeer Namankani. The electronic communications of at least one of the women were reportedly surveilled prior to her arrest. After their arrests, several WHRDs were reportedly subjected to a smear campaign launched on State media and social media. They also reported having been tortured during their incarceration, including in unidentified and unofficial detention centres.

On 13 March 2019, the trial of at least ten of the WHRDs began in front of the Riyadh Criminal Court, where officials charged them under the Cybercrime Law. The initial hearings were scheduled for the SCC but were all transferred to the Criminal Court hours before they began. Several of the WHRDs were conditionally released after the hearing. Three of the women, al-Nafjan, al-Yousef, and Ruqayya al-Mohareb were released on 28 March 2019.

Al-Hathloul’s and al-Zahrani’s cases were transferred back to the Specialized Criminal Court, and in December 2020 they were both sentenced to five years and eight months in prison. Al-Zahrani was found guilty of charges related to her activism. Al-Hathloul was found guilty of broad terrorism charges, including “spying with foreign parties,” “conspiring against the kingdom,” and “agitating for change.” She was sentenced to a five-year travel ban, which was upheld by the Riyadh Appeals Court in March 2021, and upheld again by the Supreme Court in May 2021. On 10 February 2021, authorities conditionally released al-Hathloul. Al-Zahrani remains in prison.

The hearings of several more WHRDs, including Badawi and al-Sadah, began on 27 June 2019. Authorities charged all of the WHRDs under the Cybercrime Law, including article 6 of the law. In February 2020, Abdulaziz, Badawi, and al-Sadah all had a secret trial session. In November 2020, the
Criminal Court in Riyadh sentenced Al-Sadah to five years and eight months in prison, half of which was suspended. In March 2021, the Court of Appeal upheld her sentence. There are no confirmed details about the sentence imposed on Badawi. Reportedly Badawi and al-Sadah were released in 27 June 2021, but authorities have prohibited them from working in the field of human rights, publishing on social media, getting a job, or traveling outside Saudi Arabia. Abdulaziz was also convicted for her social media activity, and eventually released on 10 February 2021.

Despite receiving international criticism for the 2018 wave of arrests and ongoing detention of WHRDs, Saudi authorities reportedly have continued to target WHRDs who are critical of government policies. On 17 May 2020, at the command of the Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman the Presidency of State Security arrested Saudi internet activist Amani Al-Zain. The arrest came after a Twitter campaign called for her arrest in response to a 2019 video of Al-Zain in which she referred to the Crown Prince as the “father of the saw” because of his role in the recent murder of Jamal Khashoggi, who was dismembered with a saw. These credible reports of arrests and detentions run counter to international human rights protections on the right of individuals to criticise their government, and the right of WHRDs to online freedom of expression and freedom of association.

Saudi authorities also have deployed uncodified Islamic law to target individuals advocating for LGBTQ rights. On 08 April 2020, Yemeni blogger Mohamad al-Bokari, who posted a video on social media advocating for equal treatment of gay people, was arrested and later charged under uncodified Islamic law with violating public order and morals, “defending homosexuality online,” and “imitating women.” On 20 July 2020, al-Bokari was sentenced to ten months’ imprisonment and a fine of SAR 10,000 (USD 2,700). Al-Bokari is reported to have been tortured after his arrest. He is also at risk of deportation to Yemen despite facing credible threat of death if he returns, which would be a violation of the principle of non-refoulement. Reports of al-Bokari’s arbitrary arrest for exercising his right to freedom of expression, torture during detention, and risk of deportation raise concerns that Saudi Arabia is violating several well-established principles of international law.

### Surveillance

Saudi Arabia has continued its practice of electronic surveillance targeting HRDs. Credible reports of such surveillance offer evidence that Saudi Arabia has violated HRDs’ right to be free from unlawful interference with their privacy under article 12 of the UDHR, as well as a number of interrelated rights, and chills freedom of expression. For example, Omar Abdulaziz, a Saudi Arabian HRD residing in Canada who regularly communicated with Jamal Khashoggi, reportedly was subjected to surveillance using Pegasus spyware, developed by the Israeli NSO Group. This allowed the Saudi authorities full access to Abdulaziz’s phone’s data, including communications, microphone, and camera, just a few months before Khashoggi’s murder. Such spyware has reportedly been used by Saudi Arabia to target other HRDs around the world. Additionally, at least one of the WHRDs arrested between May and June of 2018 reports having her electronic communications surveilled prior to her arrest.

### Censorship

Saudi Arabia has enforced its Cybercrime Law to censor political and artistic content that is critical of the government, a practice incompatible with human rights protections on the right to freedom of expression. In 2018, Netflix, an internet streaming service, removed an episode of the comedy show, “Patriot Act,” at the request of the Saudi government. The removed episode featured an American comedian, Hasan Minhaj, speaking critically of the Saudi government in relation to the murder of Jamal Khashoggi. The Saudi telecommunications regulator cited article 6(1) of the Cybercrime Law. Similarly, HRDs have in the past been banned from social media as part of their punishment for violations of the Cybercrime Law.
Additional Human Rights Violations

There are credible incidents reported that in its efforts to repress online human rights advocacy between May 2018 and October 2020, the Saudi government arbitrarily arrested, disappeared, tortured, and killed HRDs.

Arbitrary deprivation of life

Saudi Arabia has resorted to extrajudicial killing in its effort to silence human rights advocacy, in violation of the prohibition against the arbitrary deprivation of life, which is considered *jus cogens* and non-derogable under international law. The brutal murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi orchestrated by the Saudi government in October 2018 is one such example. Khashoggi was a documented critic of the Saudi government. In the months leading up to his murder, he had published opinion pieces criticizing Saudi Arabia’s May 2018 arrest and subsequent treatment of WHRDs, and its responsibility for the human rights abuses caused by the Saudi-led war effort in Yemen. In addition to Saudi officials who were criminally tried for Kashoggi’s murder, the SR on EJE has reported on evidence that the Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman and his former royal advisor, Saud al-Qahtani, were also responsible for orchestrating Khashoggi’s murder.

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty, incommunicado detention, and enforced disappearance

The prohibition against arbitrary deprivations of liberty is customary international law, considered *jus cogens*, and therefore non-derogable. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression. As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity, and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs, violating the right to equality before the law. Saudi Arabia routinely violated this prohibition by reportedly detaining individuals based on overbroad and vague laws, including the Counter-Terrorism Law and the Cybercrime Law, by detaining individuals with no legal basis at all, and by detaining individuals based on the exercise of their right to freedom of expression.

Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law,” in violation of article 6 of the UDHR protecting the right to be recognized as a person before the law. The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention. The SR on torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.” But as described above, the Counter-Terrorism Law enables incommunicado detention. Saudi authorities have used this power to target online human rights advocates in several of the cases examined, including the WHRDs who the government arrested between May and June 2018.

Enforced disappearance is an international crime and is prohibited by customary law as well as treaty. An enforced disappearance has three elements: (1) a deprivation of liberty; (2) by State officials or with their consent; followed by (3) the refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty, or to disclose information on the fate or location of the disappeared. An individual may be held incommunicado but is not considered to be disappeared unless the State does not disclose any one of the following pieces of information: whether the person is detained, where the person is detained, and if the person is alive or dead. In June 2018, Yemeni journalist and social media activist, Marwan Alif Naji Al Muraisy, was arrested by plainclothes officers who did not present him with an arrest warrant, and subsequently detained him at an undisclosed location. Al Muraisy’s location remained unknown to his family until April 2019. He was allowed contact with his family from May 2019 to April.
2020, when contact was cut off in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. He is held at Al-Ha’ir Prison. Al Muraisy was charged under articles 2 and 5 of the Counter-Terrorism Law. Additionally, the WGAD indicated that Loujain Al-Hathloul’s transfer to an unknown hotel in Jeddah in May to July of 2018 also constituted an enforced disappearance.

**Due process violations**

Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. Individuals have universal rights to seek competent, independent, impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of deprivations of liberty and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies. Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights, including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension.

The Specialised Criminal Court, which has tried several of the individuals mentioned in this chapter, has been repeatedly criticized as unfair. These criticisms arise out of reports of violations of a number of due process rights, including administering secret or closed trials, admitting evidence obtained through torture, and allowing trials to proceed in the absence of representation for all parties.

**Torture**

The prohibition against torture is absolute, non-derogable, and a *jus cogens* norm of international law. Saudi Arabia is reported to have tortured individuals detained for their online expression, in violation of this prohibition. Several of the WHRDs arrested between May and June 2018 were reportedly subjected to electric shocks, sexual abuse, psychological abuse and other ill-treatment, and held in unofficial and unidentified detention centres. At least some of the WHRDs report having seen Saud al-Qahtani, the royal advisor who was responsible for organizing Khashoggi’s murder, in the torture chamber. Additionally, the Yemeni blogger and LGBTQ activist Mohamad al-Bokari, was reportedly subject to torture, including sexual abuse. If he is deported, Saudi Arabia may additionally be violating the prohibition against non-refoulement in violations of its obligations under CAT.
Despite its obligations under international human rights law, Saudi Arabia enforces its arbitrary penal laws to silence HRDs who advocate online for the protection of human rights. Reports of this suppression represent credible evidence of grave violations of the right to freedom of expression. Furthermore, there is also credible evidence that Saudi Arabia has carried out extrajudicial killings, torture, arbitrary arrests and detention, enforced disappearances, and due process violations in its efforts to suppress online freedom of expression of HRDs.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

**General Recommendations**

**To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:**

• Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  
  ° All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  
  ° Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  
  ° Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.

Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.

• Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  
  ° Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  
  ° Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  
  ° Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

**To the UN Human Rights Council:**

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

• Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute
to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Saudi Arabia to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Saudi Arabia’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including those in:
  
  ° 2007 Anti-Cyber Crime Law, articles 3(5), 6(1), 7 and 13;
  
  ° 2017 Law on Combatting Terrorism Crimes and Its Financing, articles 1, 3, 19–21, 27, 30, 34, 43, 44, 88, 89.

• Ensure that any application of law, including uncodified Islamic law, is consistent with principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity, and proportionality.
In many of the incidents we examined, there were several individuals implicated, but we only counted those individuals who we could reasonably ascertain were targeted for their online expression. Researchers identified reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression by conducting searches for cases involving Saudi Arabia between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organisations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights, and Human Rights Watch. We also conducted those searches on ALQST’s website. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Saudi Arabia in the UN database of Communications. Additionally, we also reviewed English-language versions of the following sources to find incidents in Saudi Arabia: Arab News, Riyadh Daily, Saudi Arabia News Gazette, Saudi Gazette, and Saudi Press Agency using these keywords: freedom of expression, digital expression, digital, online, post, tweet, Twitter, Facebook, arrest, expression, and human rights defender during the relevant period of study. The domestic sources provided no relevant results. After finding cases using the international sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim’s name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information. See methodology section for more information.

Harry Sr. John Birdger, Joshua Teitelbaum & William L. Ochsenwald, Saudi Arabia: Government and Society, Britannica (May 29, 2021). This characterisation of the political system of the country is offered for descriptive purposes; a normative evaluation of the political system as such is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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## SYRIA SCORECARD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Activism or Expression</th>
<th>Human Rights Violations</th>
<th>Problematic Legal Provisions and Institutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>![check] Specialised Law Enforcement Units</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study
The incidents suggest that journalists are the primary targets of infringement of online freedom of expression, by State and non-State actors, for reporting on local events and issues impacting human rights, criticism of governing authorities, and expression that the authorities deem offensive to public morals or religion. Authorities monitor and restrict journalists’ web reports, broadcasts, and social media posts. There is limited information reported on which specific legal provisions State and non-State authorities use against journalists. However, the available information indicates enforcement of anti-cybercrime, media regulation, and counter-terrorism laws and policies.

Based on this research, there is credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs. These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the United Nations (UN) Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes "are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities."

Freedom of expression online is a particularly important right in Syria, due to its state of armed conflict and the heavy reliance by citizens and residents on the internet for information. As of January 2021, about forty-seven percent of the population used the internet, primarily to access social media networks, content-sharing platforms, and news sites; and thirty-seven percent of the Syrian population was active users of social media. In conflict situations, online access to information is critical and integral to the work of HRDs. As the UN Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders (SR on HRDs) noted, HRDs “are also at the forefront in documenting, exposing and opposing civilian casualties and wider violations of international law” caused by State and non-State actors. Journalists and other HRDs through “fact-finding and public advocacy work keep[] human rights, international humanitarian law and other relevant standards of international law on the agenda…. Their work is critical in unveiling the often-wide spectrum of underlying violations driving or aggravated by conflict.”

Syria is a party to several international human rights treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). As a UN member State, Syria is also bound by the UN Charter and has pledged to adhere to the principles reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), including article 19, which enshrines the right to freedom of opinion and expression. Moreover, the
Syrian government has human rights obligations regarding abuses by non-State actors of rights protected by the ICCPR and other human rights treaties to which Syria is a party. The extent of these obligations is context-specific, but would include the duty to exercise due diligence to prevent, punish, investigate, or redress the harm caused by non-State entities. Therefore, this report analyses non-State actors’ abuses of HRDs’ right to freedom of expression online to document the nature and extent of the problem, as well as to highlight evolving understandings in international law of the human rights responsibilities of non-state actors.

There are many non-State actors involved in the Syrian conflict, but a number of the reported incidents involve two groups in particular. One group is a de facto Kurdish self-administration called the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria (NES, also known as Rojava). NES is backed by the Syrian Democratic Forces, which receives military support from the United States. The other actor is an armed group in conflict with the al-Assad regime, which calls itself the “Syrian Salvation Government” (“SSG”). The law enforcement and defence efforts of the SSG are supported by a UN-designated terrorist organisation called Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (HTS)—SSG and HTS hold control over the Idlib Governorate and parts of Western Aleppo.

Only States may be parties to international human rights treaties. Nevertheless, international humanitarian law establishes that under certain circumstances, non-State actors in internal armed conflicts such as in Syria assume legal obligations to protect civilians. More recently, there is emerging recognition throughout the UN system of the responsibilities of non-State actors regarding human rights protection. In particular, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic (COI on Syria) stated that, in areas over which they exert de facto control, non-State actors are responsible for upholding customary international human rights law, including the prohibition against torture and additional due process rights enshrined in the ICCPR. Based on this interpretation, de facto authorities in Syria may be obligated to respect the freedom of expression, as a right enshrined in the UDHR, which is recognised in its entirety by some human rights law commentators as customary law.

Even if the right to freedom of expression is not considered to fall under customary law, non-State actors may still be subject to human rights obligations when, in the course of their freedom-of-expression abuses, they violate other protected human rights that unquestionably carry customary status, for example, the right to be free from arbitrary arrest and deprivation of liberty.
Both the Syrian government and non-State actors have constructed legal environments within the territories they control that enable regulation and restriction of free expression online. Below, we detail the media regulation, counter-terrorism, and anti-cybercrime laws and policies that State and non-State authorities are enforcing to target protected expression.

**Regulation of Online Freedom of Expression by the Syrian Government**

The Syrian government has four primary laws that regulate online expression: Legislative Decree No. 108/2011 (Media Regulation Law); Law No. 19/2012 (Counter-Terrorism Law); Law No. 17/2012 (Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes); and Law No. 9/2018 (Anti-Cybercrime Law). The reported incidents in State-controlled territories do not identify the formal charges, but available information suggests that the government primarily enforces the Media Regulation Law to stifle online reporting of independent journalists. Published reports did not conclusively link the other three laws to particular incidents, these laws may be enforced in unreported incidents and, in any case, comprise the legal context within which HRDs must operate. Together, these laws regulating online expression create a hostile climate for free online expression in Syria.

**2011 Media Regulation Law**

Article 3 of the Media Regulation law recognises the freedom of expression guaranteed by the Syrian Constitution and international law. However, article 4 provides that respect for the freedom of expression is contingent on the media “exercise[ing] this freedom with awareness and responsibility”—no definitions are provided for these terms. Articles 12 and 79 broadly ban media outlets (including electronic media) from publishing content that affects national unity and security, offends monotheistic religions and beliefs, or stirs sectarian strife; incites crimes, acts of violence, terrorism, or hatred; relates to the armed forces; or affects the symbols of the State, in addition to all content that is already prohibited by the Syrian Penal Code. Article 95 criminalises the spread of incorrect or fabricated news, but does not define what constitutes such news. Article 78 also holds the owners, editors-in-chief, journalists, and spokespeople vicariously accountable for violations attributed to the media outlet with which they are affiliated, and prescribes fines of up to SYP 1 million (approximately USD 2,000). Chapter six of the law lays out stringent accreditation and licensing requirements for any person wishing to produce media in Syria, and article 22 entrusts the new National Media Council to determine specific mechanisms for accrediting foreign correspondents. The COI on Syria describes the law as “leav[ing] untouched the vaguely defined criminal offences described in articles 285–87 of the Penal Code that have long been used to punish and silence critical journalists, human rights defenders and political dissidents.”
The Media Regulation Law conflicts with a range of international human rights standards regarding the freedom of expression.

First, under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by UN Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected speech, and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship. Broad bans on the media content enumerated in articles 12, 79, and 95 are overly broad, undefined, and ambiguous, violating article 19 of the ICCPR. Reporters Without Borders has stated that the lack of definition of these terms leaves them “vague and imprecise,” thereby “allowing a great deal of scope for arbitrary interpretation.”

Second, ban in the Media Regulation Law on content that offends monotheistic religions and beliefs also violates the requirement that the restriction be for a legitimate purpose—the protection of belief systems, religions, or institutions from criticism is not a legitimate purpose for restriction under the ICCPR. Third, its ban on content about the Syrian armed forces provides a higher level of protection to public officials against media statements than that afforded to all citizens, which is impermissible under the ICCPR, as interpreted by the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection to the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE). Finally, the stringent requirements for government accreditation for media producers violate the standards prescribed in article 19 of the ICCPR, which, according to the Human Rights Committee, protects the ability of the media to comment on public issues without restraint and to inform public opinion, while also protecting the corresponding right of the public to receive media output. Relatedly, the Committee to Protect Journalists describes article 22’s establishment of the National Media Council as indicating “less of an effort by the Syrian authorities to encourage a free press, but more of a conscious attempt to mask repressive tactics as press freedoms.”

2012 Counter-Terrorism Law

The Counter-Terrorism Law broadly defines a terrorist act as any action aimed to cause panic among people, disturb public security, or harm the State’s infrastructure “by means of any tool.” Article 4 bans “financing terrorist acts,” which is defined to include any direct or indirect supplying of telecommunication means or information to be used in a terrorist act. Article 8 goes on to penalise the act of “promoting terrorist acts,” holding that anyone who distributes publications or stores information of any form to promote terrorist actions; administers or uses a website for that purpose, shall be punished by temporary hard labour.

This law’s use of overly broad and ambiguous definitions violates article 19 of the ICCPR, which requires that restrictions on the freedom of expression be the least intrusive instrument to achieve the purported aim and to protect the chosen interest. The COI on Syria stated that “the ambit of prohibited acts enumerated under counter-terrorism Law No. 19 appears to be unduly broad and contains catch-all provisions which may potentially affect thousands more Syrian civilians.” The Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women also has found the law to be too broadly drafted, and urged the government to amend it to avoid criminalising protected activities and conform with its obligations under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) and the ICCPR.
Cybercrime Laws: 2012 Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes and 2018 Anti-Cybercrime Law

The Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes more broadly and definitively subjugates online content to the mandates of the Media Regulation Law. The law regulates digital speech by prescribing certain responsibilities to internet service providers (ISPs), to ensure compliance with provisions of the Media Regulation Law that ban categories of media content (as identified above). ISPs are required to clearly publish the names and details of the owners and administrators of content hosting websites, and to save a copy of their content and traffic data to allow verification of the identities of persons who contribute online content. Article 30 increases the penalty for cybercrimes that affect public stability, which is already penalised by the Media Regulation Law. The COI on Syria stated that the law sets out “broad offences that restrict freedom of expression on the Internet.”

The Anti-Cybercrime Law expands even further on the Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes, mandating the creation of specialised courts of first instance for the prosecution of cybercrimes in every governorate, and delegating the investigation and prosecution of such crimes to specially trained personnel and judges.

These cybercrime-related laws intensify government control and repression of online expression, contrary to international human rights standards. The law regulating online communications and combating cybercrimes effectively turns ISPs into private investigative adjuncts to the specialised cyber judicial system through its requirements for data collection to identify, track, and censor digital content contributors, which raises necessity and proportionality concerns. Such government access to user data interferes with privacy in a manner that can directly and indirectly limit the freedom of development and exchange of ideas that is protected under the right to freedom of expression. Undue access to personal data implicitly warns users to think twice and possibly avoid controversial viewpoints, the exchange of sensitive information, and other exercises of freedom of expression that may be under government scrutiny. These laws weaponise the more general laws restricting media content and combating terrorism, compounding their flaws of overly broad and vague restrictions on freedom of expression. Additionally, the cybercrime-related laws infringe upon the human right to privacy which, as elaborated by the SR on FOE, is intertwined with the freedom of expression in the digital age.

Regulation of Online Freedom of Expression by Non-State Actors

Alongside the Syrian government, authorities in the alternative self-administration known as the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria (NES or Rojava) and the regime known as the “Syrian Salvation Government” (“SSG”) are targeting online content disseminated by journalists through legal mechanisms these authorities have created. This report analyses the extent to which their laws and policies comply with international standards to comprehensively evaluate the legal environment in which journalists are working throughout Syria.

NES: 2016 Media Law in Al-Jazira Province

A number of the incidents occurred in territories controlled by the NES. Due to the state of armed conflict and the largely unrecognised nature of these non-State groups, information regarding their laws that target online expression are minimal and unclear. However, reporting on the incidents indicate that the NES relied on its Media Law in Al-Jazira Province (also known as the Law of Information in Al-Jazeera District) to regulate media licensing and journalist credentialing, as well as content of media communications within NES-controlled regions. According to the Syrian Centre for Media and Freedom of Expression, article 2 outlines the principles to which a journalist must adhere, including the broad duty to not publish...
“racist messages” or challenge “the religious values of society.” Authorities reportedly restrict media from independent journalists by requiring journalists to obtain media cards issued by the NES.

The Media Law in Al-Jazira Province conflicts with international human rights standards regarding the freedom of expression. The duty imposed by article 2 of the law is overly broad and ambiguous, contrary to the protections enshrined in article 19 of the ICCPR. The Syrian Centre for Media and Freedom of Expression has criticised the law, noting that it is not “in line with the international principles guaranteeing freedom of expression and information.” Additionally, its ban on content that challenges religious values violates the requirement that the restriction be for a legitimate purpose—as aforementioned, the protection of belief systems, religions, or institutions from criticism is not a legitimate purpose for restriction under the ICCPR. Anti-blasphemy laws are “inherently vague, and leave the entire concept open to abuse,” and the Special Rapporteur urges governments to repeal such laws.

SSG: 2019 Communications Law

Some of the incidents took place in territories controlled by the regime known as the SSG, the law enforcement and defence efforts of which are supported by a UN-designated terrorist organisation called Hay’at Tahrir al-Sham (HTS). Again, information regarding non-State actor laws is minimal, and the reported incidents do not indicate that the SSG and HTS authorities cited specific legal provisions in the course of their arrests. Reportedly, in March 2019, SSG promulgated a twenty-five page Communications Law to regulate public communication networks. Authorities have not made the law public, but a group of Syrian writers posted to its website. The law establishes a Communications Regulatory Commission to regulate public and private communications networks, including by issuing licenses and imposing criminal sanctions against entities and individuals that operate or use unlicensed networks. It also criminalises posting online “immoral” content or “fabricated news” with the intent to cause “panic.” Violators are subject to a minimum one-month prison sentence and fine of USD 500. In addition to control over access to communications systems, the SSG engages in heavy institutional gatekeeping and repression of the media, requiring any media activity in the city of Idlib to obtain prior approval by the SSG authorities or the HTS security office.

These prohibitions and charges conflict with a range of international human rights standards regarding freedom of expression. The requirement of prior government approval before any media activity violates the standards prescribed in article 19 of the ICCPR. Additionally, controlling and censoring content on the internet without any legal basis or justification and/or in a way that is disproportionate and unnecessary to achieve the intended aim is prima facie incompatible with international human rights law.
The reports on the identified incidents reflect notable trends of how the Syrian government and non-State actors have violated and abused the right to freedom of expression of HRDs, as well as several related rights under international human rights law.

**Violations of Online Freedom of Expression by the Syrian Government**

**Targeting of journalist HRDs**

All the reported incidents in Syria included the detention or prosecution of journalists. The Syrian government in particular targeted journalists for reporting to a global online audience on armed conflicts, the war or other occurrences within Syria impacting human rights (e.g., military airstrikes). In the identified incidents, the journalists were targeted, regardless of whether the information they shared online was critical or approving of the Assad regime or not, suggesting that the objective of the government is to maintain broad control over information published on the internet.

One example is the case of news anchor Omar Kalo, arrested by Syrian military intelligence forces on 25 August 2018. Although reports did not indicate the charges brought by the Syrian authorities, Kalo’s recent broadcasts (shared on his Facebook page) had covered Saudi Arabian support for the NES. Days before his arrest, he had also conducted a live Skype interview with a spokesman for the Free Syrian Army of the “Syrian Interim Government,” discussing the negative impact of Syrian missile strikes. According to reports, government authorities stopped Kalo at a checkpoint without reason, and took him to a military security branch in Damascus for more questioning. He was held for nearly two months before his eventual release on 04 October 2018.

Another example is the case of Rabea Kalawandy, a social media influencer and war correspondent for a pro-Assad and Iran-based broadcasting network. Syrian Security forces arrested Kalawandy on 07 July 2019. Kalawandy frequently posted pro-regime updates about the Syrian conflict on his Facebook and YouTube accounts. Reports did not reveal the charge, but indicated that Kalawandy was arrested for failing to gain security approval from the government as a foreign journalist before conducting media activity within its borders, as required by the Media Regulation Law. Although the date of his release is unclear, Kalawandy was back online sharing content one month later on 07 August 2019—neither he nor his employer made any comment regarding his arrest.

**Additional human rights violations**

The reported incidents in government-controlled areas indicate that the violation of the right to freedom of expression online also implicates other human rights such as liberty and due process.

The arrests of journalists constitute arbitrary deprivations of liberty, which is prohibited under article 9 of the ICCPR, customary international law and is a *jus cogens* norm. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is without a legal basis as well as when it results from the exercise of freedom of expression. As the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds.
against HRDs and activists, violating the rights to equality before the law and the right to equal protection under article 26 of the ICCPR. 95

Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. 96 Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension. 97 Because the Syrian government arrested journalists and other HRDs like Omar Kalo and Rabea Kalawandy for exercising their protected right to the freedom of expression, without informing them of their charges, it violated the prohibition of the arbitrary deprivation of liberty and international due process.

Abuses of Online Freedom of Expression by Non-State Actors

States continue to have obligations to use due diligence to prevent, investigate, and punish violations of the rights of HRDs carried out by non-State actors during times of armed conflict. However, non-State actors exercising “government-like functions” have human rights obligations to those under their control. 98 The SR on HRDs has observed that in conflict and post-conflict situations, “[s]pecific protections, of a customary nature, exist for certain categories of defenders such as journalists ....” 99 The Special Rapporteur has found that freedom of expression may be “virtually nonexistent” in conflict and post-conflict contexts, with journalists targeted for their work, 100 making protection of journalists an urgent matter.

Targeting of expression criticising the authorities

The incidents in territory controlled by non-State actors indicate that de facto authorities target journalists for online expression that criticises their policies, corruption, or administration.

One example is the case of social media activist and independent journalist Bilal Abdul-Kareem. HTS detained Abdul-Kareem on 13 August 2020. 101 HTS authorities severely beat, handcuffed, and abducted him after he published online an interview he conducted with the wife of an aid worker who had allegedly been torturing by HTS. 102 On the day of his abduction, he also tweeted a video directly accusing HTS of torturing the same aid worker. 103 HTS reportedly charged Abdul-Kareem with working with groups that harm public security, inciting opposition against local authorities, and publishing and promoting lies that affect institutions without evidence. 104 HTS detained Abdul-Kareem at an unknown location for six months, during which he was permitted to see his family twice. 105 Reports indicated that local mediation was able to secure Abdul-Kareem’s release after a tribunal set up and run by HTS had sentenced him, although the details of the sentence are unknown. 106

Another example is the case of Assyrian freelance writer Souleman Yousph, who was arrested by the Sutoro police of the NES on 30 September 2018. 107 The Sutoro police arrested Yousph at his home, and took him to an unknown location after raiding his apartment. 108 The police did not reveal the charge, but in the days prior to his arrest, Yousph had published a series of posts on an online forum and his Facebook account, condemning abuse by Sutoro police and sharing photos and videos of police intimidation which gained tens of thousands of views. 109 In his posts he accused NES authorities of enacting policies to destroy the social, cultural, and educational structures of Assyrian society. 110 The day after the arrest, Sutoro police released a statement on Facebook which said that action had to be taken against those spreading lies, that democracy has rules and limitations, and that defamation is punishable by law in “western countries”—the statement did not specifically mention Yousph. 112 He was released five days later on 04 October 2018. 113

Journalists like Abdul-Kareem and Yousph serve a vital function in conflict situations to report on human rights violations. The SR on HRDs notes that attacks on journalists in conflict situations deprive the public of “access to independent and reliable information.” 114
Targeting of speech offending morality or religion

The incidents also indicate that non-State actors are targeting online expressions that allegedly offend morality or their interpretation of religious mores.

For example, the Media Office of NES suspended the press credentials of reporter Vivian Fatah on 10 May 2020, after she used the word “killed” rather than “martyred” when referring to fallen soldiers of the SDF during a news report posted online three days earlier. The suspension order stated that Fatah had offended the deceased soldiers and their families, and that she refused to apologise for her language.

Another example is the case of journalist Mohammed Fadl al-Janoudi, who HTS detained on 24 June 2018. HTS seized his camera and cell phone, and took him to an unknown location. Although neither HTS nor SSG authorities revealed the charge, sources indicated that the arrest likely was due to a picture Janoudi posted on Facebook on 21 June, which showed him in front of a celebration with boys and girls playing together, and female and male youth workers co-mingling. It is unclear whether Janoudi has been released.

Additional human rights violations

The reported incidents in territories controlled by non-State actors indicate that the violation of the right to freedom of expression online also implicates other human rights. Non-State actors may be directly responsible for the below violations if the rights are protected under customary international human rights law, and the Syrian government has ongoing human rights obligations pertaining to abuses by non-State actors during a state of armed conflict.

Prohibition of arbitrary deprivation of liberty

The protection against arbitrary deprivation of liberty enshrined in treaty and customary law as jus cogens, applies to individuals in areas controlled by non-State actors. In addition to the case of Bilal Abdul-Kareem, who HTS abducted and detained for six months without trial, HTS also detained journalist Maan Bakour on 24 June 2019 without charge—he was merely reported to be “under investigation”—and his whereabouts are still unknown. These reported incidents violate the customary law prohibition of arbitrary deprivation of liberty because an arrest or detention is presumptively arbitrary if it is the result of the exercise of rights and freedoms protected by article 19 of the ICCPR—here, SSG and NES arrested the aforementioned journalists for exercising their freedom of expression, a right protected by article 19. Further, article 14 of the ICCPR regarding the liberty of a person also is a customary law norm. It requires authorities to inform an individual arrested of the reasons for his arrest, and shall be entitled to trial or release within a reasonable time.

Prohibition of torture and ill treatment

The prohibition against torture is absolute, non-derogable, and a jus cogens norm of international law that applies to non-State actors. Torture is defined in article 1 of the CAT as intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering—whether physical or mental—with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity, for the purpose of intimidating, coercing, or punishing the individual. The UN Special Rapporteur on torture has interpreted that cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment reaches the higher threshold of torture when, additionally, “severe pain or suffering is intentionally and purposefully inflicted on a powerless person.” Further, this prohibition is not confined to acts carried out against persons deprived of their liberty, but also covers excessive police violence, such as during arrest. Thus “the universal customary prohibition of cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment and, in situations of powerlessness, of torture are fully applicable to the extra-custodial use of force.” HTS reportedly has violated the prohibition of torture and cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment during its arrest of Bilal Abdul-Kareem, when armed, masked authorities pointed their guns at him and severely beat him during the course of his abduction.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The legal environments of Syria, in areas under government control and those controlled by non-State actors, restrict online expression through laws and policies that use undefined, overbroad, or vague terms, in violation of international standards on freedom of expression. In practice, these laws and policies also violate international freedom-of-expression standards by targeting journalists, criticism of local authorities, and expression that offends morality or religion. Violations of freedom of expression seen in the credible reported incidents are accompanied with further human rights violations such as the apparent arbitrary deprivation of liberty, the use of torture and ill treatment, and the failure of authorities to protect the right to defend human rights. Thus, the report offers credible evidence that State and non-State actors across Syria have leveraged laws and policies targeting online expression in violation of international human rights obligations to create a climate of repression.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

General Recommendations

To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:

- Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  - All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  - Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  - Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.
- Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement.
- Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  - Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  - Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  - Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

To the UN Human Rights Council:

- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.
- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments
in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the government of Syria to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in Syria’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2011 Media Regulation Law, articles 3, 4, 12, 22, 78, 79, 95, Chapter VI;
  ° 2012 Counter-Terrorism Law, articles 1, 4, 8;
  ° 2012 Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes, articles, 2, 5, 30
  ° 2018 Anti-Cybercrime Law, articles 2, 6

We call on the de facto authorities of the Autonomous Administration of North and East Syria controlling territory in the country to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in its legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2016 Media Law in Al-Jazira Province, article 2;
  ° Bans on content that challenges religious values.

We call on the de facto authorities of the Syrian Salvation Government controlling territory in the country to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in its legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  ° 2019 Communications Law, Ch. II, IX, XI, article 60.
Researchers identified reported incidents of violations of online freedom of expression by conducting searches for cases in Syria between May 2018 and October 2020, from the following international media outlets and human rights organisations that document human rights violations: Amnesty International, Al Jazeera, ARTICLE 19, British Broadcasting Corporation, Committee to Protect Journalists, Front Line Defenders, Gulf Centre for Human Rights. Researchers also searched for communications from special procedures mandate holders regarding incidents alleging violations of freedom of expression in Syria in the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights 'Special Procedure Communication Report and Search' database. Researchers supplemented international research by consulting domestic media outlets: Arab News Service, The Syrian Observer, and Syria Times. Researchers used each website's embedded search functions to retrieve updates using the following keywords: freedom of expression, digital expression, digital, online, post, tweet, Twitter, Facebook, arrest, expression, and human rights defender. The domestic sources provided no relevant results. After finding cases using the international sources, researchers conducted additional searches using the Google search engine of the victim's name (with various English spellings) to find additional case information. See the methodology section for more information.


Simon Kemp, Digital 2021: Syria, DATAREPORTAL (Feb. 12, 2021). As of January 2021, social media and content-sharing platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, and Telegram, as well as news sites such as RT news and Syrian Arab News Agency, are among the top ten websites visited by Syrian internet users. Id.
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The positive obligations of State parties to the ICCPR, listed in article 2, are to respect and ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognised in the Covenant, without distinction of any kind; to take the necessary steps to adopt laws or other measures as necessary to give effect to the rights recognised in the Covenant; and to ensure effective remedy and avenues for redress. ICCPR, supra note 7, at art. 2; see Hum. Rts. Comm., General Comment No. 31 [80]: The Nature of the General Legal Obligation Imposed on States Parties to the Covenant, ¶ 8, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.13 (May 26, 2004) [hereinafter HRC General Comment No. 31] (stating that the positive obligations of States are only fully discharged if individuals are protected by the State, not just against violations by its own agents, but also against acts committed by private persons or entities that would impair the enjoyment of rights protected by the ICCPR); see also David Kaye (Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression), Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, U.N. Doc. A/71/373 (Sept. 6, 2016) [hereinafter SRFOE Report of Sept. 2016] (stating that the ICCPR requires States to ensure the protection of individuals in the face of rights violations by non-State actors).

HRC General Comment No. 31, supra note 9, ¶ 8.

Wladimir van Wilgenburg, Syrian Democratic Forces (Syria), European Council Foreign Rels.

The so-called “Syrian Salvation Government” ("SSG") is part of the broader Syrian opposition, which includes a number of different rebel groups that exert control over territory within Syria (including the Turkish-backed “Syrian Interim Government”). See Alaa Nassar, Ahmed Rahal & Justin Clark, HTS-Backed Civil Authority Moves Against Rivals in Latest Power Grab in Northwest Syria, SYRIA DIRECT (Dec. 13, 2017).


Al-Nusra Front for the People of the Levant, U.N. Sec. Council (June 5, 2018) (describing the terrorist group Al-Nusra Front’s creation of HTS as a vehicle to advance its position in the Syrian insurgency).

Ali Darwish, Innocent Here; Convict There: Two Separate Judiciaries in Northern Syria, ENAB BALADI (Feb. 13, 2021).

Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, opened for signature Aug. 12, 1949, 75 U.N.T.S. 287 (“In the case of armed conflict not of an international character occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the following provisions...”). Syria is party to all four of the Geneva Conventions. Treaties, States Parties and Commentaries: Syrian Arab Republic, Int’l Comm. Red Cross. For a fuller discussion of the obligations of armed opposition groups see Andrew Clapham, Human Rights Obligations of Non-State Actors in Conflict Situations, 88 Int’l Rev. Red Cross 491, 495 (2006).

The Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Group and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is addressed not only to States, but to all groups in society. Margaret Sekaggya (Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders), Human Rights Defenders, U.N. Doc. A/65/223 (Aug. 4, 2010). Sekaggya observes that, because article 10 of this Declaration states that “no one shall participate, by act or by failure to act when required, in violating human rights and fundamental freedoms,” non-State actors are included and therefore have a responsibility to promote and respect the rights enshrined in the Declaration. Id. Non-State actors exercising government-like functions and control over a territory are therefore obliged to respect human rights norms when their conduct affects the human rights of the individuals under their control. Id.


See Hum. Rts. Comm., General Comment No. 24 (52) 1/: Addendum—General Comment on Issues Relating to Reservations Made upon Ratification or Accession to the Covenant or the Optional Protocol Thereto, or in Relation to Declarations Under Article 41 of the Covenant, ¶ 8, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.6 (Nov. 11, 1994) [hereinafter HRC General Comment No. 24] [listing the rights protected by the ICCPR that are also protected
by customary international law: “[P]rovisions in the Covenant that represent customary international law... may not be the subject of reservations. Accordingly, a State may not reserve the right to engage in slavery, to torture, to subject persons to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, to arbitrarily deprive persons of their lives, to arbitrarily arrest and detain persons, to deny freedom of thought, conscience and religion, to presume a person guilty unless he proves his innocence...”).

20 International law scholar Hurst Hannum asserts that the UDHR may have become accepted as customary international law, as the international community has accepted it as a binding norm over time. For example, a governmental conference held on the twentieth anniversary of the UDHR’s adoption, at which 84 States were represented, observed that the Declaration “constitutes an obligation for the Members of the international community.” Hurst Hannum, The UDHR in National and International Law, 3 Health & Hum. Rts. 144, 148 (1998). Also, in 1994, the International Law Association observed that the UDHR “is universally regarded as an authoritative elaboration of the human rights provisions of the United Nations Charter” and concluded that “many if not all of the rights elaborated in the...Declaration...are widely recognized as constituting rules of customary international law.” Id. John Humphrey, who served as Director of the UN Human Rights Division during the drafting of the UDHR, affirmed that “[t]he justiciable provisions of the Declaration, including certainly, those enunciated in articles two to twenty-one inclusive, have now acquired the force of law as part of the customary law of nations.” Brian D. Lepard, Toward a New Theory of Customary International Human Rights Law, in Reexamining Customary Human Rights Law 233, 250 (2017) (internal quotation marks and citation omitted). In a separate opinion for an ICJ case, Judge Fouad Ammoun observed that “the affirmations of the Declaration...can bind States on the basis of custom...because they constitute a codification of customary law...or because they have acquired the force of custom...through a general practice accepted as law...”. Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, 1971 I.C.J. 16, 76 (June 21) (separate opinion by Ammoun, Vice President).

21 See HRC General Comment No. 24, supra note 19, ¶ 8 (listing the rights protected by the ICCPR that are also protected by customary international law: “[P]rovisions in the Covenant that represent customary international law... may not be the subject of reservations. Accordingly, a State may not reserve the right to engage in slavery, to torture, to subject persons to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, to arbitrarily deprive persons of their lives, to arbitrarily arrest and detain persons, to deny freedom of thought, conscience and religion, to presume a person guilty unless he proves his innocence...”). See also COI on Syria Report of Aug. 2012, supra note 18, ¶ 10.

22 Legislative Decree No. 108 of 2011 on the Media Law (2011) [hereinafter Media Regulation Law] (Syria) (unofficial Arabic version; unofficial English translation on file with authors).

23 Law No. 19 of 2012 on Counter-Terrorism [hereinafter Counter-Terrorism Law] (Syria) (unofficial English translation of the full text of this law can be found at Violations Documentary Ctr. in Syria, Special Report on Counter-Terrorism Law No. 19 and the Counter-Terrorism Court in Syria: Counter-Terrorism Court: A Tool for War Crimes annex 1 (2015)).


25 Law No. 9 of 2018 Establishing Specialized Courts for Information and Communications Crimes [hereinafter Anti-Cybercrime Law] (Syria) (official Arabic version; unofficial English translation on file with authors).

26 Media Regulation Law, supra note 22, at art. 3 (“The media work practice is based on the following basic rules... (1) Freedom of expression and basic freedoms are guaranteed in the constitution of the Syrian Arab Republic, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the relevant international agreements that have been ratified by the government of the Syrian Arab Republic.”).

27 Id. at art. 4 (“Media work is based on the use of media means to place media contents that do not have the character of personal correspondence available to the general public or a group of them, taking into account the following basic principles: (1) Respect for freedom of expression, provided that you exercise this freedom with awareness and responsibility...”; see also Freedom House, Freedom of the Press 2016: Syria, refworld).

28 Media Regulation Law, supra note 22, at art. 12 (“Media outlets are prohibited from publishing... (1) Any content that affects national unity and national security, offends
monotheistic religions and religious beliefs, or stirs sectarian strife...

29 Id. ("Media outlets are prohibited from publishing... (2) Any content that incites crimes, acts of violence and terrorism, or incites hatred and racism...").

30 Id. ("Media outlets are prohibited from publishing... (3) News and information related to the army and the armed forces, except for what is issued by the army and the armed forces and is permitted to be published...").

31 Id. ("Media outlets are prohibited from publishing... (4) All that is prohibited to be published in the General Penal Code, the legislation in force, and everything that the courts prevent from publishing..."); see also Syrian Ctr. for Media & Freedom of Expression, Legal Environment for Media in Syria 25.

32 Media Regulation Law, supra note 22, at art. 95 ("Anyone who commits a mistake to public incorrect news or fabricated or forged papers shall be punished with a fine....").

33 Id. at art. 78 ("(A) The editor-in-chief, the journalist, and the person speaking in the media are responsible for acts that constitute punishable crimes in this law and the laws in force, unless it is proven that one of them has not contributed to the crime. (B) The owner of the media outlet is responsible in solidarity with the editor-in-chief and the media person...."); see also Dahlia El Zein, The 'New' Syrian Media Law Is Nothing New, Comm. Protect Journalists (Sept. 7, 2011).

34 Media Regulation Law, supra note 22, at ch. VI ("Licensing, accreditation and procedures thereof").

35 Id. at art. 19 ("[T]here will be a council called the National Media Council... responsible for organizing the media sector in accordance with the provisions of this law.").

36 Id. at art. 22 ("The council shall assume the following tasks and powers ... (15) Laying down the foundations and mechanisms necessary for accrediting Arab and foreign correspondents and media outlets that wish to practice any media activity within the territories of the Syrian Arab Republic.").

37 Independ’t Comm’n on Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, Report of the Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the Syrian Arab Republic, U.N. Doc. A/ HRC/19/69 (Feb. 22, 2012) [hereinafter COI on Syria Report of Feb. 2012]. Articles 285 to 287 of the Syrian Penal Code criminalise weakening the national sentiment or provoking racial or sectarian strife during a current or expected state of armed conflict; spreading false or exaggerated news that would affect the morale of the country (even if the “perpetrator” believed the news to be correct); or circulating false or exaggerated news outside of the country that may undermine the prestige or financial standing of the State. Penal Code of 1949, arts. 285–87 (1949) (Syria) (unofficial English translations of these articles are on file with the authors); see also Freedom House, Freedom on the Net 2014: Syria; Freedom on the Net 2020: Syria, Freedom House [hereinafter Freedom on the Net 2020; Syria]; El Hadji Malick Sow (Chair-Rapporteur of the Working Grp. on Arbitrary Det.) et al., Communication to the Syrian Arab Republic, Ref. No. SYR 13/2011 (Aug. 30, 2011).


40 Government Announces Schizophrenic Media Law, Reps. Without Borders (Jan. 20, 2016); Freedom House, supra note 27 (describing the law’s “broad wording” as “giv[ing] the authorities leeway to crack down on journalists if they wish.”)

41 HRC General Comment No. 34, supra note 38, ¶ 48 (“Prohibitions of displays of lack of respect for a religion or other belief system...are incompatible with the Covenant.... Thus, for instance, it would be impermissible for any such laws to discriminate in favour of or against one or certain religions or belief systems.... Nor would it be permissible for such prohibitions to be


43 HRC General Comment No. 34, supra note 38, ¶ 13.

44 El Zein, supra note 33.

45 Counter-Terrorism Law, supra note 23, at art. 1.

46 Id. (“Financing Terrorism: Any direct or indirect raising or supplying of money, arms, munitions, explosives, telecommunication means, information or any other object to be used in a terrorist act…”).

47 Id. at art. 8 (“Whoever distributes publications or stores information of any form with a view to promote terrorist actions shall be punished by temporary hard labor; the same penalty shall apply to those who administer or use a website for that purpose.”).


50 Comm. on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, Concluding Observations on the Second Periodic Report of the Syrian Arab Republic, ¶ 29(b), U.N. Doc. CEDAW/C/SYR/CO/2 (July 18, 2014) (stating the committee was “concerned at the broad definitions of acts of terrorism, terrorist organisations and financing of terrorism contained in Law No. 19/2012”).

51 Id. ¶ 30(d) (recommending amendment of the Law No. 19/2012 “to ensure that the Law is in conformity with [CEDAW] and other international human rights instruments, such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and that its scope does not, in practice, extend to activities which do not constitute terrorism”). Human Rights Watch has also criticised “the overbroad provisions in the Counterterrorism Law,” and its use to “convict peaceful activists on charges of aiding terrorists… under the guise of countering violent militancy.” See Syria: Counterterrorism Court Used to Stifle Dissent, Hum. Rts. Watch (June 25, 2013). Human Rights Watch specifically notes that the reference to “any method” (or “any tool”) in the definition “opens the door to labelling virtually any act as a terrorist offense.” Id.

52 Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combatting Cybercrimes, supra note 24.

53 Id. at art. 2 (stating that ISPs must save certain data for the National Agency for Network Services, to allow the Agency to regulation network communication “in accordance with the applicable Media Law in force.”); see also Gulf Ctr. for Hum. Rts., Mapping Cybercrime Laws and Violations of Digital Rights in the Gulf and Neighbouring Countries (2018).

54 Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combatting Cybercrimes, supra note 24, at art. 5 (“Any person who provides network communication services in a professional capacity shall show clearly the following data on their website: (1) The name and address of the website owner or the network communication service provider, and his/her commercial register, if any. (2) The name and address of the website manager, and his/her contact information….”).

55 Id. at art. 2 (“Network service providers must save a copy of their stored content, if any, and save traffic data that allows for verification of identity of the people who contribute to publishing content online for a period specified by the agency…”); see also Freedom on the Net 2020: Syria, supra note 37.

56 Law on Regulating Online Communications and Combating Cybercrimes, supra note 24, at art. 30 (“Increased Penalties. The penalties are increased in the following cases, according to the general rules of severity stipulated in the penal code in force: (1) If the crime affects the country or public safety….”); Gulf Ctr. for Hum. Rts., supra note 53.


59 Anti-Cybercrime Law, supra note 25, at art. 2.

60 Id. at art. 6 (stipulating that the qualifications for judges should include those who have been “trained in combating..."
information crimes and telecommunications crimes”). According to reports, particular aspects of the training of these personnel and judges include filtering online content, especially on social media, and collecting data on computers, information systems, or storage devices. Syria: Newly Enacted Anti-Cybercrime Law Threatens Online Freedom of Opinion and Expression, supra note 58.


64 Id., ¶ 18 (stating that laws enabling governments to access user data through ISPs “based on a mere assertion of national security,” make it so that users are “unable to predict with reasonable certainty the circumstances under which their communications and associated data may be disclosed to authorities”).


66 Syrian Ctr. for Media & Freedom of Expression, The State of Media in Syria (2019), at 25. Researchers for this study were unable to locate a copy of this law. However, according to the Syrian Centre for Media and Freedom of Expression, the Joint Governance of Al-Jazeera District ratified the law by Decree No. 1 of 2016, which consists of thirty-three articles and includes duties and penalties for journalists as well as establishing a Media Council and a Supreme Information Council, the latter which issues licenses and media credentials. Syrian Ctr. for Media & Freedom of Expression, supra note 31, at 47–48.

67 Syrian Ctr. for Media & Freedom of Expression, supra note 31, at 47. This law is currently being re-drafted into a newer version, which is “scheduled to be announced during the net weeks,” according to the Syrian Democratic Council (the legislative body of the NES). A Follow-Up Committee for the Outcomes of the People of Al-Jazeera and Euphrates Conference in Which Decisions Are Discussed and Others Are Implemented, Syrian Democratic Council; see Dialogue Forum Held for Northeast Syria’s New Media Law, N. Press Agency (Dec. 24, 2020); Annual Report of the Executive Council for North and East Syria – 2020, Rojava Info. Ctr. (Feb. 6, 2021).

68 Three Actions Regarding Media Professionals in Three Areas of Control in Syria, Enab Baladi (Nov. 24, 2020) (translation on file with authors).

69 SRFOE Report of May 2016, supra note 38, ¶ 7.

70 Syrian Ctr. for Media & Freedom of Expression, supra note 31, at 47.


72 Frank La Rue (Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression), Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, ¶ 53, U.N. Doc. A/67/357 (Sept. 7, 2012). The SR on FOE observed that “international human rights law protects individuals and not abstract concepts such as religion, belief systems, or institutions . . . “ and noted that “the right to freedom of expression includes the right to scrutinize, debate openly, make statements that offend, shock and disturb,
and criticize belief systems, including religious ones, provided that they do not advocate hatred that incites hostility, discrimination, or violence.” Id. ¶ 53.

73 Al-Nusrah Front for the People of the Levant, supra note 14 (describing the Al-Nusrah Front’s creation of HTS as a vehicle to advance its position in the Syrian insurgency).


75 Qasim Al Basri, The Communications Liberation Commission in Northern Syria, aljumhuriya.net (Dec. 4, 2019) (unofficial translation on file with author). According to the analysis, the law creates regulations and mechanisms to regulate operation and management of communications, including prices, and prohibits private communications networks from operating without permission from authorities. Id.

76 Communications Law, supra note 74, at chs. II, IX, XI.

77 Id. at art. 60.

78 Id.

79 Syrian Ctr. for Media & Freedom of Expression, supra note 31, at 42; see Three Actions Regarding Media Professionals in Three Areas of Control in Syria, supra note 68 (authorities monitoring photographs and videos by media working with humanitarian relief organisations for posting images that “violate the dignity” of civilians and children and referring repeat violators to judicial authorities).

80 See HRC General Comment No. 34, supra note 38, ¶ 13.

81 SRFOE Report of May 2011, supra note 39, ¶ 26. The prohibitions on speech concerning the authorities are contrary to article 19, not only because they are overly broad and ambiguous, but also because they provide an impermissible higher level of protection to public officials against media statements than that afforded to all citizens. SRFOE Report of June 2012, supra note 42, ¶ 88.

82 Syrian Military Intelligence Arrests Syrian Kurdish Journalist at Checkpoint, COMM. PROTECT JOURNALISTS (Sept. 5, 2018).
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89 Russian Media in Syria: Organized Propaganda Breaking the Censorship Scissors, ENAB BALADI (Sept. 4, 2019).
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Number of incidents that fit the inclusion criteria of this study

*Including criticism of foreign government
INTRODUCTION

Between 01 May 2018 and 31 October 2020, there were four documented incidents of violations of the right to freedom of expression online in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), a federation of seven emirates,\(^1\) that fit this study’s inclusion criteria.\(^2\) During this time period, the UAE targeted online expression regarding the country’s foreign policy, including the war in Yemen.

Various factors have chilled human rights activism in the UAE, including trials earlier in the decade of prominent human rights defenders (HRDs), many of whom remain imprisoned. Also the vast majority of the population are non-citizens who risk deportation for participating in human rights advocacy. These factors may help explain the relatively small number of incidents reported since May 2018, which nevertheless constitute credible evidence that the government has violated its obligation to respect online freedom of expression and additional associated rights of HRDs.\(^3\) These violations also constitute breaches of the duty of the State, pursuant to the UN Charter, “as the main duty-bearer” to ensure “defenders enjoy a safe and enabling environment” and that government institutions and processes “are aligned with their safety and the aim of their activities.”\(^4\)

Internet and social media use is widespread in the UAE. As of January 2021, there were an estimated 9.84 million internet users and 9.84 million social media users, out of a total population of 9.94 million.\(^5\) The incidents described in this chapter indicate that the UAE government has targeted Facebook users in particular. As of January 2021, Facebook estimated that it had a domestic audience of 7.80 million people in the country.\(^6\)

The UAE is party to a number of international and regional treaties protecting the right to freedom of expression.\(^7\) Although the UAE is not a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), it is a party to the Arab Charter on Human Rights and the United Nations (UN) Charter, and as such has committed to upholding fundamental human rights, including human rights principles contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).\(^8\)
The incidents reported within the study's time period, and a review of past patterns of enforcement, indicate that UAE Penal Code and Federal Decree Law No. 5 on Combatting Cybercrimes (Cybercrime Law), are the laws that authorities most frequently used to target online expression. In addition to this legal framework, specialised law enforcement agencies utilize surveillance technologies to target online human rights advocacy.

1987 Penal Code

The Penal Code, most recently amended in 2020, contains multiple provisions that restrict freedom of expression. Article 176 stipulates imprisonment for between fifteen and twenty-five years for “insult[ing] the President of the State.” Article 180 mandates execution or life imprisonment for anyone who establishes, provides funding to, or joins an organization that aims “to subvert the provisions of the Constitution or Law or to oppose the basic principles upon which the regime is based.” Article 181 mandates a sentence of death or life imprisonment for “establish[ing] . . . or participat[ing] in an . . . organisation . . . intending or seeking through its activity to prejudice the security or interests of the State.” Moreover, article 182 (bis)(1) mandates at least ten years imprisonment for “us[ing] religion to promote . . . ideas that tend towards insurrection or against the national unity or the civil peace.” Article 197 (bis)(2) provides that anyone “who uses . . . telecommunication or information technology . . . to publish information or news . . . that may inflict damages to the security of the State or prejudice the public order, shall be sentenced to temporary imprisonment.” Lastly, article 372, a criminal defamation provision, stipulates imprisonment of up to two years or a fine for “attribut[ing] to another, through a means of publicity, a fact that makes him object of punishment or of contempt.” An individual receives a penalty of both imprisonment and a fine “in case the libel is perpetrated against a public servant.”

Multiple UN Special Procedures mandate holders wrote to the UAE’s government in a 2017 communication characterising certain provisions of the Penal Code, as well as the Cybercrime Law, as “repressive legislation criminalizing the legitimate exercise of freedom of expression.” Under both article 19 of the ICCPR and the UDHR, criminal laws that restrict freedom of expression must be sufficiently precise so as to enable individuals to determine how to comply with the law and to limit the discretion conferred on authorities enforcing it. Vaguely and broadly worded provisions have been found by Special Procedures mandate holders to violate this requirement, allowing authorities to use their excessive discretion to target protected speech and encouraging individuals to engage in self-censorship. UN Special Rapporteurs have criticised as overly vague provisions that prohibit individuals from using the internet to “upset social order” or “harm the public interest,” or from publishing “articles or photos that could harm national security, public order, public health or public interest, incite violence, constitute sedition or have negative consequences for the financial climate of the country.” Additionally, the UN Human Rights Council has stipulated four types of expression that should never be subject to restriction: “[d]iscussion of government policies and political debate; reporting on human rights, government activities and corruption in government; engaging in election campaigns, peaceful demonstrations or political activities, including for peace or democracy; and expression of opinion and dissent, religion or belief, including by persons belonging to minorities or vulnerable groups . . . .”
Of relevance to Penal Code articles 176 and 372, the UN Human Rights Committee and the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of opinion and expression (SR on FOE) have cautioned that laws on defamation should be crafted carefully so that they do not restrict freedom of expression, and have recommended the decriminalization of defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee has interpreted ICCPR article 19 to require that “the application of criminal law should only be countenanced in the most serious of cases, and imprisonment is never an appropriate penalty.” It has stated that defamation laws should include the defence of public interest in the subject matter of the criticism, the defence of truth, and, at least in the case of expression related to public figures, the defence of error. Additionally, human rights bodies have emphasised the value of public debate concerning public institutions and public figures in particular, who should not be granted a higher level of protection against defamation. The UN Human Rights Committee has expressed particular concern about “laws on such matters as, lese majesty, desacato, disrespect for authority, disrespect for flags and symbols, defamation of the head of state and the protection of the honour of public officials” and laws prohibiting criticism of institutions, such as the army or the administration. During the UAE’s most recent Universal Periodic Review (UPR), the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) “recommended that the [UAE] decriminalize defamation and place it within a civil code.”

The provision for the imposition of the death penalty in a number of UAE Penal Code provisions that restrict expression raises the issue of arbitrary deprivation of life. Article 6 of the ICCPR, which establishes the right to life, restricts the use of capital punishment to the “most serious crimes.” According to the Human Rights Committee, article 6 allows States to impose the death penalty as a punishment only for individuals convicted of crimes involving “intentional killing.”

### 2012 Cybercrime Law

The UAE’s Cybercrime Law was enacted in 2012, most recently amended in 2018, and superseded an earlier version of the law passed in 2006—the earliest cybercrime law in the region. The Cybercrime Law also includes provisions that are vague and overbroad. Article 24 prohibits operating a website or publishing online anything that “would promote or praise any programs or ideas which would . . . damage the national unity or social peace or prejudice the public order and public morals.” Article 28 prohibits using internet technology (IT) to “[publish] or [transmit] information, news or cartoon drawings or any other pictures which may endanger the national security and the higher interests of the State or . . . public order.” Article 30 mandates life imprisonment for using IT to “oppose the basic principles which constitutes [sic] the foundations of the ruling system of the state.”

The Cybercrime Law also broadly restricts online expression related to civil society activities not approved by the State, including organised protest. Article 26 provides for a penalty of ten to twenty-five years’ imprisonment and a fine for anyone who “establishes, manages or runs a website or publishes information” online in support of “any unauthorised group.” It prohibits downloading or sharing such content, or “repeat[ing] its browsing” with a punishment of up to five years’ imprisonment and a fine. Articles 27 and 32 prohibit using IT to collect donations without a license, and “planning, organizing, promoting or calling for demonstrations or protests or the like” without a license.

In addition to being vague and overbroad, these provisions of the Cybercrime Law also impede freedom of association and the rights of HRDs. The UN Human Rights Council has emphasised that States have the obligation to respect and protect the rights to freedom of assembly and association both offline and online. The UN Human Rights Committee has underscored that the protection of activities associated with the right to peaceful assembly, including information
Restricted Civic Space in the UAE

Prior to May 2018, UAE authorities conducted multiple mass arrests and trials of HRDs. Those incidents do not fit this study’s inclusion criteria but provide important context on the UAE’s restricted civic space, which may partly explain the small number of cases reported since May 2018. In 2012, UAE authorities arrested a group of people who became known as the UAE 94, which included political activists, lawyers, teachers, students, HRDs, and academics. Authorities wrongly accused, tried, and convicted most members of the UAE 94 of trying to overthrow the government for their advocacy of political reform. Many UAE 94 members alleged that authorities tortured them, while holding them incommunicado for months in secret State security facilities, prior to their trials.

In another case which also falls outside of this study’s timeframe, UAE security agents arrested Ahmed Mansoor, a renowned blogger and HRD who is on the advisory boards of the Gulf Centre for Human Rights (GCHR) and Human Rights Watch, after breaking into his apartment on 20 March 2017. On 29 May 2018, the State Security Chamber of the Federal Appeal Court convicted Mansoor, sentencing him to 10 years in prison for “insulting the status and prestige of the UAE and its symbols including its leaders,” “publishing false reports and information on social media,” and “portray[ing] the UAE as a lawless land.” His sentence was upheld on appeal on 31 December 2018 and he remained in an isolation cell. Mansoor used Facebook and Twitter to speak about human rights abuses in the UAE and abroad. He was also a target of a surveillance operation and cyberattacks conducted by the UAE’s Development Research Exploitation and Analysis Department, codenamed Project Raven. According to Amnesty International,”until his arrest . . . Mansoor was the last remaining HRD in the UAE who had been able to criticize the authorities publicly.” Therefore, it is possible that these mass arrests and violations of the right to freedom of expression created a chilling effect
on speech in the UAE, contributing to the relatively low number of reported incidents since May 2018.

It should be noted, however, that Mansoor, and prominent members of the UAE including human rights lawyer Dr. Mohammed Al-Roken and Dr. Mohammad Mansoori, continue to be persecuted for protesting human rights violations in prison, including torture. For example, Mansoor remains in isolation with no bed or books after more than four years in prison, and Mansoori and Al-Roken have been in and out of isolation. All of them, in addition to imprisoned academic Nasser Bin Ghaith, have resorted to hunger strikes to protest their poor conditions.

The UAE’s civic space and online human rights advocacy are further restricted by laws and policies that effectively force non-citizens to choose between advocating for their human rights or facing deportation. As of July 2020, foreign nationals comprised approximately ninety percent of the UAE’s total population. Most non-citizens are low-wage workers, who the UAE governs using the discriminatory and oppressive kafala, or sponsorship, system. The UAE’s migrant workers have no right to collectively bargain or to organise and are prohibited from going on strike. Moreover, non-citizens face the added threat of deportation for their online human rights advocacy. Both article 325 of the Penal Code and article 42 of the Cybercrime Law allow deportation of non-citizens convicted of violating these laws. The threat of deportation for human rights-related speech and collective advocacy risks interfering with these workers’ rights to freedom of expression, association, and peaceful assembly.

Surveillance

There is evidence indicating that UAE authorities frequently utilise spyware technology to engage in surveillance against HRDs. This impacts a number of interrelated human rights, including their rights to freedom of expression and opinion, to peaceful assembly and association, to religion or belief, and to privacy. The SR on FOE has noted that surveillance, if conducted for an unlawful purpose, “may be used in an effort to silence dissent, sanction criticism or punish independent reporting (and sources for that reporting).” This in turn has a chilling effect on expression and association.

The UAE authorities have reportedly engaged in numerous cyber-surveillance campaigns. In 2019, Project Raven, the same operation that targeted Ahmed Mansoor and a Saudi WHRD living in the UAE, Loujain Al-Hathloul, discussed in greater detail below, carried out surveillance on “at least four journalists.” Reuters has characterised Project Raven as “a clandestine team” of “more than a dozen former United States (US) intelligence operatives recruited to help the [UAE] engage in surveillance of other governments, militants and human rights activists critical of the monarchy.” To surveil the journalists, authorities used a tool called Karma to target iPhone messages. The SR on FOE has reported that former United States National Security Agency employees allegedly aided the UAE in surveilling its political opponents. Lastly, Citizen Lab at the University of Toronto has found evidence of the UAE’s use of Pegasus, a spyware technology made by the NSO group which the SR on FOE has criticised, including to target Mansoor.
UAE authorities have used vague and arbitrary laws as well as extralegal punishments to restrict online speech, in violation of the right to freedom of expression. All four of the reported incidents from the study period counted here concerned political speech advocating for human rights abroad, criticizing an aspect of the UAE’s foreign policy, or critiquing the policies of a foreign country. These violations of the right to free expression have also impinged on other associated rights, including the right to privacy, and freedom from arbitrary detention, enforced disappearance, and torture.

**Violations of the Right to Online Freedom of Expression**

**Assisting foreign governments to target HRDs**

In May 2018, Saudi authorities arrested Loujain Al-Hathloul, a women’s rights activist and blogger from Saudi Arabia (see Saudi Arabia chapter). Before her arrest, she was living in the UAE as a student at the Sorbonne University campus in Abu Dhabi. During this time, UAE authorities subjected her to surveillance and cyberattacks, hacking into her email. On 13 March 2018, while Al-Hathloul was driving on a highway, Abu Dhabi police stopped and arrested her. They did not provide her with any information about the reason for her arrest. Abu Dhabi police briefly detained Al-Hathloul, took her to an airfield, and put her on a Saudi private jet, staffed by personnel from Saudi Arabia. UAE personnel did not allow Al-Hathloul to contact family or an attorney before her rendition to Saudi Arabia. The jet then flew to Saudi Arabia, where Saudi authorities eventually imprisoned her and subjected her to torture.

According to the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD), the UAE “facilitat[ed] the persecution of Ms. Alhathloul for her legitimate exercise of rights and freedoms.” As a party to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the UAE must abide by article 3, in which States vow to enact measures “for the purpose of guaranteeing [women] the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms on a basis of equality with men.” The UAE’s targeting of Al-Hathloul for her advocacy breaches this obligation. Additionally, her targeted surveillance and hacking interfered with her right to hold opinions without interference. Al-Hathloul’s case demonstrates also how countries in the Gulf collaborate with each other to suppress criticism of their human rights record.

**HRDs documenting the war in Yemen**

On 18 June 2018, authorities in Yemen detained Radhya Al-Mutawakel and Abdulrasheed Al-Faqih at the Seiyun City airport as the two attempted to travel to Oslo for an event by the Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue. Both are Yemeni HRDs and leaders of the Mwatana Organization for Human Rights which monitors and documents human rights violations in Yemen and is based in Sana’a. According to Human Rights Watch, the agents who detained the two HRDs told them that their arrests were at the behest of the Saudi/UAE coalition authorities. Mwatana reported that Saudi/UAE-led coalition authorities confiscated Al-Mutawakel and Al-Faqih’s passports. Authorities detained Al-Mutawakel and Al-Faqih for about twelve hours before releasing them, never giving them a reason for their detention. Authorities told the HRDs that they were not allowed to travel and threatened further detention upon their release.
While Yemeni officials detained Al-Mutawakel and Al-Faqih outside of UAE territory, the UAE may still be responsible for violating the HRDs’ right to freedom of expression by targeting them for their online human rights advocacy. According to the Group of Experts established by the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, with regard to the situation in Yemen, it has “reasonable grounds to believe that the Governments of Yemen, and the [UAE] and Saudi Arabia to the extent they have control, are responsible for human rights violations . . . including arbitrary detention . . . and violations of fundamental freedoms.” The Group of Experts has reported that “[g]overnment forces, including forces backed by the [UAE], . . . arbitrarily detain, threaten and otherwise target individuals who openly questioned or criticized them, including political opponents, journalists, human rights defenders, and religious leaders.” Furthermore, the detention of Al-Mutawakel, a women’s human rights defender (WHRD), is in line with the Group of Experts’ finding that “[WHRDs], journalists and activists throughout Yemen continue . . . to be targeted by all sides as a consequence of their work.” Al-Mutawakel’s detention as a result of her activism also contravenes the UAE’s obligations under CEDAW. And to the extent that either Al-Mutawakel or Al-Faqih were detained as a way to interfere with their participation in an international conference, this also interferes with their right to freedom of peaceful assembly.

Other political speech related to foreign relations under the pretext of national security

The UN OHCHR stated during the UAE’s most recent UPR that “under the pretext of national security, many activists had been prosecuted for allegations mainly related to a person’s right to express his or her opinion and criticism of any public policy or institution.” This pattern is reflected in the cases of Ahmed Etoum and Dhabia Khamis Al-Maslamani. On 14 May 2020, authorities arrested Ahmed Etoum, a Jordanian national who had lived with his family in the UAE for five years. Etoum often posted his views on Facebook, including criticism of the Jordanian government, intelligence agency, and royal family. On 08 October 2020, a court convicted Etoum of using Facebook to commit acts “against a foreign state” that could “damage political relations” and “endanger national security,” sentencing him to ten years in prison. Such a sentence is extraordinarily disproportionate to the alleged offense, in violation of international human rights standards. These were charges under the Penal Code and the Cybercrime Law. He is currently held at Al-Wathba prison in Abu Dhabi.

On 26 September 2020, UAE authorities banned writer and journalist Dhabia Khamis Al-Maslamani from traveling from Dubai to Cairo, due to her public stance against the UAE’s normalization of relations with Israel. She posted about the ban on her travel on her Facebook and Twitter. Access to her Facebook page in the UAE was then blocked, as were all websites mentioning the travel ban. On 29 September 2020, the Federal Public Prosecutor in Abu Dhabi notified her that she had to attend an investigation on a charge of publishing content that “disturbs national security on social media websites regarding normalization.” The UAE authorities’ punishment of Al-Maslamani, a WHRD, as a result of her protected speech, violates the UAE’s legal obligations under CEDAW.

Additional Human Rights Violations

Arbitrary and incommunicado detention, and enforced disappearance

Arbitrary deprivation of liberty is prohibited under customary international law and is a jus cogens norm. A deprivation is arbitrary including when it is jus cogens norm applicable to all states. As WGAD has reiterated, any measure depriving an individual of liberty must meet strict standards of lawfulness, necessity, and proportionality to avoid arbitrariness. Deprivations may be arbitrary when they are based on discriminatory grounds against HRDs and activists, violating the right to equality.
before the law. Therefore, detention of individuals under arbitrary, impermissibly vague laws like the Penal Code and Cybercrime Law constitutes arbitrary detention prohibited under international law.

The available reports indicate that the UAE has violated international standards on arbitrary detention. Authorities did not give three individuals—Almutawakel, al-Faqih, and al-Hathloul—the reason for their detention. WGAD determined that the UAE further violated international standards on arbitrary deprivation of liberty in al-Hathloul’s case, as she “was not afforded the right to take proceedings before a court by, or in, the [UAE] so that the court may decide without delay the lawfulness of her detention.” The working group also concluded that her “forced transfer . . ., coordinated by both Governments, circumvented the regular extradition procedure and resulted in deprivation of her liberty without a legal basis.”

Incommunicado detention “places an individual outside the protection of the law” in violation of article 6 of the UDHR that protects the right to be recognized as a person before the law. The Special Rapporteur on torture has observed that torture is “most frequently practiced during incommunicado detention,” and it is outlawed by international law. WGAD considers incommunicado detention a form of arbitrary detention. The SR on torture has stated that “[i]n all circumstances, a relative of the detainee should be informed of the arrest and place of detention within 18 hours.” However, authorities did not allow Ahmed Etoum to contact his family until three weeks after his arrest. Authorities held him in solitary confinement at an unknown location for at least four months and have continued to prohibit Etoum’s family members from visiting him.

Enforced disappearance is an international crime and is prohibited by customary law as well as treaty. An enforced disappearance has three elements: (1) a deprivation of liberty; (2) by State officials or with their consent; followed by (3) the refusal to acknowledge the deprivation of liberty, or to disclose information on the fate or location of the disappeared. An individual may be held incommunicado but is not considered to be disappeared unless the State does not disclose any one of the following pieces of information: whether the person is detained, where the person is detained, and if the person is alive or dead. WGAD determined that al-Hathloul’s transfer from the UAE to Saudi Arabia resulted in her enforced disappearance.

These incidents echo the report of the Special Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers (SR on IJL) following her 2014 visit to the UAE. The SR on IJL expressed concern that the Code of Criminal Procedure “does not provide for a maximum limit for pretrial detention” that a judge can impose, and “the limited guarantees provided against arbitrary arrest and detention in the Code of Criminal Procedure do not apply to persons arrested on State security or terrorism-related charges.” In this latter group of cases, the prosecution can “extend pretrial detention for up to three months before presenting the detainee to a judge.”

**Due process violations**

Fundamental principles of fair trials are protected under international law at all times. Individuals have universal rights to seek competent, independent, and impartial judicial review of the arbitrariness and lawfulness of deprivations of liberty, and to obtain without delay adequate and appropriate remedies. Those detained enjoy a number of procedural safeguards of their rights including the right to be informed of rights, the right to initiate court proceedings without delay, and the right to legal assistance of counsel of their choice from the moment of apprehension. Yet, authorities did not provide Ahmed Etoum with an attorney until after his first court hearing on 12 August 2020 and have not allowed his attorney to visit him. This is consistent with the observations of the SR on IJL following her 2014 visit to the UAE, who was “extremely concerned at reports that an accused person’s access to a lawyer
can be restricted by the police or the prosecution during the investigative phase,” which “reflect breaches of international human rights standards on the right to a fair trial and guarantees ensuring the free exercise of the legal profession.”

**Freedom of movement**

Article 13 of the UDHR provides that “[e]veryone has the right to freedom of movement” as well as “the right to leave any country, including his own.” The UAE’s imposition of travel bans on Almutawakel, al-Faqih, and al-Maslamani raise concerns regarding the UAE’s fulfilment of its obligations to protect these HRD’s freedom of movement. The SR on HRDs has expressed concern that governments impose on HRDs “obstacles to their freedom of movement,” including when HRDs seek to leave their countries “to take part in international meetings.” Similarly, the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism has criticised a trend of governments restricting the freedom of movement of civil society activists under the guise of national security concerns.

**Non-refoulement**

The prohibition against torture is absolute, non-derogable, and a *jus cogens* norm of international law. As a party to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT), the UAE is bound by the principle of non-refoulement in article 3, meaning that the UAE cannot “expel, return (‘refouler’) or extradite a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture.” WGAD concluded that al-Hathloul’s “forced transfer to Saudi Arabia by the United Arab Emirates violated the principle of non-refoulement as well as other obligations . . . under article 3” of the CAT because of the risk that she would be subjected to torture or ill treatment upon transfer to Saudi Arabia. Additionally, during the UAE’s most recent UPR,
The UAE’s government employed vague and overbroad laws, as well as extralegal detention, to punish online expression that is protected under international human rights law. United Arab Emirates authorities’ use of spyware technology has further contributed to unabating online repression. HRDs, who government authorities detain and imprison, suffer additional rights violations, including incommunicado detention and torture. Based on available incident reports, there is credible evidence that the UAE is in breach of international standards on freedom of expression, the right to privacy, and associated rights.

To address these concerns, we offer the following general recommendations and country-specific recommendations.

**General Recommendations**

**To Governments of Gulf States and Neighbouring Countries:**

- Eliminate laws and articles in national legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, specifically:
  - All laws including anti-cybercrime, anti-terrorism, communications, media, penal, and technology laws that restrict online or offline expression through provisions to protect public order, national security, or the national economy; insults laws; and laws that criminalise fake news, that do not conform to international human rights standards and satisfy the principles of legality, legitimacy, necessity and proportionality;
  - Decriminalise the offense of defamation;
  - Revise anti-cybercrime laws to include affirmative protection for the legitimate online expression of HRDs, including journalists.

- Cease using deportation and travel bans as tools for targeting HRDs for their online human rights advocacy, and refrain from infringing on their right to freedom of movement. Reform legal institutions, including the criminal legal system, to promote the independence and autonomy necessary for:
  - Investigating human rights violations committed against HRDs by law enforcement, such as engaging in unlawful surveillance of HRDs, enforced disappearances, holding HRDs in unlawful detention, incommunicado, and subjecting them to ill-treatment and torture;
  - Ensuring that HRDs’, citizens’, and residents’ right to freedom of movement is not violated;
  - Ensuring the judiciary upholds international standards guaranteeing the right to fair trial.

**To the UN Human Rights Council:**

- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study of the transnational cooperation among governments to affect the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

- Instruct the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to undertake a study to identify and track developments in the surveillance regimes in each State in the region. The governments in question should cooperate in this study. The study should identify third party actors including
business enterprises and other States that contribute to advancing the surveillance infrastructure in each State concerned. State and non-State actors complicit in illegal surveillance of HRDs by governments should be held accountable.

To All States:

• Implement an immediate moratorium on the use, acquisition, sale and transfer of surveillance technology. This moratorium should extend until adequate global controls and safeguards against abuse are in place.

Country Recommendations

In addition to the above recommendations, States should revise their domestic laws and institutions to ensure compliance with international human rights standards regarding online freedom of expression as indicated below.

We call on the UAE government to create a safe and enabling environment for HRDs including by taking the following steps:

• Eliminate laws and articles in UAE’s legal frameworks that criminalise online freedom of expression protected under international human rights law, or that are inconsistent with the right to due process and a fair trial, including:
  - 1987 Penal Code, articles 176, 180, 181, 182(bis), 197(bis), and 372;
  - 2012 Cybercrime Law, articles 20, 24, 26–30, 32, 37, and 38.

• Eliminate the laws and articles in UAE’s legal frameworks that restrict the labour rights of migrant low-wage workers and threaten them with deportation for advocating for their human rights online, including:
  - The Kafala system used for migrant workers;
  - 1987 Penal Code article 325;
  - 2012 Cybercrime Law article 42.

We call on OHCHR to:

• Initiate a special working group in cooperation with civil society to address the role of the UAE and other governments in the region in cooperating in the apprehension and rendering of foreign HRDs to their countries of origin for prosecution of online expression that is protected under international law.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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